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HAZARDS OF LEAD IN SCHOOLS AND DAY
CARE FACILITIES

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 15, 1993

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON ENERGY AND COMMERCE,

SUBCOMMITTEE ON HEALTH AND THE ENVIRONMENT,
Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:45 a.m., in room
2322, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Henry A. Waxman
(chairman) presiding.

Mr. WAXMAN. The meeting of the subcommittee will come to
order. Today we considev an environmental threat hidden in many
schools and day care centers: lead. Lead poisoning is widely re-
garded as the most serious environmental threat facing young chil-
dren in America.

Even low levels of exposure can cause subtle brain damage and
reduce a young child's IQ. But despite the magnitude of the health
impact, schools and day care centers have largely ignored the haz-
ard.. A new report by the General Accounting Office, which is being
released today, finds that only 9 out of 57 school districts surveyed
inspect for lead paint hazards and only 3 inspect for lead-contami-
nated soils.

Even worse, only 2 out of the 16 States surveyed by the GAO
routinely inspect for lead paint hazards in child care facilities
where the children are younger and especially vulnerable. This ig-
norance is certainly not bliss. We do not know the true dimensions
of the threat to our children's health, but we have more than
enough evidence to conclude that lead hazards in day care centers
and schools are a serious environmental problem.

For example, the subcommittee's investigation into lead hazards
in schools in New York City finds that 16 percent of New York City
classrooms, nearly 1 out of every 6, appear to contain lead hazards.
Likewise, information from South Carolina which has the Nation's
best data on day care hazards, indicates that 18 percent of the day
care centers in the Statenearly 1 out of every 5were found to
have lead hazards upon inspection.

The National Education Association says these reports are a
wake-up call to Congress to enact legislation protecting our Na-
tion's children from lead hazards in schools and day care centers.
The National PTA and the American Academy of Pediatrics agree,
and so do I. We urgently need Federal legislation addressing lead
and other environmental hazards in schools and day care centers.

Before proceeding, I want to say a special word to the parents
of children in New York City. Our investigation shows an appalling

(1)
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lack of concern by the Division of the School Facilities of the Board
of Education. The Division has known about the existence of thou-
sands of lead hazards for months, but apparently decided to say
and do nothing.

Our investigation also shows that new measures are urgently
needed to assess, contain, and ultimately abate widespread lead
hazards in New York City schools. Lead threats are the most seri-
ous of all environmental hazards facing the school system. They
should be eliminated, not ignored.

But I do not believe parents should panic or overreact. The first
order of business is simple. Honest disclosure by the Board of Edu-
cation. Secrecy breeds fear and distrust. Openness builds des-
perately needed trust. I am hopeful that the new chancellor under-
stands this, and I am sure that Mayor Dinkins, who unfortunately
has no jurisdiction over the school system, will do what he can to
promote better public understanding of the hazards of lead.

Lead can be a frightening hazard, but the fact is, once hazards
are identified and disclosed, they can be addressed sensibly. There
are often simple and inexpensive steps that can be taken on an in-
terim basis allowing children to return to school, while the longer
process of prioritizing and permanently abating lead hazards con-
tinues.

Ultimately what is needed is neither panic nor neglect, but a
simple, firm commitment to investigate, disclose, and correct lead
hazards.

I want to ask unanimous consent that all members who wish to
insert an opening statement in the record at this point be per-
mitted to do so, and that will be the order.

[Testimony resumes on p. 33.]
[The following statements and subcommittee reports were sub-

mitted:]

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. CARLOS J. MOORHEAD

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I want to join in commending you for your interest
in the important issue of lead contamination in schools and day care facilities.

There can be no question that this is an important problem. The Department of
Housing and Urban Development has reported that there are about 57 million
homes with lead paint and 20 million homes with lead hazards. Since there are
about 100 million homes in the United States, this means that 1 out of every 5
homes contains a lead hazard at this time. The reports we will hear this morning
from New York City and South Carolina are consistent with these estimates. We
have a large problem.

It is also clear, however, that we cannot abate all of these buildings in the short-
term. In fact, we don't even know the best techniques for doing so without making
the problem worse. There are also unanswered questions that could help us set pri-
orities. We do not know, for example whether soil abatement would make much dif-
ference in blood-lead levels or whetlier lead-paint hazards pose any serious risk for
children in grades above kindergarten. The Centers for Disease Control states that
day care facilities are a much greater priority and that schools are not a likely
source of risk for the actual ingestion of lead paint and dust because of the age of
the children.

In addition to the high costs of abatement, poor handling of the issue can result
in the type of hysteria seen at P.S. 3 as reported in the New York Times article
of September 19, 1992. That's why the provisions of the Residential Lead-Based
Paint Hazard Reduction Act are so important. The act addresses the problem by re-
quiring EPA to define lead hazards in paint, dust and soil, to train and certify those
who inspect and abate such hazards, and to provide a program for public informa-
tion and edu- ation.

6
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As we continue to address this topic, we must understand the need to set prior-
ities. If we are going to pursue further legislation, let's make sure we get the prior-
ity age group.

Let's also set out the right approach. The program for inspecting day care centers
in South Carolina seems like a good one. I am interested to find out more about
it. As I stated last year, I am very uncomfortable with an approach that would make
in-home day care providers liable for Federal penalties of $10,000 per day under the
Toxic Substances Control Act. States inspect day care facilities for many reasons.
They should add lead hazards to their lists.

I look forward to hearing from today's witnesses. I hope we can hear from EPA,
the National School Board Associations, organizations representing day care provid-
eru, and representatives of State programs before we take any further legislative ac-
tion. I am pleased to continue to work with the chairman on this important topic.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. THOMAS J. BLILEY; JR.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Chairman, I want to begin by commending you
for your interest and involvement in the issue of lead contamination. Last year,
President Bush signed into law landmark legislation on lead contamination, the
Residential Lead-Based Paint Hazard Reduction Act of 1992. The work of this sub-
committee was instrumental in setting the stage for the passage of that legislation.

As broad and significant as last year's legislation was, one of the things it did not
directly address was lead contamination in schools and day care facilities. So I think
it is appropriate for us to be looking at that topic this morning.

I am concerned, however, that because of the way this hearing is organized, we
will not be getting much helpful information. We know that lead is a hazardous sub-
stance, especially for younger children. We also know that not many schools and day
care facilities are testing for lead hazardswe don't need a GAO report to tell us
that.

What we really don't know at this point is how best to deal with lead hazards
in schools and day care facilities and why these facilities haven't been testing. Is
it because they don't understand the risks? Or that the Federal Government has not
yet established safe standards and testing protecols? Or is it because schools and
day care facilities can't afford to do the testing?

These are all important questions. Unfortunately, few of the witnesses at today's
hearing are prepared to answer these questions. Observers should be struck by the
conspicuous absence of EPA or any other Federal agency. EPA, at least, could tell
us how lonf it will be before the Federal Government develops standards and test-
ing protoco s to help schools and day care facilities test for lead contamination.

At my request, the subcommittee invited EPA to testify but EPA declined, saying
it was too busy. I must say that I find that response both surprising and alarming,
because much of what the Agency is working on has to do with what we will discuss
this morning, and its input no doubt would have been very valuable to our discus-
sions.

I am also troubled that the Centers for Disease Control was not invited to testify
at this morning's hearing. The CDC has been very involved in efforts to minimize
lead hazards for children. In fact, during the debate last year, CDC commented that
children in day care facilities, because they are younger and behave differently, are
likely to face greater risks from lead contamination than older children in schools.
The CDC said we should set priorities to deal with the most significant risks first.
I hope that before we are called upon to consider specific legislation we will have
an opportunity to hear from the CDC.

I also am concerned about the emphasis that this hearing gives to the controversy
that developed mure than a year ago at the P.S. 3 elementary school in New York
City. I only know of this situation from what I read in the New York Times story
from September 19, 1992, but if that story is at all accurate, we should be doing
everything we can to avoid that kind of situation from developing again. Mr. Chair-
man, I ask unanimous consent that the September 13, 1992, New York Times story
about the situation at P.S. 3 be placed in the record of this hearing at an appro-
priate place.

Mr. Chairmar, ',hat seemed to happen at P.S. 3 was that without clear standards
and testing guidelines from either the State or the Federal Government, the so-
called "Experts" got into disagreements that confused and alarmed parents who
were rightly concerned about the safety of their children. As the story points out,
there were a number of individuals involved in that situation who believed that the
situation was blown out of proportion and that the money spent to deal with the
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alleged lead contamination was not money well spent. I wish some of those individ-
uals could be at the hearing this morning.

One of my biggest concerns with our approach to environmental hazards in
schools is that we are not only failing to accurately characterize the risks of a par-
ticular contaminant, but that we are also failing to set priorities for dealing with
the moat serious risks first.

To that end, Mr. Chairman, I have ,loined with several of my colleagues this morn-
ing to ask the Office of Technology Aesessment to prepare a background paper that
would help us understand better the risks to chilclren in schools how thooe risks
compare, and how best to deal with the most serious risks first. I understand that
this is not a simple issue and that this patter will not provide any easy answers
to dealing with risks to children in schools. Rut it will at least help us to understand
what the most eerious risks are, and how school systems and the Federal Govern-
ment should be allocating resources to deal most effectively with these risks. I hope
this report can be prepared fairly quickly so that it can be available to us for the
work we do on this subcommittee.

Mr. Chairman, I want to commend you rqs-in for organizing this hearing and I
look forward to the testimony of the witnesses.

STATEMENT OF HON. GARY A. FRANKS

I would like to thank the chairman for holding today's hearing on the hazards of
lead in day care facilities and schools. I look forward to hearing ithe testimony being
presented today.

Safeguarding the health of our children is a paramount concern for all atmerican
families. Our dilldren are the fixture and to provide for them is to ensure our future.
With this goal in mind, I will say that legislation which intends to address the haz-
er& of lead exposure should be a =Or concern to this subcommittee as well as
this Congress.

However, this legislation must not result in adverse consequences for the day care
industry. We must avoid burdensome regulations which only serve to hinder the
workings of our school systems or the industries charged with regulating or main-
taining our exposure.

Once again, I would like to thank Mr. Waxman for convening this hearing and
look forward to reviewing the results of these efforts.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. EDOLPHUS TOWNS

Today this subcommittee continues to highlight the pervasive threat of lead-poi-
soning. Anyone who doubts how pervasive this threat is should examine the sub-
committee's hearing-8 over the last several years. Lead-poisoning is the greatest en-

\ vironmental health threat facing young chilclren.
Mr. Chairman, I want to convatulate you for your continuing efforts to combat
d-poisoning in America's chilthen. I hope the testimony we hear today will cause
school board in New York Cityand school-boards across the countryto ad-

this most serious problem.
is subcommittee Anil the General Accounting Office have uncovered particularly

troublng actions by New York City's Board of Education. As a parent whose chil-
dren tended the City's public schools, I am aware of how painful and frustrating
this situation must be for parents of current school children, I am relieved that they
have found an audience before this subcommittee today.

However, in the current political climate in New York, I am concerned that these
revelations will be misused to smear New York City's mayor. He has already had
to step forward and intervene over the asbestos problem in our schools, and has
taken criticism for actions by a school board he does not control. The public schools
in New York City are run by the Board of Education, an independent agency outside
the jurisdiction of the Mayor of New York City. In the heat of a political race, these
distinctions are sometimes overlooked.

I look forward to hearing today's testimony, and hearing more about what we in
Congress can do to pretect our children from the pervasive threat. But all our work
is worth very little uni, 79 there ie money to remove lead safely, away from the envi-
ronment of the children it poisons. State and local governments, like the Federal
Government, are faced with doing more with fewer dollars. We must find a way to
provide the funds necessary to eradicate this threat

I am encouraged to note that both the chairman and I are original co-sponsors
of H.R. 2479, the Lead-Based Paint Hazard Abatement Trust Fund Act of 1993, in-
troduced by our colleague, the Honorable Ben Cardin. In the other body, Senator

8
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Bradley has also introduced legislation to create a lead trust fund. This work, to
create trust funds for lead removal, aro a necessary compliment to the work of this
subcommittee, and I urge my colleagues to consider these proposals as we hear
today about the threat in day care facilities and schools.

Mr. Chairman, again my compliments to you for continuing to la ing this issue be-
fore us.
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Recently, much attention has been devoted to the problem
of lead poisoning. In 1991, the federal Centers for Di
Control and Prevention called lead poisoning "the most common
and societally devastating environmental disease of young
children," and the Environmental Protection Agency estimated
that millions of children under age six are exposed to enough
lead in old paint, contaminated dust and soil, and drinking
water to impair their mental development. In 1992, Congress
responded by passing new federal legislation.

Most of this attention, however, has addressed the problem
of lead hazards in homes. There has been relatively little
attention given to lead hazards in the other environment where
children spend large parts of their day -- child-care
facilities and schools.

To address this issue, the Health and the Environment
Subcommittee asked the Comptroller General of the Gener .

Accounting Office (GAO) to ssssss the extent of lead hazards in
child-care facilities and schools and the steps being taken to
eliminate those hazards. The GAO report, to be released at a
Subcommittee hearing on September 15, 1993, reaches an alarming
conclusion: ganV ch1.142.O.SKS_POilities and schools are_taking
).ittle_AZ_DO-Ag11211_19_Mtect children EmmatAg_hazuda_in
want_vd S011.

Major findinge from the GAO report include the following:

7 of 16 states surveyed by GAO conduct no inspections
of child-care facilities for lead hazards.

Only 2 of the 16 states routinely inspect some child-
care facilities for lead paint, the leading source of
lead exposure. Only 1 of the 16 states inspects any
child-care facilities for lead-contaminated soil, the
second leading source of lead exposure.

Out of 57 school districts in 10 states examined by
GAO, only 9 districts inspect any schools for lead
paint.

Even fewer school districts (3 Of 57) inspect any
schools for lead-contaminated soil.

o
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Mithonce a LoiliLiouwaitat_nsauticukacusagsai
Hard data on the incidence of lead hazards in child-care

facilities and schools is limited, but there are compelling
reasons for concern.

Th4 Subcommittee's investigation into lead hazards in
schools in Hew York City roveals that 16% of Hew York City
classrooms -- nearly one out of very six -- appear to contain
an immediate lead hazard. (This investigation is summarized in

a separate fact sheet,)

Data from South Carolina, which may have the hest records
on lead hazards in child-care facilities in the nation, show
that lead hazards in child-care facilities are similarly

widespread. In South Carolina, out of 3,206 child-care
facilities and foster homes inspacted by the state over the
last six years, 556 (18%) had lead hazards. In the case of ona
child-cara center with lead hazards in Charleston, S.C., over
404 of the children in the center war, found to have toxic

levels of lead in their blood.

11A moat widespread source of lead is paint manufaotured
before 1978, when a federal ban on lead in paint took effect.
Nearly 906 of all schools were built before 1960 and so
potentially contain lead paint. Over 50% of schools were built
before 1960, when use of heavily leaded paint was most
widespread. As this' old paint deteriorates or is disturbed, it
shed. toxic lead dust, which children contact and swallow.

Many play areas at child-care facilities and schools may
also contaih lead-contaminated soil. Soils within 25 yards of
major roads frequently have lead levels that exceed EPA
guidelines for hazardous waste cleanup, due to the fallout from
decades of use of leaded gasoline. Yet aany child-care
facilities and schools are located near just such roads. Lead
hazards in play areas can also be caused by deteriorated lead

paint that falls from building exteriors.

A third common ...sae; hazard in child-care facilities and
schools is drinking water that is contaminated by lead leaching

from old lead pipes or lead solder. The GAO report finds that
151 of the schools that tested drinking water -- nearly one out

of every six -- found hazardous levels of lead.

The Response of Child-Care facilities and fohoelg

Despit, the potential risks to children, the GAO report
concludes:

The combined efforts of federal, state, and local
activities that address lead hazards in child care
facilities and schools are limited in scollIUM111 do not
12X9Ild.e_e cosprehsnlive aporoach for deLining and

2
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as part of its investigation for the Subcommittee, GAO
contacted child-care licensing agencies in 16 states
(California, Florida, Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Michigan,
Minnesota, Missouri, New Jersey, Mew York, North Carolina,
Ohio, Pennsylvania, Texas, Virginia, and Wisconsin). GAO's
investigation shows that minimal efforts are being undertaken
by federal, state, and local governmants to insur, that child-
care facilities are free of lead hazards. Specifically, GAO
reached tha following conclusions;

None of the 16 states could provide data on the
results of inspections of child-care facilities.

7 of the states (California, Florida, Kentuc)y,
Michigan, New York, Pennsylvania, and Virginia)
conduct no inspections of child-care facilities to
detect lead hazards.

7 of the states (California, Indiana, Kentucky,
Michigan, North Carolina, Pennsylvania, and Texas)
have: no laws raquiring child-care facilities to be
free of lead hazards.

Only 1 of the states (Illinois) inspects any child-
care facilities for laad-contaminated soil.

* Only 2 of the states (North Carolina and Minnesota)
routinely inspect some child-care facilities for lead
paint.

GAO also inveatigated tho efforts of 57 school districts
in 10 states (California, Florida, Illinois, Michigan, New
jersey, Hew York, North Carolina, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and
Texas) . These 57 school districts manage over 4,000 schools
attended by 3.4 million children. As with child-care
facilities, a pattern of neglect of lead hazards is revealed by
the GAO report;

* Hone of the 10 atates have an inspection program oi
inspection requirement to insure that schools arc
free of lead hazards.

Only 9 of the 57 school districts test any schools
for lead paint.

Only 3 of the 57 school districts test any schools
for lead-contaminated soil.

GAO found that most schoola, it they inspect for load
hazards at all, investigate only one type of lead hazard:
contaminated drinking water, which is often a lens important
source of lead exposure after paint and soil. The 1988 Lead

3
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Contam:aation and Control Act promoted testing for lead hazards
in school drinking water. As a result of this law, numerous
schools have tested for drinking water contamination. In fact,
in 33 of the school districts surveyed by GA0, all schools have
been tested for contaminated drinking water. A large number of
the schools tested (15t) had lead levels in drinking water
above federal juidelines.

Even in the case of drinking water, however, many schools
have not been tested for lead hazards. According to the GAO
report, 7 school districts have done no testing. In an
additional 8 uchool districts, fewer than half of the schools
have been tested.

swath Moots of Load ,

Virtually every system in a chila's body can be adveraely
affected by lead. Lead exposure can shorten physical stature,
impair kidney development, and alter red blood cell metabolism
and vitamin D synthesis. Lead is also a probable human
carcinogen.

The most significant impacts, however, are the effects on
the development of the central nervous system, parti=larly in

children under age six. Low levels of lead exposure can reduce
intelligence; impair perception, hearing, and speech; and cause
behavioral disorders like hyperactivity. Compared to their
peers, lead-poisoned children have lower IQs, shorter attention
spans, and much higher school dropout rates.

4
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U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
COMMITTEE ON ENERGY ,AND COMMERCE

socomorme oN HE4MTH AND iNE iWORONMENT

24111 PlAYIWIN HOUSE OFFICIE IWILDING

WASHINGTON. Pc 20510411e
nONI /5-111114

lasbargood until September IS, 15113

lagaimium_xximitacsztx.maggs&

While New York City schools remain closed to correct
asbestos hazards, a more serious and immediate environmental
threat in the schools -- lead contamination -- is going
unaddressed.

An investigation by the Health and the Environment
Subcommittee, based in part on a report bi the Chancellor,*
Task Force on Lead Hazard Reduction, reveals that lead hazards
appear to be present in one out of every six classrooms in New
York City.

During the 1991-92 school year, over 6,000 classrooms in
New York City schools had damaged walls, and over 7,000
classrooms had damaged ceilings. Under the standards sat by
the Chancellor's Task Force, the conditions in each of these
classrooms is an immediate lead hazard.

The Subcommittee investigation also reveals that ths
..!

Education has not imniemented the recommendations of the
Chancellor's Task Force to Protect chool children from lead
exposurs. For example, despite the Task Force's express
recommendations, the Division of Facilities is neither
investigating nor repairing rooms identified as having
hazardous paint conditions. Instead. the Division of School
Facilities has kept the report of the Chancellor's Task Force
confidential.

The New York City Board of Education, which runs the
public schools in New York City, is an independent agency that
does not come under tho jurisdiction of the Mayor of Mow York
City.

ConoluSioas of the Chrigellor's Tata Soros

In September 1992, after an outpouring of public concern
over lead hazards in P.S. 3 in Greenwich Village, the
Chancellor of the New York City Board of Education established
the Chancellor's Task Force on Lead Hazard Reduction. The Task
Force members included medical and public health experts,
experts in occupational safety, and representatives from city
agencies and the Board of Education.

On June 16, 1993, the Chancellor's Task Force completed

1. 4
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its draft report. The Task Force concluded:

* Despite the fact that New York City banned the uee of
lead in residential paint in 1960, the New York City
Board of Education continued to avolv "industrial
grade" lead paint in classroom; until 1980 -- 20
years after the ban on residential ung.

Because of the use of industrial grade lead paint

until 1980, giligall_agd_agilisgi..th_sebggisjuilt
fA I

* Intact lead paint is not a hazardous condition.
However, damaged lead _paint on glassroom Walls or
ceilings is a hazardous condition. Specifically, any
classroom with a damage rating of 2 or higher on a
painted wall or ceiling in the annual "School
Scorecard Report" should be considered a lead hazard.

In addition, the Chancellor's Task Force recommended
specific actions to be taken in New York City schools to

protect children from lead hazards. Important elements of the
recommendations include the following:

If a lead hazard is present in a classroom, the room
should be inspected, a full assessment of paint and
dust conditions made, and the affected areas repaired

and cleaned.

If an area that requires abatement cannot be
immediately abated, the area should be sealed off
from building occupants.

All radiators in pre-kindergarten and kindergarten
rooms should be inspected for damaged paint.

Incidence of Lead Halliards in Nev York Citv Bcboola

Virtually all public schools in New York City were built

before 1980. In 1992, 986 public schools operated in the city.

Of these 960 schools (97%), including 628 elementary schools,

were built before 1980. Under the approach of the
Chancellor's Task Force, each of the schools built before 1980

should be assumed to contain lead paint. 702 public schools
(71%) were built before 1960, when the use of heavily leaded

paint was especially widespread.

According to the Chancellor's Task Force, intact lead

paint is not an immediate lead hazard, but damaged lead paint

is. To determine the extent of actual lead hazards in New York

City schools, therefore, the Subcommittee examined the 1992

"School Scorecard Report" prepared by the New York City Board

of Education, which contains detailed information on the level

of paint damage ln New York City schools. Ibis report sh0W2

2
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, ,
The 1992 School Scorecard Report examined wall conditions

in 43,842 classrooms. In 17,218 of these classrooms (34%), the
report found wall paint damage. In 6.108 classrooms (13%1. tht

eider.%). 1

1 .

The 1992 School Scorecard Report also examined oeiling
conditions in the same 45,842 classrooms. ln 13,610 of these
classrooms (30%), tho report found ceiling paint damage. In

2ha_ltviltkiliatitaiusistatishstall
Tho 1992 School Scorecard Report identified 12 schools as

having the worst paint conditions in Mew York City during the
1991-92 school year. Eight of these schools aro elementary
schools, where children are the most vulnerable. The worst
schools identified in the report are:

Brooklyn School&
P.S. 119
P.S. 214
P.S. 150
P.S. 217
P.S. 149
J.H.S. 220
Var. Alt. H.S.

Eanhattan aah2211
P.S. 188

pro= School'
P.S. 4
Morris H.S.

Queens Schools
P.S. 108
J.H.S. 125

In some, but not all of the 12 most hazardous schools, capital
construction work was either underway or in design in fall
1992.

rasp lisamxitbTallilianclicsomukslatistaa
Despite the magnitude of the.lead threat in Now York City

schools, the Division of School Facilities of the New York City
Board of Education has dons little to reduce hazards to
children.

Th Division of School Facilities, which is responsible
for maintaining the school buildings, has had a copy of the
findings and recommendations of the Chancellor's Task Force
since June 1993. Yet to date, the Division_has taken no action
to adopt or 1ap1oment the essential Precautions recommended in
the Task Force report. Instead. the Division has kept the

3
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fladinge and recommendations
conlidIntlal,_Impeding pUbligUnderstanding of

the_Magnitude and nature of lead hazards in
pew York City schoela.

Ironically, the
emergency asbestos repairs now underway in

New York City schools may violate
the recommendations of theChancellor's Task Force and could in some instances increase

lead hazards. The Task Force
recommended that a specific leadabatement protocols

be followed during
any work that disturbsintact lead paint. If these protocols
are not being followed,disturbance of lead

paint during the
on-going asbestos repairwork could be creating new lead hazards.

Kaalth Moots of Load
The federal Centers for Disease

Control calls leadpoisoning "the most common and
societally devastatingenvironmental disease of young children."

According to thefederal Environmental
Protection Agency, 3 million youngchildren have toxic

levels of lead in
their bloodstream --levels high enough to cause subtle brain damage.

Virtually every system in a child's
body can be adversely

affected by lead. Lead exposure
can shorten physical stature,

impair kidney
development, and alter red blood cell metabolismand vitamin D synthesis. Lead is also a probable husancarcinogen.

The most significant
impacts, however, are tho effects onthe development of the central nervous system,

particularly inchildren under age six. Low levels of lead
exposure can reduceintelligence; impair

perception, hearing, and speech; and causebehavioral disorders
like hyperactivity.

Compared to theirpeers, lead-poisoned
children have lower

IQs, shorter attentionspans, and much higher
school iropout rates.

The most important
sources of lead

exposure are leadpaint, which was commonly used before 1980; soil
contaminated

with the fallout
of leaded gasoline;

and drinking watercontaminated witn lead leaching from lead pipes and solder.

nbilaSs
Exhibit A:

Chancellor's Task Force on Lead HazardReduction, MIMI on Lead Based Paint
pollCi_akUVRandatigns (June 16, 1993)

Exhibit B:
Excerpts from New York City Board ofEducation,

Egtegi_acartgartU3epoet (Fall992)

4
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Exilibl'r A
REPORT ON LEAD BASED PAINI PoLICy RECOMMENDATIONS

(Chancellor's Task Force on Lead Haaard Reduction, Juno 16, Iggl)

1111111110111IALMIN

Load-basd paiat Is rocogalsed as a aajor sour*. f lead poisoning

La children. Childres els years asd youagor ars cossiderod most valsersblo

upos *apostles to dust sad chips *scams of their still developisg servous

alibmos, frogs'st bead t4 smooth ootivity oat air. offielast obserpties rate.

of leed by their digestive sysIdas.

bat sod
fork

.140 Of let h is I 8040 baildi o.

17111'711".1117"nrrrIrnri.511.21111.-1.4rin
Imo of leo" at for ro star or eso

the re ral OovoroPest to sumo a reef sops sa2 y

regalstios, pilot issasfactsmi after aft oast conUaiiMto dim 1:04%

leads 00 parts pot sillies lead by dry weight.

taduatriolL military eatAarls saints were kusigtod_ t the 19711

Et-is amstrallr.bialivild
vsA if bOuttelagriOs. Iloaiot that pea actor

gorarins rod sad used aftos 10

tkat 1 cutractsd bef
pa a .

Y1mtaar 21521.4A42.3.:f 110.2.....431.1_71.1.1..ubOriels firm Tsrk Cft Lira

wore cosstruotOd pr or to Is cA ire mastery

There Aloes sot carrestly exist federal low govern's, testiog asd

obetmeest provolone* for labile sehool buildiags. see llamas, rogairesseats

for testis, sad service providors. There do esist SOD Osidolloes ter

testioo and shatemeat is federal housing structures. %bleb brie boss alld es

the immorally sccepted staadards by aos -hauls/. &peels. is the absolute of

asy Moral soolstes. Previously. proposed fe4oral legislations oosteralag

schools sad day cars sever sade It late low. Morel ledislatles tolatior

to WA redontioss la tosIdeaces. knows as Title S. was esactad la ISO.

A Sow York State Lbw. the Lead Poisealag Preveatles hot. was

passed at tie ead of tbs 1552 aoaolos lo Albany. This bill savors ssiversal

screenlag et obildres, proissat weals. scrowslag prier to estry to

child-oars Sid musselsq of pre-school oarellseS. It Also eotabliebed as

Advisory Coastal to alkyls. tbo State *math Dopertsest on setters rilstlag

to the devoloiseat of s lead polsoalog'provestlea program. rogslatioas of

tits KIS Departmest of Seelth. sad statewide plushy to provost load

poisealai sad to miulolse Om risk of basso exposers to lead.

Pursusat to this hot. Sew Tort *tato is aetberisei to 'milepost

rogulatioss that oddness lead abstosest pm' safe work practises for

protection against exposure to lesd bossed. is school, day cars sad ournsrp

settings, es moll as residentiol sottiage.

At Wm. p ***** t time, the recompoodatioas coutalsof le tido ',apart

are the only cospreheasive roquiromeats for laid paiat Ward roductioa la

sow York City Public gek0010.
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IIK01111Mindlii

14111117.10111.411112-12MMI

The rolls:wisp attritions sad staadards aro recomoesded tor use la

doteraialag the ppropriate applioatioa of lead palat honor& roductioa

prot000ls sad work proctices. Mese are the defiaitioss iateadod in

this report.

A. Lead-Saeed foist er Load Psis! (LSO)* foist with lead contest of

per, than .1% (ore-half of one percurat) by weight. This threshold

is for paint skip analysis seise &heals aboorpties smelysim. .7

MOICIO is the OTC Sealth Cede tbseshela wasp a -rip, fluereesomee

asalysis (1141).

B. DOI Asti** Levels fer blood !mods 10 ug/41 (microgram, per

decilitor) is 'roportablo (must be ',sported to 001) sad 34 ag/41

for Willa.' 4 years oad temper results in "calm aasaloaeato (WS
monitors olialcal evaluation aad ooaducts eavirossestal foIlow-ap of
tho child to igestify the source of tho exposure sod to direct

abetameat be dome occordiagly).

C. Sisk Assossaosti Aa svaluatioa to &monde. whathor lood based

valet bawls entst.

C.1 gourd Level Is Scorecard ratings or other surveillesce
indicate so damage to LSP surfoces (Scorecard Betio, 0 to 1).
however, dust oe floors aad herisoatal surfaces is visible.

c.2 permed Limo; lo Scoreoerd ratings or othor strfrailmi
I.P4101t1usi5laud to moderato demnoo ot Lia/Leurfeces (*corscars

title, of 2 to 3).

C.3 Ileaard Level 31 Scorecard reties' cur_Athir_s*rveranoe
tglicetcattituly to outcome 448.894 of LS11 ounces corocIrd

ails. al 4 ta 4).

O. la-place maaagamests Measures to prevent exposure by &gigolo'

pr000deras, 1) To atebillae damaged , 2) To Gloss up say lead

foist chips or dust that may iaadvartontly °cm, and 3) To moultor
latact surfaces for ohaagiag conditioas.

I. oast Clearance Threeholdel hoe MUD guido1inos for dust vipe sampler

for flooro, wiadow sills wad 'dada'. wells. For other niesurnee
surfaces (s.g., desk tops). use the MUD guidellso Car floors.

Y. DOOM Nov Kora City Deporteest of Mealth

Q. Otis Divisiou of School facilities

V. Ufa, nigh Sffloioncy Particulate filter

I. mum sousing end Urban Development

J. SCAI IFIc School Cosetruotins Authority

K. Scoreeerds Soo Appendix A for doscriptioe

9
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Mint
A. Testlag fee lent ocoteett Testi*, paint is all schools for lead

ceatoat is set reememeated. fastest, the k Pnn reommeada
pet am saammetilm_be that is all iirrl
bet that
act ess reeasmeoled below be takes eemt SI T.

liewever. the Task Worse else reaciamesole that the Divisice of

Scheel lasilitleo should have the eapability te perform or ebtela
mesh testis, because there my be *snide instamees whom apeaifie
Costley/MI be needed.

D. Sontag dust for lead oentemisetleas Testis* for duet
ooatamisatioa is met recammeaded across the system. however. test
clomeaoe precedents are reeommeadod for all Artie* Level I work,
es described ia Settle* V.

C. Test Clearamce Precedents, Procedures mad methods tor testis.;
hould follow MID empliag procedures using dust wipes after
34-boor settliag period has elopes!.

nz seitmanyx_smanicuukumiutaugusagem
A. Assesameat Methods, Tbe Task force rerommeade that the following

risk ssesemsat methods he applied. ia the order of priority
deseribed la paragraph helm,. whoa,

A.I A risk assessment of say occupied tome ladisates the seed to
implement a respect* action sad/or whore work will be dese that
might distsrb intact lead poise.

A.1.1 Target schools steles the scat rarest School Scorecard
palat coaditlea ratiegs as& the Masai Readies Ceedition
limeys (ADCS). Betablieh * preliniaary list t lisdergarten.
Pre-fladorgartes am& Special Sderatisa reams mad other related
areas (e.g.. salinities) that may regain, immediate
atteatlea. All elementary schools. LUS Ceaters had special
*dm:sties schools built before ISSO should be reviewed.

A.1.3 l k P. % ads that Scorecar for
w fir"W"117177:7 im arm nirr" Era a seem.

icor
r wellial_st the gull Clrifpliia

cited
a ful MIMIC rfillr"113f,711^".

to sect om V). lased ea
(or _ r

A.1.3 The ASCII should be used to detonate* whore exterior
repairs (l.e.. where water lafiltratiom has occurred) ere
seeded prier to isterier repairs beiag seie.

A.2.4 Any erea t re ;tints abstesest which meet be
inmedi t d s u I be sea

15.222.2'
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tif. (coatiosod)

4.2 DON roports a Walla
has croosed for blob blood teed levels.

us lawootigatioa of Uthe child'e clossreoe couditios Meld

sutemoticolly be asde mod ea Is-plass moodomeat plans bs

Lmplemeated or abatement soft. so seeded. (It Washita opted

tbat tbe chill's Mee
is sorsally CM first esspooted are* ef

emiteolumbles add bispetted Civet./

1.23 DOM osd DIY should deweldp koproved setlflcatiem

procedures ia prepayable* fee mos of a flsdlag of a big !

blood load level (20 mg/13 or greater) by SON la a ebild

ottoadlog a public school. VON
bsa egred to setify MI eve*

If tbe primory souroe of leo* enamor, is fees& to be the

child's base.

1.3 Valli's, psist chips ors the resat of voter isfiltrotioa or

othor lacideats1 damage. Repair god a detailed close-op is

ocoordamco witb adopted guidellses will Ms performed.

1.2.1 Prowoutiou of paiat chip debris aad dust shcald be the

first lids of istorwsistios. boaltorlag sad oagslog

maintsuosco should be pat la place threegb Us' 'revision of

proper traislog of castodisss sod Freida's, similar

issformotioe ood foot sheets to scbool staff sod persists.

delly/weolly/moothly olsomids Cysts. should be loplemsated as

maoded te be effoctiwe, focusiog Ca
walssrobls areas attain a

school and pettieslorly formulist oa problem schools.

1.2.2 bit's Scorecard inspectors should te lastractod to call

I* to task Lead Mot Liao (airiest established by Wen Soy

uspected hosordous leed pilot problems (Notes Scorecard

Inspectors were instructed accordingly oa October 13. 1052.)

1.4 Mork

schedule

will distn b o ,t lead slut la

111.11.

tecol. Mr' ITIEMEL,
3 cam r dialog

Lb*

Of 0 00 r 00

2, 1
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III. toostlissed/

. rrioririest Aassaisg that Cut may have limited remount's esd
recogallaw that Om souse sad magnitude of the school aystes
will pot allow all work to be porformod simeltamoesely, the
folioed*, order of priority will be used, so asdasearst
Priority Se. Pre-Siadergortma

fisdergartas
all Casters

Special liducatioat SIX I ami ill
Aay Spocial Sducatiom spaoe with childros under 7
Asy COMO where DOE reports ea occuramt with

a high blood lead hovel
2- Slesestary School CafetOritt

Slementary Special Sdeastion
Asy faros where there I isairoct damage

Occerrlag (i.e.. vetot isfiltratios)

On larger scab., lesestary, special educatiom. intermediate sad
high schools will be ths ordor of priority.

C. *wordless of room coaditios, oll rodi tors IS Dre-kindergsrte

luidiadr":221-1221111-11111614-1-1P2221"1"Mat
co t vas as& a sew eovor prow , as smiled.

D. regardless of rocs coaditios. Scorocard
simuld add windows to

their list of regular items of lospocties amd !unmet tor palatod
costeet surfed's betwoon the window sash aall frame.

rt. 11:21AC1 ONAMPIZ

A. Is-place mansgemost is the first lino of Woes* asd tho
primaxy strategy recomsesded tor addressisg lead based foist
exposer* is areas whore lead basod paint is intact. intact peist
os a moos& serfs.. does sot ocsititute a kesardess ooadltios.
Is-place secatosentaill also be isplesentod after oerreotive work
is doss to repair disiagod lead build point ssrfoeoe. ter all
school boildiage constructed prior to 1114, it is seemed that
paistod surfaces that have sot boort testod aostala bred, Tho
primary eldoctive is to Waists, 10,00 of lead dust end
expoditiously ropily dosage., lad based past to whieb a child may
bo esposod. This strategy reguirest

1.1 Periodic; inspoetios by Scorecard isepectore to verify
that istaot imagoes resale is omata cesditios.

1.2 treventiag accoptable ituatioss fres deterioratisg te
provost comitimq excessive teat exposers is the Esters.

1.1 Precautions are to km takes to avoid leadvertently
disturbleg lead-besad paist or cresting duet lead hazards in
the doors, of other maistesasoe or repair work.

'2
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Dadialits-Claart

LIE Ulla Amnia Wins
MAW Lail* Min Lama

T44 I 4 er 1 1

TBS a 1 er 1 2

VII 3 4 t 4 3

Actioe towel lagaliamentet

Actica Loved 1 immoral cleaning w111 be dem. CleMing wili

Seclude vet wiping, as necessary. All palated surfaces will be
inspected sani-emuslly to verify that Intact surfaces resale la ound

coadities.

Action Level 2 Wet scrape. repair sad seal effected areas. After

g.sersi diming. all surfaces will be UFA weesuerd followed by wet

wiping asd lima ItIpa vacuum/mi. All painted earfaces will be

inspected seel-annaelly to verify thst intact surfaces resale la sound

conditioa.

Action Level 3 Full dust costalmeat terriers to be !metalled la
accordame witk work practices oontalsed 1a &bottom VIZ of this

report. (orrectlyi actioa may lulu& OatiOVA abatement strategies .

ell of which costal,' wet method'. All affected areas should be

restored to a sound and intact coadltioa. All surfaces will be UPA

wecumed followed by wet wiplaw iiad !Iasi IMPA vacinselag. Clearance

testing will be performed prior to oontalmeat berrier removal.

VI. LIATIMILIMILIII

Thir Teak Forme rocomponds Wit intact 2.111, en soloed surfaces aot be

renewed, as its prosaism, alone does aot constitute an /mediate

bssard. Is this case. periodic Inspections to verify that intact
surfaces ramie in sound corditlois ere recomeaded.

A. namovall
ou-Sits a) Mit Scraping- head scrsplag osly. Power tools

prohibited
h) Chemical- 7se permitted by speolal approval osly

a) Meat- Prohibited
Off.slte a) Scraping- Mead or power permitted

b) Chemical- Permitted
a) feat- Prohibited

I. deplecementt
denoval and replacemeot of building components (e.g., doors,
windowe, trim, etc).

C. NacapindatIonl
Liquid, lastomerio or vinyl cowering of xistiog surfaces.

D. disclosure,
fire resistait ohootroct, glued or screwed, taped and spackled.

et
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h. 0110 ocil SCA should ostoblish eritoria for types of ossetrocties
sod repels wo(k where mush work la 'Wheels will he rootriotod.
Sposifie Qatari," shes14 be estoblished to deteralso the
owoiltlees that will requires 1) Seek that am' tehe plase deriag
'wheel heats la soleociploll gloom. 11) leech to to peefores4 otter
normal salvo* beers Whoa the ashes* is lemmeopiell. 31 kirk that
rogralroi loll oestoismaft.

a. Motors wort Weise, la aemesteaeo with hotioa towel 11. a projeot
maps peotieg will he held with the aeheel's prissipal. vestedloa.
OTT ropreoestatiwo. PTA repreoestativo. oestrastec (if applicable)
om4 HP (or SCA. so WOO as ke) field Lospoetot. Site
propagator'. work practice's asil reject sae/oleo *sold be
promoted at tho swats,.

C. lite Proporotloss Tko aro, of work shall be totally otatalso4
derive ell Attlee Level $ primates to provost 'slat dest sed
4obris tree olgratiag to arose pasta the work arse.

D. Bofors say Maio. Lovol I work bogies, the foliages provocative.
swot ko miss

D A Most weralag sips at look local outcomes te tho work
ores.

0.3 Forced-air systole meet he shot -Sows sod ioalatoll with
obv-ell polysthylose shoot tapo4 aroma the porinetor.

0.3 Two Were of lw4oll pelysthylv-v post sower the
floor es& wroppe4 op the walls apprei Atoll six lash."

sad tapl es all glass.

0.4 All vovehlo Wes that GM feeribly he !shoo sot el
the spas* oast he slosmo4 this" rearrod. uses reseislag
must lve Wefts* iht *world with sia-eil polyethyloae 444
tage4.,

0.11 All ostroaells to the work ergo seat to *Weil with
two layers of eix-sil pelyetlkylese. The first low to he
tevo4 ogress the top sad loft sides the mood sheet to lie
toped auras the top sad right side forelag a oortolae4
moose titre the Meer *pada,.

0.4 Cosstrest 5 okomiging/siel fteeetualeative area
aels000t SF4 costlgoloss to tke work area *slag twe lagers
of sis-oll volpothylose is the sass mosair es thm work
Sres.
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0.7 All wlodows grad traesome &xi to be tightly closed.

D.1 Before beginning work, a !reamed DST or SCA field
inspector must inspect mid approve tie prepersatioe of the
work are* and th41 while work Is La progress inspect the
work area for possible eigration of *mist dust asd

1444111111111.

011 asd SCA contractor specification lemmata Mould be
reviewed and, if secessery, °banged to uers appropriate
contractor duet conteimment procedsree.

Worker PrOtectionl All workers sad other ntherised
persoanel catering se LAP work are* meet be adagsetely
protected from eirborse duet. It should be voted tlutt
leed dust might be airbtrne for cp to 24 boars, but la
otherwise not generally ex airborne motel duo to Ito
weight. Worker protectioa requiremeats tbould Laclede
appropriate provisioss of the reoestly emended OSSA
standards If CFA part 1521.42 coatainleg employee
protectioa requirements for cosetructios workers exposed

to Iced. Ibis smeadmest became effective Jena 3, 1953.

11.1 Protective Clothing- Disposable Tyvek pretective
suits and (oot protectioo ere melted to be worn by all
L1111 workers.

1.2 Asepirators- Abel required, mile respirators tbst ere
approved for use in lead atmospheres in, MINX (liatlooel
Institute for docupetiolsel Safety sod Sealth) sad WISIA
Nino Safety and Stealth Administretioe) Gee be seed.

V. Work Procedures,

1.1 Scope- An inspectiox and report indicstilig the
locatioe end approximate else of tbo damaged *roes te be
abated is to be prepared by a plating supervieor trained
Is de-leeding procederos.

P.2 Containment- Determine whether tbo project scope
requires work to be isolated from adjaoest movepted areas
or performed duriaq off houre (i.e., Actioe Level 3).

1.3 Mite Preposition- So LIT work le to begin prior to
the set-up, inspectioe end Approval of tho site
preparetios by the appropriate Dsr (or SCA) departmest.
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V21. (continued)

r.o triad Foist lesovel. six lopes ar foaling paint nna

plastir to hi head scrap& 'wimp a wet spray sad bard
robboir rimers.

Y.S Preliminary Clam Up- Durieg the wet screpirg, all
loose paint debris should he collectod fregusetly sad a
wet wipe performed to elislaato all loose print 4064 ia
tar monk *Vim at tali end sC *very work dAr.

F.6 final Clean Up- alma all scrapiaq and sealimg Is
completod. a fiaal clevaimg should ha porforted using PAPA
viouvadag. wet wipe/mop, awl a iiaal vaCuumisg.

F.7 Santo Dispoval- all debris feast the LAP ore& shall le

wrappod 4-ell polysthyless gad sealed with duct tips.
tt shall thee ho roamed amd proporly disposed of in a
lawful IIMENV.

r.o Clearsaoe Posting- Conduct ce.ruas testiag uslog
wive 'maples in accordarco mita 11110 clear/moo levels.
Dust contaismant Marione ore mot to be rerovad **HI
final Owosso approval Is obtained. All mertiag
participants will be *Poised when first aorous I.
obtaisad sad prier to removal of dose comtaissest barrisrs.

f.0 Final faintirg- &II demigod repaired sod aeoled prOKI

Rio to be plastered. Primed sod pointed, as required to
match axial.q arias, A. ovtordnera with mistier standard
pr000diros.

O. Modica% Nuromoillsaos of LAP Workers,

0.1 *aspirators- Mkes respirators ars used for lead

booed paint work. there must be & written respiratory
protectios program for the une ard raisteranne of
respiratory 141dp11011t. La acoordasee with Ma regulations.

0.2 Blood level scuritoriagt Use the requirements for

blood lead sad gime protoporphyria (topl statod its Cooties

14.4. of the quid/linos.

2 6
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-10-

In. (oostimmod)

S. Recordkooplagt

X.1 It will I. ascomsary to certify that work will tate

place whir* a loud paint bssurd has boon !beatified (or

wbore potential boson's
ar mimed to moist). A racord

of information for
*very lead based paint prejoOt

performed abseil be Mgt.

11.2 The tile required to be mmintalasd to offoctivoly

&loosest tbe load Wizard redsctios procoss
should ooatain.

at tbe followingt

o Completo not f spaces (*log *bated gad loontion

of LW.

o Rosalts of ell to4tisg

o Oatmeal doscription of issd hazard roductios

oatbods

o Chroaology of the spocifics of the LIP project

(from plesalog throng*
fitai twain, mod

ammtpicaci)

Tbo VUD guidelines for rocordbmping can
be wood 18 the

soggosted format to
document work is poi:rose.

SCIMUMMILUSINEMLIS

Most losd Word
roftctios projects will sot "do-lead" the

baildimg. so that monitoring the romaising paist for

deteriorotion or &mango is secassary.

'Motive monitoring
will &visa os infotood building

occupasts.
Scorecard will coati:me to isspoct

olossroome twice por row (Spriog & Pall). sod record the

tomato of tbeir inspection for paint oosditloss. In

addition. more rogular visual iaspectioss by custodians

will b4 socessary.

2
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Ix. 11100111.nantua
A. All employees, lacladiag skillo4 trod.. workorg.

laspoctors. opocifleatioa writers. so& susorviaors. that
ore eirectly toweled& with !boo work sequin& to preparo
work altos. shots load baud past, 'Aspect sad approve
the sock am& propare specificatiosa for LIP projects shall
haws motive& spoialinv4 trsialag La the area of lead
based ealat abet...sat that moots the retairamato of the
V.I. Departmost of Sessile, am& drham havolegesst
Csideliaes for dotard Ideatiticatioa sad abstemest sm4 the041A iiisearl Commuaioatioa Itsadard.

A. Dill should loplameat a tralais; program for all custodians
tad their supervisors, tbe School Pleat Nossgers.
Custodies,' should t4 trolsod la visual issoctions.
roportiag port...taros, as& dust prognostic& clogging. Sow
custoilaan *Meld receivo the traisial es part of their
orientetios.

C. DIP should properly adults all their skilled trados
workers, costractor abd others who say parform work in
school buildings of tbo proper procedures to assure that
Lb, will mot ha disturbed withost takisg appropriate
measure. to minimise. contals sod remove ell LIP Cast er
dobrls from the work *rot.

x. tauzsdaruma
A. A program of education for school staff. parents.

cr,itodlems sad custodial staff should be devolopod which
isclodes seminers and bro.: ***** ouplainiag the lead
?Gigot's.; issues and what oat be dose to provost
oaturews exposers and/or minimise

their valserabllity to
the hazards of lead.

(isformationel brochuros for ?treats
eXculd in available la multiple lasguaget).

V. D40 beard shoold dovolop a Fact &hoot for 41stributios to
parents tad school staff. The lafommatios es tbe sheet
shos14 Lactud. backgrotad os lead polgosigg sod lead,
sourom of load polsoniag. provestivo

soassres, sad bow to
roport problem psiat conditioas for Immediate inspoctios.

C. Public service musouscomosts (rsdle.
subway oar cards.

local ?toms) shoal& be utilised to help 'ducats the
commaity at largo in tit* proventiot or lead poisosing isobildrn.

3EI AIM=
A. Icorocard Program Deacription

28
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Ex1.66;t 111
ficHootacsmcARD REPORT

Fall 1992

Summing

School Scorecard is a amusement information system that monitors the physical

appearance conditions of all school boildlnp on an ongoing basis. Scorecsid data assign school

officials in establishing priorities for improving building ocadidons, allocating resources, and

monitreiag the effeedversoss of maintenance initiatives.

This mon compares 1991-92 clauroom conditions to those of 1990-91 and previous

years, going beck to Scotecard's baseline data of 1987-68. Over 45,000 classrooms were

inspected twice each year in five categories measuring the extent of cleanliness, paint sod

material damage to walls and ceilings. Also sunurarixed are damage to various classroom

fixtures and furniture, and conditions of student toilet rooms and cafeterias.

Citywide Improvement Continues

The five-year trend on the her chart below shows continuing system-wide haprovernent

in the classroom envizonment. The summary statistics indicate that while material integrity hat

remained static, paint and cleanliness conditions have improved. The table on the right sons

school districts in order of 1991-92 Overall Appearance scores. Ccraparing the claw district

Overall Appearance (0.A.) to leg year's. we sec impmvement not only citywide, but at every

one of the 38 di aims.

Overall Appearance, Scorecard's primary gauge of the physical environment, is the

average of the five componeot scores listed in the lower left hand chut The scores Indicate

extent of damage; the higher the number, the worse the coodidons. (See page 6 for explanations

of ruing categories.) The 1991-92 citywide Overall Appearance avenge is .50, with the but

school rating a 0.00, and the worst a 2.24. District 0.A.'s range front .22 to .72 for Districts 1-

32, Special Education (District 75), and High Schools by borough.
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The graph below plou the distribution of school A.A. over the past five achool years.

Disbibution of Overall Appearance
Ms Yew Trod

0-.49 .50-.88 1.00-1A8 130139
Overall frounnos

Maul. ma. silio
in tom 01

lt is important to note that although there are now only '3 sehoois is the ayetem scoring
a 2.0 or higher, indicating very poor classroom erdronmenta, there is still a significant amount
of room-level damage that must he addressed. blsoiratps ca 47 ktrw that out of the
4 842 rated: 27 166 have notkeable wall ; 17 I have wall
13,610 havezding paint damam 7.714 ve ma 0.=material damage,

..

.X

rttril LPiF
3(1
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SCHOOL SCORECARD REPORT

Fall 1992

lattadiazt
School Scorecard is a management information system regoasible for inspecting end

reporting on the physical appearance
conditions of all school buildings ea Sa ongoing .

mins objective scales and standesds, trained imp:cora mte coradidene ia an schools Masa

year. The two radnp are averaged to produce *be school year wares. This informaden is vied

to identify needs. enablith *aides, allocate resources, and moth= the effecdveresa el

maintenance initiatives over drne.

These Scceecard ratings reflect the amount of damage md thaw in over 45,000

clean:ems In New Yetk City public schools. By focusing an perceptible damage in claanorms,

Scorecard is mote & measure of conditions experienced by studests and staff than it is an

assessment of the architectural integrity or mechanical systems ofdie buildinp (though In oat*

instances they are closely related). The inspectors producing these ratings have mese*

demonstrated, through Apices testing procedures, that they are capable of makhtg judgments

about condition in a vary consistent manner. In shrm, the Scarecard system produces very

accurate quantitative measurements of school building appearance that can be used to Mews

individual buildinga to one another, profile entire dist:iota, and SUIVAUtbe cenditions citywkk.

With billions of dollars of capital assets to maintain, and with the constraints of limited fuming

and budget cuts, the Board of Education needs to ensure that money spar on cleaning aid

repairs is alloci.ed :airly and spent Wisely. Scorecard is one of the management tools owlet&

to the Board for planning, tracking, and demonstrating accountabiltry for resonrce expeudares.

In March 1988, the Board relened Scorecard's first repot sunenaridng the *Aral

classroom environrmin in all of its over 1,000 school building'. As a result of this report,

twenty-seven schools that ranked "worst" in overall appearance received eargency overhauls in

1988-89. Currently, Scorecard generates lists of schools which rank "wont" in particular

maintenance categories (such is window Aides, door operation, awl chalkboards). These lima

have been part of the Division's Six-Month Maintenance Plan fcr Skilled Trades over the past

four years. Subsequent ratings have shown improvements in these targeted ItiinialiOCO

categories.

This annual report focuses on the cement state of die sysam and compares appearance

conditions of school year 1991-92 with those of 1990-91 and yews previous. We will focus pot

only on Overall Appearance ratInp, and their rank ceder, but also on which schools have

improved or worsened significantly. To determine which schools' O.A. scores have clanged

significantly from one year to the next, a staodard statistical test (a two-samIge Heilon 1990-91

and 1991-92 data) was performed. The graph on the next page shows the diwibution ot the

differtnces in OA for all schools (negative differences indicate
improvement). The CA for the

great majority of schools changed less than i0.25. More schools have improved (220)

3 1
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tignificandy disc lays worsened 0171. Sims nos all schools ham mouldy Wagon aped
work. wo am me that system-whit petal mainemance palms (redt to the walk' pahlt
program) am knprovieg conchae's. A cortmlew Wag of schools thot changed significesdy isincisdel Apple& S.

famikluktmalinia

The fallowing Nye inwinnisie Somacard's ratings of dolman Overall Apeman&in gaphicest hem ke seek desist imbibe( High Soho* by Woo. sod Sped lidonalion
(Diseries 15). Each school's yearly meg is se avow of die nude el bee
impecdona The fiat page le the duo ahem for Me city, with euteement dada ad edividoe
*Mod date aloes following the mme format. bicinded are die doe deem for fie 'Schools Molt
In Neer, or well u the Tim Mae Significantly Improved ad she Tin Most Sigailimedy.
Warmed Schools.

Overall Appestat= radiess we derived from emo wall redeye and ewe alb* mewgiven to ad classroom. All chimaera were especial, ewes far those lodged off sad:*
ineoceesible. In schools with over 100 classrooms. a 100mont mien ism* of Mose wor
rated. Santpling arce is thus virteddy eliminated from the dm. A school's Orand Appearesoe
score is the aggrepos of all the nma-level mores. Overall Appearing scores fur ach Soda
and the ritY ere eeigMed avenges (by number of cieffoome) of is ochool-leval some

To
zero to six,
Inspectors assign
dimes. or
Din/Otime; for
mensions we defined

of moms types ordure., Scoreerd
ng vitoe.Ily no &we, end 6

point the most closely notches tile
walls, Om dinwanions ea
only Medal lategtity and

es followa

ornm-poie gado from
carom &maga

of damage to Nob ol the
Paha Condiden, and

es read. Those

Meteriel Intearley absence or disimegratioe of the well or ceiling neastel (e.g..
plaster, ales, wood) laciness missing pieces, holm, cninellag. pow**. /Wag.
Soq sa. sad ancks.

P gerecee's eteatme imam of appeenace °Nation le NW 136611 Ammo'. Mo. liesoares
resin moboilo6ss is Amity selwasoll skos is 1k mpois. is akolsks llama Ayswessoe is dame.
Nam 6s origisi maned vela vends Osman sir61 ihos mg solo 616164 ad ciellernd voilkolis own of 116 collos annds. Omen ASporson Isisig 6 sesoorshisis wis wpsol MN allwdsrvolos 6s ooseinios swaes sten iber ow1idesdis6wass. The wasusse disol oho soose Mew 6e sod Moe MI or dostionsia wisr so ihe lbdsemi we 66 16 defolme
was ihe *Mos force ioniod Ossedi Asplennon skim II Isnisi ims Is hishor (wig 61110. The net
csicontice 1. iho away of di Ses wolid swim esessoriss. OM SOW salitaad 111011SMI/IL 1106161
ey4 crow aio 1.1k rspon escaiid ookis 61 wised fume Ihr
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Paint __Condition -
blemishes. especially paint which is aicked, chipped, scraped,

sliming, peeling, or b J4tcring.

pirt/Orime - dirt dust, soot, grime, graffiti, smudges, mismatched paint, mismatched

material, tape, sum.

Each data sheet consists of four panels of kfcamatioa. 'Me upper left quadrant prestaus

Overall Appearance distribudons,
compering data from academic yaws 1991-92 end 199641.

At the citywide and district levels. these hinogrann show the peretat of ids& at each scak

point (with the decimal portion of the score mooned); data sheets of individual schools dispky

the percent of gligorgEa at each scale point.

The small histoptams in the upper right of each page show the disulbudona for each of

the dimensions rated for 1991-92 and 1990-91. Again, at the citywide and district levels these

are percent of schools at each scale point at the school level, the* are classrooms.

The lower half of each page presents historical, district, and citywide compositions, sad

summary stiMities.. The citywide data sheet lists the districts in rank order el Overell

Appearance, while each district data sheet lists its schools ranked by 0.A., grouped by citywide

percentile. Thumbs, up or down, in the status cohsno indicate statistically significsot change in

O.A. from the previous year. Individual school data sheets show that school's rank within Ise

district, and its citywide percentile.

3 3
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The citywide data sheet on page 8 shows system-wide improvemeet. OverallAppearance
went from .61 in 1990-91 to .50 in 1991-92. Improved paint end dirt/grime condition wont
for much of the overall change, while material integrity cooditioas were nearly unchanged

The district data sheets show that while each disoict Ms improved, not all &sofas have
the same conditions. Districts 26 and 5, ranked fnt and sand respectively, have so echools
in tbe bottom 25% citywide and districts 26 and 75 have mote schools ha the top 23% ehywitle
than they have in the middle 50%. In contrast, dlstricts 12, 19, 22, md Brooklyn 118 lava at
least as many schools in the bottom 25% as in the middle 50% lad districts 12 and 30 only lave
two schools each in the top 25%.

The OA for schools ranges from 0.00 for the best to 2.24 for the wont. la 198149, 41
schools had O.A. scorn of 2.0 or greater, indlcsting very poor classroom emireonsents. In
1989-90 the number dropped to 15, the following year to 10, and =ready there are 3 remaining.
It is important to note that school-level scores are averages, snd that atreme condition in
particular schools may get washed out. The citywide graphs, which show percent amok at
each scale point, do not convey extreme conditions exising within schools. The bietegrams
below show the room-level data which reveal those extreme ratings at the high end of the scale.
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The Twelve School& With the Wont Orwell Anneerencs&gm "Schools Most I. Need"

' Though citywide Improvemeets in Overall Appeanace we encouraging. do concentrated.

deterioration I many schools remain a serious problem. The meet twelve pages patent resew
level data skeet: for the "Schools Most In Near based co mad exiled by 1991-92 Overall
Appearance scores. (See Appendix A for f4S comparative SweatyTable rids 'Schools Moo

In Need" and Twenty Most Significamly Cheesed schools.)

Eight of last year's "Schools Most In Need" have retelod that diednetios: PS 119,

PS 214, PS 15t and %rime Altetwebe H3 Programs (a.k.a. Old )oys HS) el la lkooMr% :
PS 4 and Morris HS in tbi Bronx; ;RS 12S in QUOCUI and PS ISS In Mardwasa. Par echocj1
have left last year's 'Schools Mod In Need' list to appeu ea this year's lid et Significaody:

Improved schools.

The average O.A. for this year's "Schools Most In Neer it 1.$7, doom .35 from last
year's 2.22. Cursently the nage of Ok for the "Schools Most InNeed" is hem 2.24 to 1.62:

as compared to last yea's 2.54 to 1.90. Thls is consistent with the system-wide irnprovanen&
trend: as conditions at the worst buildings ere addscood and improved, the reszablag "wont'

are not as bed as the previous "worst".

The gtephs in the upper Agin quadrant. showing percent of ZOOM at each scale point for

all rating categories, mil the story for each school. Note that Male Maude] Weis* ratings an
less volatile end tend to be lower than the others, any ratings above aro in this wpm indicate
A type of damage that is often *end the scope of general maisonette& and thole= serious.

Although the "Schools Most In Nee'." have poor coodition in memo& the factors
conuibuting to their poor 0.A.'s differ in impact For otample, ia Brooldyn's PS 214 (Age 54),
all five categories show extremely damaged rooms, with the complete rangeof scale points being

used. The wall graphs show that only about 24% of the clew/Game had no nemesia' denies&

aPinvamately 40%ratcd2., Whilt. abbAIS istad 6.__Roeghly.10% et. the daemons brit
unbTemishefWall Pline, and nearly 90% rate a 3 or ware fa Dirt/Orinte. Ceilings fare dightty
better. Although this school improved in all five scale rating dimension& it WU Mares mtilor
material and paint repairs, and the classroom walls need KIM sakes climbs.

In contrast, PS 121 - Queens (page 60) has better material integrity, but ha high O.A. is

due to the impact of poot paint conditions at both the walls andceiling& and especially In do

wall dirt/grime rating of 3.75, the worm in the city.

All but one of the "Schools Most In Need" have capital construction wat endoway or

in design by the Sclwol Construction Authotity. A mop:Semi:ado& is underway at Molds HS end

is due to be completed in 8/94. Modernizations for Old Boys HS, MS 123 Q, and PS 217 X we
currently in design, with construction to be completed by 9196, 3/95 rod 6/96 respectively.

PS 2511 K, PS 4 X, PS HS M and PS 149 X we all undergoing capital consenc6oe work gal

have additional capital work currently in design. HIS 220 X it undergoing capital watt while

PS 119 K and PS 214 X presently have capital work in design. Only PS l21 Q on our list hae

no capital work currently in construction or design.
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Append!: A
Summary Table ot the "Schools Mod Tx Need" sod Moot Sipttfamily award Wools
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Mr. WAXMAN. For our first witnesses, I want to call forward Mr.
Richard Hembra, Director of Environmental Protection Issues, Re-
sources, Community and Economic Development Division, the Gen-
eral Accounting Office, and Dr. Routt Reigart, American Academy
of Pediatrics, Chairman of the Committee on Environmental
Health, Children's Hospital from Charleston, S.C.

We are pleased to welcome you to our hearing today. Your pre-
pared statements will be in the record in their entirety. We would
like to ask you, if you would, to try to limit your oral presentation
to us to around 5 minutes.

Mr. Hembra, why don't we start with you?

STATEMENTS OF RICHARD L. HEMBRA, DIRECTOR, ENVIRON-
MENTAL PROTECTION ISSUES, RESOURCES, COMMUNITY,
AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT DIVISION, GENERAL AC-
COUNTING OFFICE; AND J. ROUTI REIGART, CHAIRMAN,
AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS
Mr. HEMBRA. Before I begin, Mr. Chairman, I want to introduce

on my right Mr. Vincent Price who led our effort developing the in-
formation contained in a report released today. My remarks this
morning focus on work done for the subcommittee to identify
whether information exists on the extent of lead hazards in the Na-
tion's child care facilities and schools.

Our work was based on contacts with child care licensing agen-
cies in 16 States, education agencies in 10 States, and 57 school
districts. Lead poisoning is considered to be the most common and
devastating environmental disease affecting young children. Paint,
soil and drinking water are the three primary media through which
children are exposed to lead.

Although EPA has established limits for lead in drinking water,
it has yet to define the conditions under which lead-based paint
and lead-contaminated soil pose health risks.

Mr. Chairman, let me highlight some of the information con-
tained in our report. While a number of Federal programs address
lead hazards, only a few focus on child care facilities and schools.
For example, EPA has provided some information and training on
testing for lead in drinking water. In addition, a few EPA regions
are doing some limited testing and surveying of lead hazards in
schools. As the principal Federal Agency responsible for addressing
lead-based paint hazards in housing, HUD provides housing grants
to State and local agencies that may be used to inspect for and re-
move lead hazards in qualifying child care facilities.

CDC also provides grants to State and local agencies for testing
and treating lead in the blood of children. When a child is found
to have elevated lead levels, CDC grant funds may be used to test
the child care facility. These funds, however, are not authorized for
the abatement of identified lead hazards. We also found that State
and local agencies differ considerably in the extent to which they
deal with lead hazards in child care facilities and schools.

Some of the 16 States and 57 school districts we contacted have
no programs and no requirements. Others have programs that ac-
tively address lead hazards, but the extent of these programs var-
ies widely. For example, 9 of the 16 State child care agencies we

3 7
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surveyed conducted limited inspections for lead hazards in drinking
water, paint and soil.

However, none routinely inspect all child care facilities for these
hazards. Similarly, although 50 of the 57 school districts we con-
tacted had inspected at least some schools for lead hazards in
drinking water, these districts have devoted little effort to identify-
ing lead hazards in paint and soil, considered by EPA to be the two
primary sources of high levels of lead in children's blood.

Our work also demonstrated that little information is available
to assess the full extent and mitigation of lead hazards in the Na-
tion's child care facilities and schools. Neither Federal agencies, nor
State child care agencies we contacted were able to provide such
data.

On the other hand, many school districts we contacted were able
to provide at least some data on lead inspections and remediation
efforts in their schools, mostly directed at lead in drinking water.

Mr. Chairman, our work suggests that the combined efforts of
Federal, State and local agencies do not provide a comprehensive
approach for dealing with lead hazards in child care facilities and
schools.

Because of limited testing and reporting, little information is
available to assess the extent of lead contamination in these facili-
ties and whether it is being adequately addressed. Such informa-
tion would seem useful in formulating appropriate Federal, State
and local responses to the problem.

With that, Mr. Chairman, I will conclude my opening remarks.
Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you very much.
[Testimony resumes on p. 46.]
[The prepared statement of Mr. Hembra follows:]
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STATFMENT Of RICHARD HIMBRA

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

we appreciate the opportunity to discuss with you today the results

of cur work on lead hazards in child care facilities and schools.

As you know, "lead hazards" refers to lead in paint, soil, and/or

drinking water at levels which may pose health risks. Our

testimony focuses on our efforts to identify (1) federal, state,

and local programs and activities to inspect for and address lead

hazards in the nation's child care facilities and schools, and (2)

existing information on the extent and treatment of lead hazards in

these facilities and schools. Our report to you on this work is

being released today by the Subcommittee.1

In summary, Mr. chairman, we found the following:

-- Federal agencies--in particular, tho Environmental Protection

Agency (EPA), the Department of Housing and Urban Development

(HUD), and the Centers for Disease Control (CDC)--conduct

numerous activities to address lead hazardn in general.

Nonetheless, only a few of these programs specifically address

lead hazards in child care facilities and schools, and the

programs that do so are only available to a relatively small

number of facilities or schools that qualify under tho specific

conditions established by each program.

'Toxic Substances: The Extent of Lead Hazards In Child Care
Facilities and Schools Is Unknown (GAO/RCED-93-197, Sept. 14,

1993.)
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Individual state and local agencies differ considerably in the

extent to which they inspect for and remove lead hazards in

child care facilities and schools. Some of the 16 States and 57

school districts we ,:ontacted had no programs or requirements

that focus on lead hazards in child care and school facilities.

Others have programs that actively address such hazards in these

facilities and schools, but these programs vary widely. Nine of

the 16 state child care agencies we contacted conduct limited

inspections of child care facilities in their states for lead

hazards in drinking water, paint, and soil, However, none of

tho 16 agencies routinely inspect all child care facilities for

these hazards. Similarly, although 50 of the 57 school

districts we contacted had inspected at least some schools for

Icad hazards in drinking water, these districts have devoted

littie effort to inspecting schools for lead hazards in paint

and soil, which are considered by EPA to be the two primary

sources of high levels of load in children's blood.

Sufficient information is not available for assessing the full

extent of lead hazards in the nation's child care facilities and

schools and for assessing how adequately these hazards are being

addressed. Neither the federal agencies nor the state child

care agencies we contacted in 16 states were able to provide

data on the results of lead inspections and the subsequent

remedial actions taken in child care facilities. None of the

federal agencies and only two of the ten state educational

2
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agencies we contacted could provide such information on schools.

However, 47 of the 57 school districts we contacted were able to

provide at least some data on lead inspections and remediation

efforts in their schools.

Before I discuss our findings in more detail, I would like to

provide some background on the problems associated with lead

hazards, particularly lead poisoning in young children.

BACKGROUND

Lead is a dangerous and pervasive poison that adversely affects

virtually every system in the body. Because lead is harmful to the

developing brain and nervous system, exposure to lead is especially

dangerous for fetuses and young children. According to CDC, lead

poisoning is the most common and most devastating environmental

disease affecting young children.

Lead poisoning occurs through exposure to lead in air, dust, soil,

water, food, and products such as paint. Paint, soil, and drinking

water are the three primary media through which children are

poisoned by lead. Of these three media, EPA considers paint and

soil, respectively, to be the most important sources of lead

poisoning in children. EPA has established recommended exposure

limits for lead in drinking water. In addition, the amount of lead

allowable in paint was restricted in 1977 to 0.06 percent by

3
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weight. However, standards that define specific conditions under

which lead-based paint and lead-contaminated soil pose health

hazards have not yet been established. EPA is currently developing

these standards.

FEDERAL ACTIVITIES ARE LIMITED IN ADDRESSING

LEAD HAZARDS IN CHILD.CARE FACILITIES AND SCHOOLS

Although a number of federal programs address lead hazard issues,

only a few of these programs focus directly on lead hazards in

child care facilities and schools. Such programs, administered by

EPA, CDC, and HUD, are limited in scope and apply only to a small

number of child care facilities and schools.

EPA has prepared and made available to child care facilities and

schools (1) a list of manufacturers and models of watercoolers that

contain lead and (2) guidance for testing lrinking water for lead.

In addition, EPA has provided state and local agencies with

educational and training assistance to help them test drinking

water for lead hazards at child care facilities and schools.

However, states and local authorities are not required to test

drinking water for lead, and funds have not been appropriated to

assist with this testing.

EPA has tested drinking water in 25 schools in its Region 2 to

measure lead levels, and the agency plans to conduct a survey
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concerning lead and other hazardous materials contained in paint in

school buildings in that region. In addition, EPA's Regions 3 and

10 have provided funds to the states of Maryland and Washington to

investigate lead hazards in schools. The purpose of these

activities is to improve health screening techniques.

HUD is the principal federal agency responsible for addressing

lead-based paint hazards in housing. HUD administers several

programs that provide grant funds to state and local agencies for

renovating public and Indian housing. Under some of HUD's

programs, the grant funds may be used to inspect for and remove

lead hazards in child care facilities within public or Indian

housing projects. However, local housing authorities do not report

in detail how the grant funds are used. In addition, HUD has not

developed a system to track (1) how much of its funds are used for

testing child care facilities for lead hazards or (2) the results

of such tests when they are conducted.

Similarly, CDC administers a program that provides grants to state

and local agencies for testing the levels of lead in the blood of

children and for providing treatment for those children found to

have elevated levels of lead in their blood. When a child tested

under the program is found to have an elevated level of lead in the

blood, CDC's grant funds may be used to test the child care

facility attended by the child to determine if the facility is the

source of the lead contamination. These funds, however, are not
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authorized to be used for the abatement of any lead hazards found.

CDC does not know the extent to which its grant funds are being

used to test child care facilities for lead--or the results of such

tests--because grant recipients are not required to report such

information.

STATE AND LOCAL ACTIVITIES AND REOUIREMENTS

VARY FOR CHILD CARE FACILITIES AND SCHOOLS

The state child care and education agencies and school districts we

contacted indicated that the extent to which states and local

governments address lead hazards in child care facilities and

schools varies widely.

We contacted child care licensing officials in 16 states' to

discuss their requirements and activities to address lead hazards

in child care facilities. Officials in 9 of the 16 states

indicated that child care licensing agencies specifically require

facilities regulated by the state to be free of lead hazards.

While none of the state agencies routinely inspect all of their

regulated child care facilities for lead hazards in paint, drinking

water, and soil, agencies in 9 states inspect facilities under

certain circumstances (for example, in response to a specific

complaint or a reason to suspect that a hazard exists).

'California, Florida, Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Michigan,
Minnesota, Missouri, New Jersey, New York, North Carolina, Ohio,
Pennsylvania, Texas, Virginia, and Wisconsin.
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Enforcement actions vary among the states in our survey that

inspect child care facilities for lead hazards. Although failure

to remove any hazards that are found may ultimately result in a

facility being closed, one state official told us that, because of

budgetary constraints, the inspecting agency does not always follow

up on lead hazard citations to verify that the problem has been

corrected. In two other states we found that, in cases in which

citations were pursued, the follow-up actions sometimes took up to

a year or more to complete.

The 57 school districts we surveyed in 10 states' have a total

enrollment of 3.4 million children in over 4,200 schools. These

districts included the seven largest in the united States.

Officials in 50 of the 57 school districts told us that, as of

early 1993, their districts had inspected some of their schools for

one or more types of lead hazards, even though, according to state

education officials, none of the 10 states in which these districts

are located has a requirement or inspection program to ensure that

schools are free of lead hazards. Fifty of the 57 districts had

inspected some schools for lead hazards in drinking water, but only

nine districts had tested for lead-based paint, and only three had

tested for lead hazards in soil around school facilities.

arhe school districts we contacted included 9 districts in each

of New Jersey, Ohio, and Pennsylvania; 10 districts in both
Illinois and New York; and 2 districts in each of California,
Florida, Michigan, North Carolina, and Texas.
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Officials in two large districts told us that they discontinued

testing for lead hazards in schools because of budget constraints.

Education agencies in 3 of the 50 school districts that had tested

some schools for lead hazards were unable to provide data on the

number of schools tested or on the results of such tests. Data

obtained from the remaining 47 districts show that 2,272 schools,

or about 81 percent of all the school facilities in those

districts, had been tested for lead hazards, primarily in drinking

water. Of those tested, 350 schools, or about 15 percent, were

found to have drinking water containing levels of lead that are

considered unacceptable by EPA. Testing and contamination rates

varied widely among districts. For example, while one district we

contacted inspected only 16 percent of its total schools for lead

hazards in drinking water, 33 districts inspected all of their

schools for such hazards. Similarly, although 29 school districts

found no lead hazards in drinking water, two districts found such

hazards in all of the schools inspected.

Although a number of schools were tested and found to contain lead-

based paint, only one school was identified as containing a paint

"hazard." A school district official told us that it is difficult

to classify lead-based paint in a school as a hazard because EPA

has not yet developed specific standards that define the conditions

under which lead-based paint poses a health risk. Therefore, a

determination as to whether lead-based paint poses a hazard in a

8
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particular school is a judgmental decision.
Officials told us that

when inspections revealed
lead hazards in a school, actions such as

the isolation or removal of the source of the hazard were taken in

order to eliminate the risk of subsequent contamination.

Although a few school districts told us that they had tested some

schools for lead-contaminated
soil, they could not provide any

information on the results of these tests.

INFORMATION ON LEAD HAZARDS IN CHILD CARE

FACILITIES AND SCHOOLS IS LIMITED

None of the federal agencies we contacted--EPA, HUD, CDC, and the

Departments of Health and Human Services and Education--collect or

have compiled information on
the extent to which (1) child care

facilities and schools contain lead hazards or (2) states and local

jurisdictions address such hazards. None of the child care

agencies in the 16 states we contacted had compiled data on the

results of lead inspections at child care facilities, such as the

number of facilities tested,
the number of facilities containing

lead hazards, the type of lead hazards found, and the number of

facilities where lead abatement activities were conducted.

State education agencies
compiled such data on schools in only 2 of

the 10 states we contacted.
In contrast, 54 of the 57 districts we

contacted were able to provide at least some data on lead

9
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inspections in schools, such as the number of facilities tested,

the number of facilities containing lead hazards, and the type of
lead hazards found. The available information indicates that most

of the districts we contacted have inspected some of their schools

for lead hazards in drinking water, but they have performed few

inspections to identify lead hazards in paint and soil.

Because no information is available on lead hazards in child care

facilities and only incomplete data is available on such hazards in

schools, it is difficult to assess the extent of the hazards in

these facilities and the actions that are needed to address them.

To encourage the inspection of child care facilities and schools

for lead hazards, a number of legislative options have been

proposed. For example, during the last Congress, the Lead Exposure

Reduction Act of 1992 (H.R. 5730) was introduced to require local

authorities to test all regulated child care facilities and

kindergartens for lead hazards and to report on their findings.

CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, our review indicates that the combined

efforts of federal, state, .nd local activities that address lead

hazards in child care facilities and schools are limited in scope

and do not provide a comprehensive
approach for defining and

alleviating the problem. In addition, some state and local

agencies are taking little or no action to identify certain lead

10
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hazards in these facilities and schools. Although most state

agencies we contacted have not compiled data on lead testing in

schools, local school districts were generally able to provide this

information. These data indicate that school districts generally

test drinking water for lead hazards. However, only a few of the

districts we contacted test schools for lead hazards in paint and

soil, which are considered by EPA to be the principal sources of

lead poisoning in children. Furthermore, while some of the state

agencies inspect some child care facilities for lead hazards, they

have no information available on either the extent of their testing

or the presence and severity of the lead hazards identified.

Because testing is limited for some types of lead hazards in child

care facilities and schools in the states and school districts we

contacted, and because reporting of the results is limited when

testing is performed, little information
i5 available to assess the

extent of lead contamination in these facilities and whether it is

being adequately addressed. Legislative proposals in the Congress

have acknowledged the need for more information on the presence of

lead hazards in child care facilities and schools by requiring that

state or local agencies test for lead hazards in these facilities

and schools and prepare reports on their findings. Such

information would be useful in locating and eliminating existing

lead hazards, and, given competing environmental concerns and

limited resources, in determining the extent of the lead problem in

child care facilities and schools and formulating appropriate

federal, state, and local responses to the problem.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes our testimony. We would be happy to

answer any questions.
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Mr. WAXMAN. Mr. Reigart.

STATEMENT OF J. Rourr REIGART
Mr. REIGART. Thank you. Mr. Chairman, thank you for the op-

portunity to address you on this topic.
Mr. WAXMAN. Would you pull the microphone closer to be sure

we get this all on the record?
Mr. REIGART. Is that close enough? I tend to be a little soft spo-

ken soMr. Chairman, thank you for the opportunity to address
you on this topic. My name is Routt Reigart. I am a professor of
pediatrics at the Medical University of South Carolina where I am
involved in the practice of general pediatrics and environmental
medicine.

I am also the chairperson of the Committee on Environmental
Health of the American Academy of Pediatrics and chairperson of
the Advisory Committee on Childhood Lead Poisoning Prevention
of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.

I would like to speak to you today in the context of a practicing
pediatrician who has been involved in lead poisoning prevention ac-
tivities in South Carolina for more than 20 years. During this time,
we have had many successes in dealing with childhood lead poison-
ing and have learned many hard lessons.

One of the most important lessons has been that you only find
lead hazards and lead poisoned children when and where you look
for them. It is very easy to overlook lead hazards or lead-poisoned
children simply because we have not considered the child or the en-
vironment to be at risk.

I myself had always considered day care centers and schools to
be relatively low-risk environments. Fortunately, the State of
South Carolina was not so quick to accept this assumption and in
1986 mandated lead inspection of all day care centers and foster
homes as a requirement for licensure. Specifically, the law requires
that new day care centers and foster homes be free of lead hazards
prior to approving licensure. If a day care center or foster home has
lead-based paint, the paint must be "removed, replaced or perma-
nently and securely covered."

If the lead-based paint is peeling, soil and dust sampling is also
performed to rule out these additional sources of lead hazard to the
children in the center. If the water is lead contaminated, this haz-
ard must also be corrected. Day care centers and foster homes in
existence in 1986 do not require removal of all lead-based paint un-less the paint is deteriorated or peeling. These centers are in-
spected by the South Carolina Department of Health and Environ-
mental Control for the condition of paint on an annual basis for
day care centers and every 2 years for other centers.

Centers which are not church-based are also inspected by the
South Carolina Department of Social Services, the licensing body,
on an annual basis. If deteriorated paint is discovered on these vis-
its by DSS, the Department of Health and Environmental Control
is notified that additional inspection is necessary. At any time that
a hazardous condition is noted, it must be corrected as a condition
of continued licensure. Also, in all cases where deteriorating lead-
based paint or other imminent hazards are found, the local mater-
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nal and child health agency is notified that there may be children
at risk and testing of children is offered.

I would like to offer you some of the results of these activities
to indicate they have been useful for the protection of the children
of South Carolina. During the 6 fiscal years, 1988/1993, 3,206 day
care centers and foster homes have been inspected for lead hazards
by the Department of Health and Environmental Control. Of these,
566 have been found to have lead hazards. This represents 18 per-
cent of all the inspected centers. These centers have been spread
throughout our sparsely populated, largely rural State. They have
not been only in the more populated larger metropolitan areas.
They have often been in counties where physicians, public health
agencies and the public believed there was no lead hazard in the
community.

Since the testing of children in these centers is voluntary, sys-
tematic testing data is not available for all the centers and records
are generally not kept by health agencies categorized by day care
center. I was able to obtain the results of screening in two church-
based day care centers in my own city, Charleston, S.C. In 1992,
46 children in one day care center were tested for lead exposure.
Nineteen of these children had elevated lead levels. This is 41 per-
cent of all tested children. Of these, six had lead levels greater
than 15 micrograms per deciliter of whole blood and three were
greater than 20, the level requiring physician referral for evalua-
tion and treatment.

In this group, it is not possible to clearly differentiate the con-
tribution of the day care center from home exposure. However, this
is a very high yield for any screening activity. In a second center
which did not have lead-based paint in the interior but did have
lead-based exterior paint and demonstrated soil contamination,
children were tested both in 1992 and 1993. In this center in 1992,
15 children were tested. Three of these children had elevated blood
lead levels. This is 20 percent of the total.

When children were again tested in this center in 1993, only 1
of 11 children had an elevated lead. This one child clearly had a
home exposure as his primary source of lead. While it is tempting
to conclude that intervention in the center had caused this de-
creased yield in screening, the data is insufficient for such a conclu-
sion.

What can be concluded clearly, is that it was worthwhile to ex-
amine these centers for lead hazards and clearly worthwhile to
scre.an children in the centers. Having reached that conclusion, the
Charleston Lead Poisoning Prevention Program is presently hiring
an additional nurse exclusively for day care and door-to-door
screening of children. I hope that you are as convinced as I am that
there is considerable mera in examining day care centers for lead
hazards and in testing children in such hazardous centers for lead
exposure.

Thank you.
Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you very much, both of you, for your testi-

mony.
Dr. Reigart, let me start with you. Many Federal agencies have

been recently warning us about the risk of lead poisoning. The Fed-
eral Centers for Disease Control says that lead poisoning is, and
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I quote, "the most common and societally devastating environ-
mental disease of young children."

Louis Sullivan, who is the fcrmer head of the Department of
Health and Human Services said, and I want to quote him, "Lead
poisoning is the number one environmental hazard facing our chil-
dren," and according to Carol Browner, who is the existing head of
the Environmental Protection Agency, says, and I quote, "Lead poi-
soning is the single most serious environmental threat to this coun-
try's children."

Could you tell us why lead is such a serious threat to children?
Mr. REIGART. Well, there are at least three reasons. One, it is

very, very widespread. The country is contaminated with lead
throughout. The second is it is a hazard that does not dissipate, de-
teriorate, go away with time. It, is an accumulative toxin that can
only be dealt with by removal of the hazard, and third, young chil-
dren are uniquely susceptible to this in the sense that young chil-
dren have serious, long lasting, probably permanent neurologic in-
jury from lead.

Mr. WAXMAN. In New York City there is a lot of concern right
now about asbestos in the school system. I would like you to put
asbestos and lead as risks in some kind of perspective. You are the
Chair of' the American Academy of Pediatrics and Committee on
Environmental Health.

Which is the more serious and more immediate risk?
Mr. REIGART. Well, clearly in rny point of view, lead is the more

immediate risk. The risks from asbestos are statistical and based
on a long-term prediction of' increased lung mesotheliomas, which
is cancer of the lung. Lead tends to effect many, if not all children
in a hazardous environment and affect them immediately with re-
gard to detriment to their central nervous system.

Mr. WAXMAN. Mr. Hembra, today the General Accounting Office
is releasing a new report. It is entitled The Extent of Lead Hazards
in Child Care Facilities and Schools is Unknown. This is a copy of'
your report.

Your findings are troubling because they indicate that child care
facilities and schools are doing very little to address the two most
significant sources of lead exposure, lead paint and lead-contami-
nated soil.

Let me ask you first about lead paint, which is the leading source
of exposure for children. Are child care facilities and schools being
inspected for lead paint hazards?

Mr. HEMBRA. Mr. Chairman, what we found out was only 2 of
16 States routinely inspect for lead paint hazards in child care fa-
cilities and only 9 of' the 57 school districts that we contacted in-
spect for lead-based paint in schools.

Mr. WAXMAN. The second leading source of lead exposure is lead-
contaminated soil. This is often from the fallout from decades of
use of leaded gasoline. Are child care facilities and schools being
inspected for soil hazards on their playgrounds?

Mr. HEMBRA. Mr. Chairman, we found only 1 of the 16 States in-
spect for lead-contaminated soil in child care facilities and only 3
of the 57 school districts inspect for lead-contaminated soil.

Mr. WAXMAN. Your report concluded that because of the absence
of testing for lead, the extent of lead hazards is unknown. We sim-
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ply don't have the hard data that we should about the conditions
inside schools and day care centers. Is it possible for you to com-
ment on the potential for lead hazards in schools and day care fa-
cilities? For instance, did you examine how many school buildings,
based on their age, are likely to contain lead paint?

Mr. HEMBRA. Let me give you a couple figures, Mr. Chairman.
I think that will put some of this in perspective. According to an
American Association of School Administrators Study, more than
80 percent of the existing school buildings were built before the
late 1970's and, as you are well aware, it was around 1978 when
there were significant restrictions placed on the content of lead in
paint. Prior to that period, the lead levels were quite high in paint.

When we looked at the 57 school districts it, our review, what we
found was, based on almost 3,000 schools involved, 67 percent, or
close to 2,000, were built. before 1960. Almost 30 percent, or around
850 schools, were built between 1960 and 1978.

Wha; that says is well over 90 percent of the schools that were
included in our review were schools that were built before 1978,
and I think that information suggests that paint being used on
those schools were likely to have a much higher level of lead than
what you would see being used today.

Mr. WAXMAN. Well, simply having been painted with lead paint
doesn't constitute a hazard, but based on your analysis of the age,
the likely use of lead paint, and maybe a guess as to the upkeep
that has been given to these schools, how great a problem do we
actually have of exposure of lead in schools and in child care cen-
ters in this country'?

Mr. HEMBRA. Well, as I mentioned in the testimony, what is un-
fortunate is we don't have very good information on that. We do
know that where inspections occur, problems have been found.
There has been lead found in schools, There has been some lead
identified in child care cacilities, but there is just not a lot of' infor-
mation out there, and as a result, you don't know if there is a risk
currently posed, how severe that risk is and given the age of the
schools, if thue is renovation arid some reconstruction going on,
you are placed at a disadvantage because I think, as Dr. Reigart
just pointed out, that when you begin tampering, that you can in-
crease the problems and increase the risk.

Mr. WAXMAN. Dr. Reigart, you are from South Carolina which
may have the Nation's best records on lead hazards in child care
facilities. South Carolina, which was not part of the GAO study,
does inspect child care centers for lead hazards.

Could you summarize what the South Carolina data show?
Mr. REIGART. Well, the important thing is that many centers

that were inspected had hazards and that has led us to a situation
where we are able to correct the hazards before the day care cen-
ters opened.

That seems to be the most useful thing. In the older centers, it
has allowed us an early warning system by the inspections. As soon
as the lead based paint begins to deteriorate, we do require correc-
tion, and I believe that this has done a great deal to protect chil-
dren in the day care centers.

I should say, Mr. Chairman, that in day care centers, you some-
times have the situation where there are quite a few children and
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not very many caretakers, so the level of supervision of the chil-
dren, watching them for hand to mouth activity, cleaning their
hands, all of the things that lead to lead toxicity in a hazardous
environment may be worse in some day care centers than they
would be in the child's own home.

Mr. WAXMAN. IS it accurate to state that the South Carolina data
show that 18 percent of day care facilities, nearly 1 out of every
5, had lead hazards when they were inspected?

Mr. REIGART. Yes, sir, that is absolutely correct. That was my
testimony.

Mr. WAXMAN. And is it also your testimony that at one of the
centers, 40 percent of the children were discovered to be lead
poisoned, and the other, 20 percent were severely lead poisoned?

Mr. REIGART. That is correct, sir.
Mr. WAXMAN. That is a pretty astounding figure. Based on the

experience of South Carolina, what are your views about the seri-
ousness of the lead threat in day care centers and schools and the
need for inspections?

Mr. REIGART. I think that it clearly indicates, at least in South
Carolina, that we should continue the activity. It has clearly shown
to me that we need to do more about screening children in day care
centers than we have done in the past and it needs to be more sys-
tematic.

Mr. WAXMAN. There is one final issue I want to ask the two of
you about: the risk of renovation in schools and child care centers.
Even if lead paint is intact, it can be disturbed and become hazard-
ous during ordinary renovation work if a school or center does not
test for lead paint and take special precautions.

Mr. Hembra and Dr. Reigart, would you comment on the risks
of renovation? Is it important that all schools and day care centers
built before 1980 test for lead before conducting any renovations?

Mr. HEMBRA. As I had mentioned in my earlier comments, Mr.
Chairman, whenever there is renovation, whenever there is a con-
tamination problem, whether we are talking about lead or whether
we are talking about what you may find in a Superfund site, in
order to deal with it in a protective fashion, you have to under-
stand what the problem is and how significant it is.

What our work tells us is there is not a lot of information out
there. There is not a lot of inspecting going on. What inspections
that do occur tend to be directed at determining whether there is
lead in drinking water. Very little inspection is going on with re-
gard to lead-based paint and lead contamination in the soil.

Mr. WAXMAN. So if they don't know what the status of the lead
problem is, and they go in and do other renovations, can they make
the problem worse?

Mr. HEMBRA. It can be quite disruptive and I think the possibil-
ity there is to increase the risk to the children.

Mr. WAXMAN. Dr. Reigart?
Mr. REIGART. Yes, sir. I possibly can illustrate my views on this

by telling you about a city ordinance that we are presentlyhope-
fully has passed at this point, but will be within the next few
weeks.

The city of Charleston has decided this risk is so great that be-
fore a permit for any paint or renovation work is done in any struc-
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ture in Charleston, the structure must be inspected for a lead haz-
ard.

If that lead hazard is found, all the occupants must be removed
from the dwelling or day care center or other building while the
renovation work is being done. As part of this, the contractor must
post a bond. Prior to reoccupation of that dwelling, day care center,
the center must be verified as free of lead hazards, including cor-
rection of dust hazards as well as any other contamination prior to
reoccupancy.

It is my view that this kind of legislation which we are dealing
with on a local basis has wider applicability.

Mr. WAXMAN. Mr. Hembra, this kind of ordinance they are talk-
ing about in Charleston, do you know whether other cities have
that kind of an ordinance and whether it would be advisable?

Mr. HEMBRA. No. To our knowledge, based on the work we did
and the States we looked at, we do not have any indication wheth-
er or notor how extensive you would find that occurring out in
the States.

Mr. WAXMA/q. That ordinance may be a model for the rest of the
country since it looks like the rest nf the country hasn't responded
as well as Charleston appears to be responding.

Mr. REIGART. I think I should say, Mr. Waxman, it is very inter-
esting that we had a great deal of input on this. The contractors
worked with us with this, both the building contractors, paint con-
tractors, the historic preservation league, all of the people that
were involved in dwellings and other structures in the city of
Charleston. They have all agreed that it is a good piece of legisla-
tion.

Mr. WAXMAN. We enacted legislation last year that said that
warnings had to be given so that people knew what was the extent
of the danger from these buildings.

Well, I thank the both of you for your testimony today. I think
you have set out the problem for us.

We want to hear the testimony from the next panel and figure
out where we go from here. Thank you for being here.

Mr. HEMBRA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WAXMAN. I would like to call forward the following individ-

uals to testify in our next panel. Ms. Amy Linden, the Chief Execu-
tive, Division of School Facilities for New York City Board of Edu-
cation, Ms. Susan Johann, Executive Committee, Parents Against
Lead in Schools.

Dr. John Rosen, Professor of Pediatrics, Director of the Division
of Environmental Science, Montefiore Medical Center, and Ms.
Megan Char lop, Chairperson, New York Coalition to End Lead Poi-
soning.

Thank you very much for being here today. Your prepared state-
ments will be in the record in their entirety. What we would like
to ask each of you to do is try to limit the oral presentation to
around 5 minutes. Ms. Linden, why don't we start witn you?
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STATEMENTS OF AMY LINDEN, CHIEF EXECUTIVE, DIVISION
OF SCHOOL FACILITIES, NEW YORK CITY BOARD OF EDU-
CATION; SUSAN JOHANN, EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE, PARENTS
AGAINST LEAD IN SCHOOLS; JOHN F. ROSEN, PROFESSOR
OF PEDIATRICS, DIRECTOR OF THE DIVISION OF ENVIRON-
MENTAL SCIENCE, MONTEFIORE MEDICAL CENTER; AND
MEGAN CHARLOP, CHAIRPERSON, NEW YORK COALITION TO
END LEAD POISONING
MS. LINDEN. First of all, I want to thank you, Mr. Chairman, for

inviting me down here today to testify on this very important issue
of the risk of lead exposure to children in our public schools.

First, I want to address the question of what Federal, State and
local governments are doing to address the lead situation in the
public schools. There are no comprehensive Federal, New York
State or New York City laws governing lead paint hazard redw-tion
in the New York City public schools or other schools in New fork
State at this point in time.

As you already know, use of lead based paint is not banned in
public schools. What is banned is the manufacturing of lead-based
paint. There are no guidelines or regulations in existence for the
testing and abatement procedures required for public school build-
ings, nor are there licensing requirements in existence for the test-
ing and abatement service providers that might be out there.

So there is no regulatoryregulation of anyone who might cur-
rently be performing lead paint abatement. There certainly are
courses offered, but there is no formal certification or regulation of
these courses or the people offering them.

New York State did recently establish an advisory council to ad-
vise the State health department on the development, procedures,
and regulations related to the prevention of lead poisoning. Those
procedures are stilland regulations have still yet to be finalized.

Now, to the extent of the problem. There are two issues in talk-
ing about the extent of the problem: How much lead is to be found
and how dangerous is it. I have already heard yourthe panel
prior to us talk about whether there is and isn't information on
lead in Lhe environment.

I can't speak for New York City as a whole, but I would presume
that lead in the environment is somewhat extensive because it was
a common material for many, many decades up through 1980's. It
is in the homes. It has been found in the water supplies and in
buildings. It is obviously in the paint on bridges.

It has been found in the dirt outside and in the soil in play-
grounds. In terms of lead paints in the schools, as the draft report
which youyour office procured a copy of, it talks about using our
Scorecard rating system.

Based on the most current Scorecard rating system, cycle, rather,
for spring 1993, based on the damage assessment of paint condi-
tions in the schools, it suggests that up to one in four classrooms
could possibly have lead dust present.

Almost 90 percent of our system was built before 1980. That is
approximately 960 buildings out of 1,100. This current Scorecard
rating cycle indicates 23 percent of our 56,758 classrooms that are
rated, or over 13,000 rooms, have paint condition ratings of 2 or
greater. That is what the one in four is based on. Scorecard does
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not yet rate all parts of a building. It doesn't rate the hallways or
the corridors or auditoriums, so therefore it doesn't fully assess the
condition of paint in the entire set of our school buildings, however
it does rate a large portion of the surface area since it rates all
classrooms and bathrooms and cafeterias.

Other people of course are more appropriate to speak to regard-
ing health implications, but the city's Department of Health has
told us the following: New York City has shown approximately 700
cases of lead poisoning per year in recent years. Last year, due to
changes in definitioo and testing, the number was approximately
1,300 cases.

By far the largest number of cases are in children 4 years and
under. The Department of Health also tells us that a very small
number of cases of lead poisoning are attributable to the school en-
vironment, and that is certainly not to discount that there is any
risk at all, because there certainly is, or to minimize the issue for
any one child who might be exposed in the schools, Department of
Health tells us that approximately 80 percent of these cases of lead
poisoning are attributable to the home and that those cases, as well
as the other 20 percent, are also attributable to other factors, other
homes frequented by the child, day care environments, outside soil
and other causes.

Therefore it is hard to determine the extent of the public health
hazard caused by lead dust in schools but to the extent possible,
we of course should try to quantify the problem and try to assess
the risk. That is specifically why the Board of Education created
a task force last year on lead hazard reduction, to establish a risk
assessment protocol for the school system, and I will talk about
that a little bit in a few minutes.

But I want to get to the main point, which is that obviously you
are dealing with a very important topic and the subcommittee must
make a broad determination, not just for New York City but for the
whole country. There are over 88,000 school buildings across the
country and over two-thirds of them were built before 1980, and
you must make these determinations based on not just testimony
from the school districts and from parents, but from the medical
community, the scientific research community, and other places
ofsources of research.

But regardless of the official determinations on the extents of the
hazard posed by lead in the schools, obviously the New York City
Board of Education would like nothing better than to abate any
and all hazards that could potentially cause harm to any student
or staff member.

But our buildings are like abandoned children. They have been
neglected for almost 20 years now since the first fiscal crisis in
New York City in 1974. All the work that is needed now is a result
of that neglect cannot all be done at once and it must be prioritized
according to risk and effectiveness.

So yes, the work must be done but it must be acknowledged and
a practical system must be set up to prioritize the risk and get the
work done according to those priorities.

It is important to recognize that the New York City public
schools don't have so much, therefore, an asbestos problem as men-
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tioned earlier or a lead problem, but to put it in the context of the
tremendous maintenance problem that we have.

These substances, asbestos and lead, pose health risks when they
are present in a damaged or deteriorated condition. The New York
City public schools have a maintenance backlog of $600 million
which does not include the normal annual upkeep of our buildings,
preventive or routine maintenance, nor does it include our capital
backlog of over $13 billion.

Over 400 of our buildings need modernizations, exterior mod-
ernizations and interior modernizations. With this kind of under
funding, schools get repainted only once every 60 years, if they get
repainted at all. And if we don't alleviate the sources of the dam-
age, such as leaking roofs or roofs that needs complete replace-
ment, we will have the problem over and over and over again.

The nationwide average of the number of schools constructed
more than 50 years ago was 20 percent but in New York City, over
50 percent of our buildings were constructed more than 50 years
ago. Using the Scorecard system and using an estimate of the sur-
face area in all our schools, walls and ceilings and hallways, rooms
and commonplace spaces, to remove all lead paint from all our
buildings, that is over 330 million square feet of surface area,
would betake $3.53 billion for all of our buildings. For just the
elementary schools alone would take over $750 million.

That includes though our life centers, which are our day care
centers in our high schools. For the immediate set of damaged
walls and ceiling that we are aware of through Scorecard, it would
take an estimated $50 million for that, based on the report, the
task force report, might be considered an immediate hazard, in-
cluding contractor costs and soft costs.

So that leads us to the question of what should be done to better
protect the children in our public schools. The New York City
schools, as you are aware and as we talked about, has developed
a comprehensive system for lead-based paint hazard reduction in
the New York City schools. You have apparently seen the report.

As you know, the task force was comprised of representatives of
our unions, parents, the medical community and other local depart-
ments of health and environmental protection, as well as the school
construction authority.

You have asserted that the Board of Education has not imple-
mented the task force's recommendations and I feel compelled to
cbserve that the draft report was not finalized until early August.
As you know, all our resources since that time have been devoted
to asbestos.

I do want to assure you that our asbestos-related protocols for
Operation Clean House, the reinspection program going on now,
does include the cleanup of lead dust in the areas that are receiv-
ing asbestos abatement.

To summarize the report very briefly, it has developed a risk as-
sessment evaluation method to determine hazard levels, a
prioritization method amongst the room times, grade levels and
buildings, an in-place management strategy, response levels to the
different hazard levels, abatement methods and work and worker
practices, including medical and record keeping, employee training
and public outreach, and we have addressed all these issues in the
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report which the board will be considering as a policy matter, but
which must also consider in conjunction with what funding is avail-
able to implement this report.

The report itself is a risk assessment methodology and a program
of remediation. It is not a report that actually assesses the level
or extent of the danger to children in the public schools. That can
only be assessed based on the report.

I think what is very important is that the Federal Government
needs to think of this as a massive national infrastructure problem.
I would expect the identical concern and level of problem in every
aging urban center in Boston, Los Angeles, Chicago, Newark and
Baltimore.

We are the largest public school system with over 100 million
children but we are only 1 percent of the public schools nationwide.
The size of the estimated cleanup for New York alone, I told you
it would take over the years $3.5 billion, although that is in cur-
rent dollars. But if you multiply that by the number of old school
systems out there, I think it indicates that Federal funds would be
required in order to implement any laws or regulations that are en-
acted.

Unfortunately, public school buildings are not considered part of
the national infrastructure the way highways, airports and sewers
are. In fact I was once asked to testify at a Public Works hearings
and was told schools are not part of the national infrastructure.

And though you may choose to draft laws and regulations and
mandate lead paint testing and remediation, I ask as someone who
will have to implement those laws and regulations, that you keep
certain considerations in mind in order to utilize available sources
optimally.

I think it is important, especially for older school systems, that
provisions are included for goingfor not requiring testing of lead
paint content, but to allow for a system to go straight to hazard
reduction or interim controls if the presumption is strong enough
that lead is present.

As the task force report states, we are assuming, we are not de-
nying, we are assuming that there is lead paint in all our school
buildings built before 1980. I don't think the millions of dollars
that would be required to test for lead content would be well spent
on testing. It would be better spent on remediation.

We estimate, again, that over 80 percent of our surfaces, there-
fore, are covered by lead paint and it is not sensible to perform
testing for the content. I also believe that the AHERA laws were
good laws and good regulations and that while there are adjust-
ments I might make with our experience with Operation Clean
House, that I do believe that a program for lead paint testing reme-
diation and abatement could center around the structure and in-
tent of the AHERA laws.

I also ask that you don't institute any mandates without also
providing funding sources. We want to work with you as partners.
The asbestos mandate alone has cost the New York City school sys-
tem over $500 million and we are still not done, and although lead
paint wasn't mandated, if you recall, asbestos was a mandated con-
struction material in buildings, including schools for many years,
and now we are cleaning up after the fact.
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This should be a national priority with a Federal funding source.
So I just ask that we work together as partners to resolve this situ-
ation and I agree with you, this is a very, very serious problem.

Thank you.
Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you very much, Ms. Linden.
Ms. Johann.

STATEMENT OF SUSAN JOHANN
MS. JOHANN. Thank you very much for having Parents Against

Lead in Schools at this hearing and thank you, Mr. Waxman, for
all of your work in trying to prevent lead poisoning in our children.

Ms. Linden has given you the macrocosm and I am going try to
give you a little bit of the microcosm because it was a school in
New York City last year where we discovered that the lead con-
tamination was severe and that is why I am here today.

I woke up to the fact and to the realization that my child had
been exposed to very high levels of lead in school while there ren-
ovations were going on. The spring of 1992 was when the first dis-
aster happened. There was sanding and scraping of walls while the
children were in the school. My son and his friend will tell you
some stories of having to hold their noses while they ran down the
halls because the dust was so thick, and it wasn't until a third
grade child, Daniel Saltzman called his mother and said he was
having an asthma attack and Lydia Saltzman went to school to
pick him up and noticed that there was immense dust in the
school.

There were open bags of garbage and chips that the children had
to walk over, lead chips it turned out because Lydia didn't even re-
alize untilshe woke up suddenly, this is a real hazard in the mid-
dle of the night. That must be lead paint. This is a hazard and she
started calling, and this is what we really need to point out, that
trying to get through a bureaucracy in any large entrenched situa-
tion in any big city is a really difficult thing.

If we could go to one central source, it would be a lot easier.
Lydia made calls to the principal. She made calls to the district of-
fice, to the chancellor, to the Department of Environmental Protec-
tion, to the Department of Health, to the Department of Lead Poi-
soning Prevention, all of these places. None of them could stop the
job. The job went on for 10 days while phone calls were made.

Finally, parents hired their own consultant. Mr. Malloy of Malloy
Corporation who had done a lot of work and apparentlya parent
happened to hear him on a radio, WBAI, giving a discussion about
lead poisoning and the cleanup in a school in Massachusetts, which
has of course very stringent laws, but not all States have laws, and
New York State does not have laws, particularly as it regards
schools.

Finally armed with these test results, Ms. Saltzman called up
Vinnie Carra of the Department of School Facilities, Ms. Linden's
organization, and when he was told that the test results were
13,000 micrograms per square foot, which is 65 times of HUD lev-
els, he said, welland this is a quote, "Well, that is nothing com-
pared to some schools." And I am sure he is right.

PS 3 is not one of the worst schools in New York City. It is in
Greenwich Village. It is not in great shape. But then it is not in
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horrible shape. It is 90 some years old, and so that finally stopped
the work, the fact that it Aas such an old building and that these
test results came back so high.

The construction was halted but the debris was not cleaned up.
The debris was not cleaned up for well over a week after that, and
in fact the children were asked at one point, there was a talent
show and some of the children were asked to sweep and clean in
the auditorium where there had been this renovation and parents
came in the night of June 17th, I think it was, June 17th and saw
for the first time this amount of dust that was still present.

Finally on June 17th after an intense cleanup by the custodial
staff, the Board of Education took some samples for tests and an
article ran in the New York Times and the Department of Health
then sent notices by backpack to parents of children under age 6.
That is another problem.

Children over 6 can be lead poisoned. We can all be lead
poisoned. This isn't just a small child problem. Yes, the smaller
children are more at risk for developmental problems, and Dr.
Rosen I am sure will address that, but a child 6 years old could
be lead poisoned very seriously. My child is 9 years old. He was on
a floor where major construction was happening.

There were promises of cleanup of course and a new contractor
was hired. This contractor had no lead expertise. He was an asbes-
tos contractor. There are no requirements for him to have lead ex-
pertise in the State of New York, and we need that from the Fed-
eral Government.

Finally, just as the time for the school year ended, Parents
Against Lead in School was formed and started to contact experts.
Dr. John Rosen was one of the experts that we contacted because
of his chairmanship of the committee that put together the CDC
guidelines, and Dr. Annemarie Crocetti who was mandated to write
the congressional reports on lead poisoning in children in the Unit-
ed States and Mr. Malloy, who as we said is somebody who had
enormous expertise in this field. He also, as opposed to some of the
contractors that were hired in our schools, has no EPA violations
in asbestos or lead anywhere.

In the week before school was to open, we learned that the school
had not been cleaned properly and in fact some more sanding and
scraping had gone on. We asked that there be a tour of the school
and Dr. Rosen and Dr. Crocetti and Mr. Malloy went with us to
the school at that point.

The Board of Education maintained on the basis of some testing
that they had done that the school was safe. The tests that they
had done, some of which were air testing and air monitoring, which
is not what should be done in a lead contaminated place, but in
fact at the same time, the United Federation of Teachers hired an
independent tester and they found high levels of lead and the
school was finally closed.

The only time that parents were allowed to ask lead experts
questions was at a meeting that PALS convened at the Union
Theological Seminary, and at that point in time they asked a lot
of questions. We became sort of adversarial, but we finally realized
that in fact this had been a much more serious problem than we
had originally thought.
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We began to understand the really profound effects of lead in
children. The school was cleaned and tests afterwards indicated
that it was all right. When we have shown those tests to our ex-
perts, to Dr. Annemarie Crocetti and Dr. Rosen, they have indi-
cated that they thought that maybe there were still some questions
that they had, but we were not allowed to bring in our experts and
that was another question that we had all along is that there are
no federally mandated licensing for this so that we couldn't say,
you know, you haven't got a lead expert here.

They would say, well, we don't have to have a leadthese are
the best we can do. The fact that there are no lead laws is a very
large problem. No lead laws on a Federal level, and the protocols
are still very difficult for parents to understand and we need to be
able to refer to something that is set up from the Federal level.

To this date, we really have not gotten a lot of the raw data from
PS 3. We as parents need to have that. In our homes, we can cer-
tify, we can bring in an expert and they will say this place is safe
or not safe, but when we cannot go to the experts, when in fact we
bring them to meetings, open meetings that the district office and
the Board of Education have and they are not allowed to question
the very experts that have written things for the U.S. Congress,
then it becomes very difficult for anybody to make an assessment
on a personal basis.

My child can go into this school. If you as a Congress person or
I as a parent were on a beach and we were told we could send the
child into the water and they said, no, we would say, but I want
to know is it safe and we would have answers to that.

Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you very much. I appreciate that testimony.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Johann follows:]
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Testimony for the House of Representatives Sub-Committee on

Health and the Environment. september 15, 1993

Susan Johann, Executive Committee, Parents Against Lead in

Schools.
Member of Subcommittee, Community Outreach of the Mayor of New

York's Oversight Committee on Operation Clean House.
594 Broadway, WS, New York, New York 10012. Fax 212-274-1793.

BACEGROUND F93, GREENWICH VILLAGE, NEW YORE CITY

This is a story of one school in New York City - New York

City which was ahead of its time when it banned load paint for

residential interior uss in 1960. Unfortunately, the New York

City Board of Education used lead paint in the school system for

another twenty years. It is also well documented and accepted
that the paint used in the schools up to 1980 was industrial

grade, thus much more toxic.

our school, 2S3, is neither the best nor worst of the school

buildings in New York. It is very old, built in 1906. Over
half of the schools in New York are over 50 years old. PS3 has

many wonderful dedicated teachers and terrific parents and
children, but the whole fabric, of our school was damaged se a

result of the lead contamination.

SPRING 1902 -THE FIRST DIBASTER,CONTAMINATION

Here is what happened at P83 in Greenwich Village. In the

Spring of 1992, GNA Construction Co.,a contractor hired by the

New York City Board of Education did repairs in the auditorium

and on the 3rd and 4th floor of PS3. No safety precautiens were

taken. This was in keeping with a general policy by the Board

of Ed to do extensive renovations during the school year while

the children are present.

The sanding and scraping of paint went on for days. The dust

from these repairs was dispersed throughout the school. Because

it was Spring the windows were open and the dust flew. Hy
child's third grade classroom was turned into a dump site for the
debris from this repair work and large garbage bags filled with
the chipa and broken bits of plaster sat open on the floor. The
children ware moved to the room next door but still wont freely

into this room. My son, Trevor, and his friend, Jami, tell of
having to hold their noses to run down the hall because dust was

so thick.

It wasn't until a third grade child, Daniel Saltzman, called
his Mother because of an asthma attack that any alarms went off.
She picked him up from school and noted the very dusty halls and

1
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construction debris. It was later that night that she literally
awoke with a start to the realization that the age of tho school
neant that the paint was almost certainly lead paint and the dust
then a major hazard. Lydia Saltzman went into action
immediately. She called other parents, she want to the principal
who said he wee not authorized to stop the work. She called the
Now York City Department of Environmental Protection, the
Department of Hszlth, and the District Office for the Board of
Education,the Chancellor's office,and the Office of Lead
Poisoning Prevention, the work continued. Other parents
individually went to the principal and made phone calls.

NO RESPORSI TROX OePICIALS, MIMS TUX ACTION

Parents then hired Molloy Corporation an environmental
consulting firm to conduct lead tests at the school. The results
of these tests showed levels of lead as high as 13,000 micrograms
per square foot, sixty-five times higher than the HUD guidelines.

It was now 10 days after the parents first expressed concern.
Many parents were still unaware there was a problem.

Finally armed with the test results, Ms. Saltzman called
Vincent Cerra of the Department of School Facilities who said
when told of the 13,000 lead test result "That's nothing compared
to some of the lead levels at other schools". When she questioned
the union status of the non- English speaking workers and the
fact that they were not wearing protective gear, he said he would
immediately shut down the construction job.

CONSTRUCTION XS SALTED HUT THE DEBRIS RIKAIN

The debris and dust remained and in fact children were
encouraged to help sweep and clean the auditorium for an end of
year talent show. The day of the show hundreds of children sat
on the floor of this auditorium while dusty fans stirred up a
continuous cloud. The parents, including infants and pregnant
women, peered through the haze of construction dust at their
children's show. For the first time many parents saw the
construction debris and dust and voiced their concern.

On June 16, twe parents Lydia Saltzman and Nancy Cardozo,
accompanied by Mr. Molloy met with a representative of the
Dietrict Office and the school principal. Mr. Molloy examined
the AHERA report and said it was not Up to date. (Portent of
things to come...the 1993 asbestos mess. Many of our questions
regarding AHERA and asbestos were dismissed in the next months.)

While touring the school all the people at this meeting
observed a class of 4 and 5 year olds scuffing through big piles
of dust and climbing over open bags of wall chipping. on their
way to the library. Mr Payne, the principal said he had trouble
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getting the construction company to clean up their mess. Later

Amy Linden Executive Director of School Facilities would allege

in a letter in the New York Times that tho construction corpany

had oloaned every two hours.

That afternoon Nancy Cardozo, a parent of a pre-kindergartner

and third grader, came to photograph the areas where tha children

had been exposed to dust. A construction worker threatened her

and when ahe would not stop taking pictures he grabbed the

camera, hitting her. Nancy and Lydia Saltzman called the police

and filed a report.

TESTING BY THE BoARD OF ED AND HEALTH DEPARTMENT

on June 27, after an intense clean-up by the custodial staff,

the Board of Ed finally took some samples for testa. An article

ran in the New York Times the 18th and the Department of Health

sent notices by backpack to parents of children under six that

th:11 would test children for load on June 24.

On June 24 the Health Department arrived to do the tests. Not

all of the parents received the letter, and there are non-English
speaking parents who got no letter in their language, and the

parents of special Ed children never received a notice. Those

children who only had notes, not the pre-printed form, were not

tested unless their parents could be reached and came down to the

achool. About sixty children were tested. The nurse who set up

the tests was the only city employee who responded concretely.

The tests were competently performed but results through the

Health Department Office were not received until the following

fall.

PROMISES OF CLEAN-0P, SCHOOL YEAR ENDS, NEW CONTRACTOR HIRED HAS

MANY EPA VIOLATIONS, MORE LEAD CoNTAMINATION.

When the school year ended there were promises that the

school would be cleaned thoroughly and that there would be no

lead dust present when it reopened in the Fall. Unfortunately
the contractor hired by the Board of Education had no background

in lead clean-up or abatement. He was not required to by any

state or Federal law. He had, in fact, 60 EPA asbestos
violations, and had just agreed to pay the lions share of fines

that he ahd incurred along with violations that he incurred

along with the Board of Education. A mere three days later, this

company, which had committed asbestos violations in New York City

in schools, was again hired by the Board of Ed to olean-up our

school PS3 for lead. He cleaned over the summer but it was a
routine cleaning and when the same group of parents brought forth
questions regarding the protocols for this cleaning. Their

concerns were summarily dismissed.

PARENTS AGAINST LEAD IN SCHOOLS FORIO, CONTACTS EXPERTS

3
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By September, these same parents principally Lydia Saltzman,
Nancy Cardozo, Judith Raymond and Len Sideri, had dons a fair
amount of research about the dangers of lead. It was at this
timew that they formed PALS. New York has one major advantage
over other areas. There is an enormous pool of knowledgeable
people. This gave us access to exports such as Dr. John Rosen,
who chaired the latest CDC Guidelines on lead poisoning, Dr.
Annemarie Crocetti, who as an epidemiologist was mandated to
write the Congressional Report on "Lead Poisoning in Children in
the United States". Our hands-on technical person was Laurence
Molloy, whose environmental expertise in schools is extensive and
who is licensed to do lead clean-up and abatement by Maryland and
Massachusetts the two states whose licensing is most stringent.
Mr. Molloy has no EPA violations in asbestos or lead.

PROXIBE0 BROKEN, FURTHER cONTAXINATION

In the week before school was to open for the 1992 fall
semester, we learned that tho school had not been properly
cleaned for the load contamination of the Spring. In fact over
the summer, PS3 had undergone the same kind of sanding and
scraping which had brought on the initial contamination. Parents
asked our experts, Dr. John Rosen, Dr. Annemarie Crocetti and
Laurence Molloy to accompany us on a tour to inspect the
building, to evaluate the potential hazard. Dr. Rosen's three
word description of the schools condition made thy front page the
next day. PS 3 he said was "a toxic dump".

BOARD OF ED MAINTAINS SCIWOL Is SAFI

The day after the tour, the Board of Education met with some
of the parents and maintained that regardless of what the experts
saw or said, there was no lead problem at PS3. Still, they said
that to allay parents' fears they would "clean" over Labor Day.
They assured the parents further that they would have "qualified
experts" come in to clean and conduct tests to confirm that PS3
students and faculty would not be exposed to lead. They agreed
further to hold a walk-through for all P53 parents tho day after
the Labor Day weekend.

TESTS BY TEACHEMA UNION SHOW HIGH LEAD

On Sunday, September 6, tenting companies wore hired by the
Board of Education and the United Federation of Teachers to
conduct tests to determine the levels of lead. The test the
Board of Education used was an air sampling test appropriate for
asbestos, which is a light fiber and easily airborne, but is not
right for lead. The tests were not comprehensive and seemed to
be done more for the purpose of mollifying the parents than to
determine how safe the school was. The parents were kept in the
dark as to any details or raw data for our experts to see. We
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wore constantly reassured by the Board of Education that
overyth$ng was safe. It was only when the independent tests
from the teachers union showed high levels of lead that the

District Superintendent had no other choice but to close the

school. The school opening was delayed and classes were held at
alternate sites for the next month.

TOY EXPERTS GIVEN MAHON TO SPEAK TO PARENTS SY PALS

Parents, city officials and the media attended the walk-
through of the building and which made national news. A group of

perhaps seventy-fivo parents convened at the Union Theological
Seminary to ask questions of Dr. Rosen, Dr. Crocetti and Mr.

Molloy. This meeting was arranged by Parents Against Lead in

Schools, PAIS. Despite this objections of the leaders of the PS 3
parent association, seventy-five parents attended and for tho

only time at a largo meeting they heard experts and were able to

ask them questions.

OFFICIALS KEEP LEAD EXPERTS FROM SPEAKING AT GENERAL SCHOOL
MEETING AND REFUSE THEX ACCESS TO PROTOcoLs AND DATA

At all of the meetings called by the District Office and the
Board of Education the experts were not allowed to answer
questions posed by parents or to ask questions. This despite the

fact that Dr. Rosen, Dr CroCetti and Mr. Molloy had come to the

meetings at our request. There was no lead expert from the
Board of Education or from anywhere else for that matter. They

simply didn't have anyone on staff at the Board of Education.

SCHOOL CLOSED FOR CLEANING BY SAME CONTRACTOR AS WEE 8UNN2R
CLEAN-UP, STILL NO LEAD EXPERIENCED EXPERTS

The school was closed for one month and the same contractor
who had done an inadequate *job over the summer and had the EPA
violations, Jack's Insulation, was hired to do the lead clean-up.
Ho knew nothing about lead clean-up, being an asbestos abatenent
contractor and when we asked him questions after the job it was
obvious that even the simple facts of what chemicals should be
Used for the wet cleaning necessary were not part of his

knowledge. Still the Teachers Union Industrial Hygienist btought
in a testing company to do tests.

RESULTS or POST CLEANUP TESTING STILL QUESTIONABLE

The Board of Education took the results of these tests and

declared the school safe for occupanoy. When our experts
inspected the raw data and worksheets they raised serious
questions about procedures. It seemed unlikely that samples
recorded at ono minute intervals could be accurate.
There were many letters from PALS to the Chancellor, the Mayor,
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the City Council, all asked for folloe up t ,t4ng and monitoring.

NC LEAD LAWS REGARDING SCHOOLS 19 W:cl PROBLEM

There are no lava on the books in Nev talk with regards
lead in schools, there are only guidelines. The lt.ck of these
regulations was a major stumbling block, ne constant responst
to our requests that the work be done by expert people and the
results reviewed by experts in the lead fiold fer all these
months was "but we don't have to. There are no lava." Me
guidelines used in tho testing were HUD. nese ar. of course,
meant to be used after complete abatement lot after a clean-up.
Even so we were never given any detailed plotocols for the clean-
up they did. Never given the follow-up tatting that we were.
promised.

MORI BROKEN PROMISEE. NO FOLLOW UP TESTING, BOGUS .IDLLOW UP
PROTOCOLS

One of the few protocols that parents at P53 ever y't were given
at an investigative committee meeting of the local 5chool Board
on October 19. This one page protocol called for high dusting
and other procedures that are totally in contradiction of what
should be done where there continues to be lead hazard. Our
feeling was that it was whipped up for the School Board Meeting.
When we questioned the representative of the Board of Education
he simply replied with the same song we heard over and over"X
don't know Anything about lead". After our inquiries and letters
to the Chancellor we were informed that those protocols had been
come under the scrutiny of the UFT Industrial Hygienist.
Parents checked with Mr. Molloy, Dr Rosen and Dr Crocetti who
verified that this dusting would be the wrong thing to do in an
environment that had been lead contaminated.

THINGS AU STILL QUESTIONABLE AT P83

Dr. Rosen offered to uso XRF, circular 15, playground closed.
They continue to do work in our school, many times not

informing parents of the fact that it is to be done. They
continuo to hire contractors who do not always use proper
containment for toxic substances such as lead and asbestos. Wa
had no sooner had our playground completely cleaned for lead by
one contractor during the year who should be congratulated for
doing it right, than another contractor came in and sandblasted
the exterior ruining the work of the first. It had to be
deleaded again.

In short we are still in the hopeless limbo of botched jobs,
inadequate response, untold dollars, insufficient data. And we
still don't know where all the potential hazards are. All this a
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year and a half after our first disaster. We would atill be

unaware of the dangera if it had not been for the outrageous

!fret disaster.
112 GOT ACTION. COULD ANYONE?

*MY WE GOT ANY MULTI!, WHAT ABOUT THOSE LESS FORTUNATE?

The reason we got results was that We were an articulate,

well educated, media savvy, politically aware group of white

middle class parente....with a lawyer. We formed a coalition and

fought like hell for our children with all the tools we could

find. But picture if you will a 19 year o/d inner city mother of

two, with a baby on her hip complaining to her school principal

about peeling paint or Crumbling plaster in her child's South

Bronx kindergarten. Tho school Can't afford drawing paper or
text books, forget art supplies or gym equipment. The principal

can't get the fence around tha playground repaired or the roof

patched and the city just out funding for the four and five year

olds. What are the chances of action? What will happen in the
neighborhoods in Houston or Detroit or Albuquerque and many other

states without laws.

THE ASBESTOS MESS, STILL HO COMMITMENT ON LEAD

For the past month since the beginning of the asbestos mess

of 1993, we have with PALS joined with the parents from the five
boroughs of New York and from the major parent organizations in
the city who were authorized to form the Parents Environmental

Steering Committee.

We have been involved in a continual dialogue with the Board
of Education, The School Construstion Authority,The Mayor's
Office, The Department of Environmental Protection, and The

Department of Health. We have toldthem that since they are
testing and abating asbestos they are disturbing and perhaps
further exacerbating the lead problems in many schools. We have
been assured that they will clean-up for lead but will not teat

for lead after clean-up. When we have asked for lead cleaning
methods that are being used the answer is a resounding "We'll get
back to you on that" repeated at every meeting. City councilman
Stanley Michels has asked for particulars from the Board of
Education. He has not been given particulars either.

cITY DOESN'T ENFORCE HEALTH CODE REs KINDERGARTEN LEAD RULES

The Cit4 of New York Health Code , Article 47 and 49,staten
that there shall be no lead paint on surfaces in pre-
kindergarten* and kindergartens in school facilities even that
small assignment is not Carried Out adequately. The Board of
Education is kept like a small kingdom apart, and the
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kindergartens are in as appalling shape aa the rest of the
school. There are also nurseries for babies in some high
schools. By the estimate of the Executive Director of the
Board's Department of School Facilities 80% of the walls contain
lead paint. The Board of Educationa report about the physical
conditions in the schools is called the "Scorecard". This report
shows chipping and peeling paint is the norm on 40% of the walls
and 30% of the ceilings.

PREVENTION IS FIRST 00AL, TIS MAPPING TO AURA

No school can be considered load safe and free from lead
hazard unless the extent of the lead problem is first identified.
This requires experts in the field to assess the damage and map
the school for lead paint. Since lead abatement licensing is not
required in every state and specifically not in New York, we hope
a Federal licensing agency would be an answer. The mapping of
the schools could be tied to AMEBA reports. New York, too, will
have to come into compliance with AHERA and could tie in their
next round of inspections to lead testing at the same time.
Perhaps an EPA squad like the plane crash squad could be set up
to be brought in specifically for schools in distress. We also
need something like the TAG grants for Superfund (SARA). Parents
need this resource to equip themselves in a highly technical
area.

FEDERALLY MANDATED MODEL SCHOOL PROTOCOLS

Each school system in the country is very different. In New
York City most of the schools are multi-storied and are
deteriorating. In many urban school systems there are schools
whose population is monolithically poor, non-white and whose
families are nearly all recipients of some sort of public
assistance. These populations are disproportionately owl. 1 to
environmental toxins and hazards. Some of the worst echos-J.. aro
in the poorest neighborhoods and the children who might be
getting lead poisoned in their homes because of chipping or
peeling paint adding to their lifetime burden of lead at their
schools. Immigrants who have linguistic barriers and fear of
repression because of experiences in their home country may not
know how to use the system. In many homes the parents are both
working, they drop a Terry and Noel at school for a breakfast and
pick them up at six afte- the after-school program. Ten hours
altogether.

MONITORING THE CHILDREN OF SCHOOL ASK

Currently, the CDC guidelines concentrate on children up to 6
years old and their housing. It does not specifically state that
prevention must also be for older children and for their chool
environments where they spend so many hours and which have, as
NAV! York is now known to have, serious risk on a major scale in
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almost 15% of their classrooms.

Health Departments and school authorities have consistently
misinterpreted the CDC guidelines by insinuating that they don't
have to respond to such situations unless the ohildren are under
six and lead poisoned. This disingenuous misinterpretation must
be "officially" corrected if our children are to be protected.
Guidelines must be set for monitoring school age children who
have been exposed, sometimes at high levels. Detection of the
sources of the lead pollution and real definition of safe and
adequate remedies must be put forth by experts and not left to
local authorities who cannot be counted on to have the necessary
conscience or expertise to develop standards and protocols.

We are very aware of the magnitude of the problems of
clean-up of this toxin but the cost to the system in terms of
damaged children will be a much larger drain on our city and our
country.

WHEN SCHOOLS ARE SAFE THE SAFETY SYSTEX WILL HAVE DONE ITs JOB
AND SELY DESTRUCT

If the school system sets up protocols as New York says they
are doing, these models must be filed and approved by some
Federally competent agency to which we as parents can refer and
find answers and assurance. The agency could set up model
protocols that take into account the size, age and complexity of
the school system. If variations are desired by the School Board
they would be Federally approved. The goal is - of course - that
eventually all schools would be safe and the system of protocols
for lead would not be needed any longer. In other words, this is
a system we hope would self destruct on completion.

The conditions would have to be very specific as to when a
school building is safe - when the school is totally abated.
We have learned from our experience at PS3 that a long entrenched
system is very tricky, the layers of bureaucracy provide ample
hiding places for people who come under scrutiny. A large system
can be virtually unresponsive while giving the appearance of
action. No matter how urgent a situation there is, at this point,
no guarantee that parent concerns will be taken seriously without
the backing of the laW.

ONE GOAL - SAYE SCHOOLS - PREVENT LEAD POISONING

We have here an opportunity to help millions of children to
reach there full potential by preventing lead poisoning and
cleaning up the lead pollution where it already exists. It
might take twenty yeara for all school systems in the U.S. to
have completely abated their schools, but it can b. done. I hope
that by the time I have grandchildren / can sloop soundly
knowing their school buildings are totally load safe.

The final thing we learned at P53 is comnon sense means
nothing. NO LAW EQUALS NO ACTION.
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Mr. WAXMAN. Dr. Rosen

STATEMENT OF JOHN F. ROSEN
Mr. ROSEN. Thank you very much for the invitation to testify

today. I am Professor of Pediatrics at Montefiore Medical Center in
New York with over 20 years experience in the clinical manage-
ment of childhood lead poisoning.

About 14 million children less than 17 years of age are at high
risk because they live in pre-1959 housing that contains the high-
est concentrations of leaded paint. Children also live in 54 million
residential housing units where there is an inventory of approxi-
mately 3 million tens of leaded paint.

As their second home, 80 percent of New York City public schools
contain leaded paint and according to our correspondence in 1987,
the Board of Education identified over 50,000 classrooms that need-
ed lead paint repairs.

Today, as in previous decades, lead-based paint is the primary
source of childhood lead poisoning and exposure. The 90 percent
phase-out of lead in gasoline in the early 1980's led to an estimated
decrease in average blood lead values in American children of ap-
proximately threefold.

Low level lead exposure has been causally linked to impairments
in IQ of four to five, six points, and deficits in reading, spelling,
math, arithmetic, abstract thinking and other cognitive skills,
skills that are necessary for academic success and ultimately pro-
ductivity in the workplace.

These adverse effects of lead occur at blood lead levels which are
down to at least 2 micrograms per deciliter, which is even below
the current national estimated average of blood lead levels in U.S.
children.

These IQ deficits will result in approximately 50 percent more
children scoring in the border line range of 80 and an absence
I repeat, and an absence of children achieving scores above 125 in
the superior range.

What actions have been taken by the Board of Education to re-
pair over 50,000 lead paint violations in New York City's public
schools? The Board of Education agreed in 1987 to repair 45 class-
rooms which represents one-thousandth of 1 percent of all lead
paint violations.

The Board of Education refused to carry out these repairs accord-
ing to safety methods in CDC's current guidelines. Two, the inac-
tion has been made worse by failure of the Department of Health
to enforce Article 47 of the New York City Health Code, which re-
quires lead paint inspections and repairs in day care centers, pre-
K and K classrooms throughout the public school system in New
York City.

Three, when leaded classrooms were recognized again last year,
the chancellor's task force's main recommendation was more fre-
quent moppings by custodians and a band-aid approach for abate-
ment, far from definitive protection of children.

These inadequate recommendations were also reflected by the
chief of the public school facilities, Ms. Amy Linden, who claimed
in our letter written to the New York Times on August 1, 1981,
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that leaded gasoline, not leaded paint, was the primary health
threat to young children.

Four, when asbestos repairs are being made during the current
crisis, disruption of any painted surface to remove leaded paint is
likely to yield leaded dust, leaded debris and leaded paint which
provides an immediate health hazard to children, and I would also
include women of childbearing age, namely teachers within the
schools.

Unless safe remediation methods Pre incorporated directly into
asbestos cleanups, the asbestos crisis in New York City will soon
be followed by a lead crisis. Federal legislation with protocols such
as the 1986 AI-MRA, Asbestos Hazard Emergency Response Act, is
definitively required to ensure lead-safe schools.

Unlike previous national administrations, the U.S. EPA must be
held accountable for enforcing theae protocols. National legislation
is needed and parents will not permit tolerance by local jurisdic-
tions of unsafe classrooms.

In closing, I would like to emphasize that prevention of childhood
lead poiaoning and of the severe academic deficits produced by very
mild lead exposure in public schools and in elsewhere throughout
society will assist the United States in providing a productive work
force and a stable society for many years to come.

Thank you.
Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you very much Dr. Rosen.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Rosen follows..]

STATEMENT OF JOHN F. ROSEN, PROFESSOR OF PEDIATRICS, HEAD, DIVISION OF
ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE, MONTEFIORE MEDICAL CENTER

I am the past Chairman of the Centers for Disease control's Advisory Committee
on Childhood Lead Poisoning prevention in 1985 and 1991 and a current member
of this Committee chaired by Dr. Reigart. I am grateful for the opportunity to testify
today as Professor of Pediatrics at Montefiore IIiedical Center and the Albert Ein-
stein College of Medicine.

About 14 million children less than 7 years of a,r are at Feat risk because they
live in pre-1959 housing that contains the highest concentrations of lead-based paint
(1,2). Young children live in at least 54 million residential housing units, where
there is an extant inventory of 3 million or more tons of leaded paint (3,4). As their
second home, about 80 percent of New York City Public Schools contain leaded
paint; and in 1987, the :ftard of Education indicated that there were over 50,000
clasarooms that required lead paint repairs (6).

All sources of lead are integrated systemically in critical tarpt organs; and the
margin of safety ie extremely narrow. Today, as in previous decades, lead based
paint remains the msjor source of childhood lead exposure and poisoning (1,3,6,7).
The 90 percent phaseout of lead in gasoline in the early 1980's (8) has led to an
estimated three-fold decrease in average blood lead values in children (1,2,9).

bead has marked effects on neurobehavioral development that are now widely
pervasive in America's young children (10-13). These studies have directly and cas-
ually linked low lever lead exposure to impairments in I.Q. of 4-6 points and defi-
cits in reeding, spelling, mathematics, attention, abstract thinking and maturational
developmentsWls that are necessary for academic success and -future productivity
in the workplace. These adverse effce_^ of lead occur at levels as low as 2 dl
with no apparent threshold. I.Q. cif of this magnitude in a population o
dren would result in 50 percent mo dren scoring in the bor&rline range of 80
(15) and an absence of children who L.,.;hieve superior scores greater than 125 (3).

What actions have been taken by the Board of Education to safely repair over
50,000 lead paint violations in the New York City's Public Schools?

The Board of Education agreed to repair 45 classrooms in 1987 or 1/9000 of 1
percent of all lead paint violations; and the Board refused to carry out repairs ac-
cording to CDC ribielines (16). Ms. Ruth Masai , then a Council member,
brought both lead e 1 asbestos violations to the 's attention in 1987 (17).
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This inaction has been further enhanced by failure of the Department of Health
to act under Article 47 of the New York City Health Code, which requires lead paint
inspections and repairs in day care centers, pre-kindergarten and kindergarten
classrooms.

When leaded classrooms were recognized again last year as an environmental
health issue, the Chancellor's task force primary recommendation was more fre-
quent floor mopping by custodians; and Ms. Amy Linden of the School Construction
Authority claimed in the New York Times that leaded gasoline, not leaded paint,
was the primary health threat to young children (18).

Whenever asbestos repairs are made as a result of this current crisis, disruption
of any painted surface is more than likely to contain leaded paint. Disruption of
such a surface will yield chips and leaded dustan immediate health hazard to chil-
dren and women of child-bearing age. Unless safe and effective lead remediation
methods are incorporated directly into asbestos clean-ups, the asbestoscrisis will be
followed by a profound lead crisis.

Federal legislation, with strict protocols such as the 1986 Asbestos Hazard Emer-
gency Response Act, is required to ensure lead-safe schools. Unlike previous na-
tional administrations, the U.S. EPA must be held accountable fot- enforcing these
protocols.

Prevention of severe academic deficits produced by low level lead exposure will
yield a productive workforce and stable society for many years to come.

Mr. WAXMAN. Ms. Charlop.

STATEMENT OF MEGAN CHARLOP
Ms. CHARLOP. Thank you. My name is Megan Charlop and I am

speaking from a variety of hats. I am a mother of four children in
the public schools. I also have two foster children in the public
schools. I chair the New York City Coalition to End Lead Poison-
ing, I serve on the Governor's and the Mayor's advisory commit-
tees, and I work at the Montefiore Medical Center.

We have developed a unique Safe House there which provides
traditional shelter from families during the time their homes are
being abated. I thank you for holding this hearing. I think it is a
step forward for the kids throughout the country.

I want to just tell you a few anecdotal things as to what my re-
ality has turned out to be in light of these situations. First of all,
with regards to sources of lead. We run a clinic at the Safe House
for child.ren with low lead levels, and we also run another clinic for
children at higher lead levels and although we are not prepared to
give you statistics at this time, since I am one of the people that
sleuths around for the sources for these kids, I can tell you about
a trend that we are observing that sort of points out to what is
happening.

For the kids at the very high lead levels, we are almost always
seeing cases where the home has deterioration, but for kids at the
lower ends, parents are not describing and inspectors are not find-
ing immediate hazards in the home. In fact what we are finding
is that the day cares and the schools, in other words, a variety of
sources but primarily those two sources, are the main contributors
for children at the low end, but still dangerously elevated lead lev-
els.

I had a fatheras a matter of fact it was a. grandfather in the
clinic on Monday who told me that his child who had I believe a
19 lead, his grandchild, had received it at the day care center. He
has since changed the center but there was no source within the
home, and so we are looking at the day cares and the schools very
seriously because we see that, in fact, the children coming to us are
coming with those kinds of anecdotes.
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In my own child's school, in one of the public schools in New
York City, PS 83, an inspection was done for asbestos. 200 samples
were taken and in fact there is a lot of asbestos and asbestos tile
which is loose in the school, and so at a parents' meeting that we
had September 8th we were told that the school was not going to
be opened and that the kids were going to be shipped to Mercy Col-
lege, some of the kids, and some of the kids to another elementary
school.

There is going to be double shifts. Some of the kids will go to
school in the morning. Some will go from 12:00 to 5:00, busing
costs, we have to pay otherrental space for these kids during the
time they are not in the school, and yet what I understand, al-
though th.e school will be closed and although it will be vacated,
the only thing that will be addressed will be the asbestos.

What is the condition of this school? It is deplorable. My son tells
me that when it rains, a puddle collects on the floor of his class-
room. The teachers in this school have to put up posters in order
to keep the walls back. In the science room she hangs sheets of
plastic to keep the plaster from falling off the brick into the room.
This is the science room.

All the children in the school go into this room. In my capacity
at Montefiore, I had access to a machine which can read the lead
levels and it can tell you, as Amy told you with a presumption, that
those lead levels throughout that school are unacceptably high.

Although we have no standards by going with either HUD or our
local Department of Health standards, we know they are unaccept-
ably high. The walls are falling off the brick. The auditorium is
peeling. The cafeteria had been peeling for years. Paint chips fall-
ing on the tables in the cafeteria where the children eat their
breakfast, snack, for after school and they have their lunches there.

All right, I wanted to tell you also that I organized a day care
center and I worked in that day care for 8 years. Recently that day
care was cited for lead violations by our local Department of Health
which, as Dr. Rosen said, does mandate no lead and no peeling
leaded paint in day cares. Something tricky about that and you
might be familiar in Congress about turf, is that although this is
mandated by DOH, it doesn't really translate back to the schools.

Those kindergartens, it is hard to translate DOH authority with-
in school board properties. So it is not really complied. But within
the day cares, DOH covers it. In the day care, we got a notice stat-
ing that we had violations, and then a few weeks later, there was
a tribunal and the school was to be closed.

No information was given as to what had to be done. No informa-
tion was given as to funding sources. No information was given
that the school would be closed if the risks were too great. So here
we have a situation where we are trying to create a safe environ-
ment. But in fact we eliminating day care slots because the thing
wasn't done properly.

The parents were in a complete quandary. If it hadn't been for
some of the knowledge that I have, the school would have ended
up being closed down. It is not a big school. It is 30 slots, but still
30 children is 30 children and every year multiply it out.

Going sort of to whet Amy said, the fiasco I believe in the schools
in terms of the mandate on lead, we are going to be crazy to try
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to get this school remediated. We did not want to bring our kids
back into the school given the condition, but without that Federal
mandate that they have, for example, with asbestos, we really have
to just buck it, but we don't have the legality standing behind us.

I wanted to just say that I agree with the idea of presumption.
I know you had asked that question earlier about should the places
be tested. In certain cases the testing is really a waste of money.
I did a survey of several schools within the Bronx, probably about
11 schools, and I cited in my testimony a bunch of the lead levels,
but let me just say this, in District 9, I foundevery school I went
into had peeling paint and every school had elevated levels. It is
one of the poorest areas in the Bronx.

PS 55, highest levels on the machine. PS 35, same thing. High
levels. I saw peeling paint in dress-up areas. You know how the
kindergartens have the little dress-up corners, the little wigs they
put on, the little food that they have in the house corner, covered
in dust. All those readings were the highest lead levels of 10's and
9's micrograms per centiliter squared on the reading.

It was unacceptable, completely unacceptable and we know that
a presumption is logical. Let's just move to the next step. We don't
really need, in my opinion, to work on a big testing protocol. Once
we see it, that is level 1, some type of maintenance.

We also need to make sure that we look at safety procedures. As
was mentioned before, I have seen window replacement and chil-
dren cleaning up their desks. You talk to the principal, say, do you
know this is a hazard? And the principals say to me, yes, I know
this is a hazard, but do you know how many years I have been
waiting for these windows. I am not saying anything.

I need these windows, so bring them in and let the kids clean
it. If it is a little hazard, it is a little hazard. I can't jeopardize the
windows, and this is what is happening with us.

I wanted to also say that funding is critical. As in the case with
the day care, if we don't come up with a funding stream to back
up this, we are going to end up closing institutions instead of mak-
ing them safe. I would say that whatever legislation that you
enactI am just waitingI would say that whatever legislation
you enact, it has to have a two-pronged approach.

It has to be the temporary remediation, which is basically the de-
ferred maintenance, which is to make all lead hazardsin other
words, lead is present but the walls are smooth, the windows are
smooth, the windowsills are smooth. That is level 1 of your legisla-
tion. But it is not the end.

There needs to be a long-term scope in which these walls get en-
capsulated. The windows become replaced so that, in fact, the ac-
tual source of lead is reduced. Because, as we know, everything de-
teriorates by and by.

So I think that is kind of what I wanted to say and I wanted to
just mention one other thing. You know the Head Starts are regu-
lated for testing. Kids have to have their blood pulled, which is
great, but another point for Congress to consider is a regulation of
the spaces of the Head Start spaces, because the physical plants
are not regulated and so many millions of children are in Head
Start.

Thank you so much for this opportunity.
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Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you very much for your testimony.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Char lop follows..]

STATEMENT OF MEGAN CHARLOP

Good morning. My name is Megan Char lop. I am the mother of four children in
the New York City public schools, the oldest of whom was lead poisoned. I chair
the New York City C,oalition to End Lead Poisoning, serve on the Mayor's and the
Governor's Advisory Committees. For the past 10 years, I have directed the Lead
Poisoning Prevention project at Montefiore Medical Center, which developed a
unique *Safe House for Lead Poisoning Prevention.

I commend Congressman Waxman and the Subcommittee on Health and the En-
vironment for holding these hearings. I believe that this hearing represents a posi-
tive step towards protecting young children from the dangers of lead contamination.
I also believe that, for New York City parents, the timing couldn't be better.

iThe need for Congressional action s urgent. Our communities look to you: (1) to
enact legislation to mandate lead safety in all public schools and (2) to provide funds
to enable localities to reach that goal.

Federal legislation is critical. In response to recent research demonstrating the bi-
olo 'cal damage caused by lead at low levels, we have opened a clinic for children
with low blood lead levels at the Montefiore Safe House. I am one of the staff
sleuths who investigates the sources of lead that the children have been exposed to.
Although the low level clinic has been in operation for only a short time, a clear
trend has emerged which is significant to tEs hearing. Whereas, in 99 percent of
the cases of children with high lead levels we find deteriorated lead surfaces in the
home, children with lower blood lead levels often live in homes with no immediate
lead hazards. Primarily, these children acquire lead from leaded paint found in
places other than the home, where they spend a significant amount of time. That
signals schools and day cares.

I leave it to my scientific colleagues to quantify the clinical data and to present
it to you in the future as a formal study. The message I bring you today is that
our experience confirms that children are absorbing unacceptable levels of lead from
leaded paint outside their homes, notably in their schools.

I mentioned earlier that the timing of this hearing couldn't be better. I'd like to
take a moment of your time to convey a personal story which demonstrates the cur-
rent crisis we're facing due to the absence of Federal legislation.

This is the story of my youngest child's predicament at P.S. 83 in the Bronx. P.S.
83 is a school with a lovely personality and high academic standards. My three older
children and one of my foster children attended the school. They loved it. But the
physical plant of this achool has been decaying over the years and the population
has more than doubled. The school is presently in disastrous physical condition.
There was a fire in the auditorium 2 years ago, the burn marks and broken win-
dows are still there. On the top three floors, the walls are falling off the bricks.
Teachers are forced to hang sheets of plastic in order to keep the walls from crum-
bling into the classrooms. Many teachers complain of respiratory ailments, head
aches and general malaise. There is peeling pant in every section of the school in-
cluding many common areas and there is a large amount of broken asbestos floor
tile.

On September 8, 1993 an informational parents' meeting was held at P.S. 83. The
Parent Association President announced that because of unsafe asbestos conditions
in the school, which have not yet been confirmed, the children would not be allowed
into the school. They will be disbursed to three different sites, on two different time
schedules. Parents were in an uproar.

The move to vacate the building is extremely inconvenient for all the children and
their families but it makes medical sense. What doesn't make any sense, and what
parents were too upset to understand, is according to our new chancellor, only the
asbestos will be addressed during the time the building is vacated. We are going
to haul our children all around the borough for months, maybe the whole year, and
we're going to come back to the same peeling leaded walls, the same fire burnt audi-
torium, the same dust levels. Only the friable asbestos is promised to be remediated.
The school system intends to spend money to relocate 1,000 children but refuses to
maximize its financial resources to make the school safe of all its environmental
hazards. This fiasco results from the lack of a legal mandate to clean-up the lead.

In 1987, a group of concerned citizens began a campaign for lead safety in the
New York City schooli. As part of that campaign, I personally tested non-intact sur-
faces in eight public whools in the Bronx. The machine that I used gives an instan-
taneous reading of lead in micrograms per cubic centimeter. Because no Federal risk
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levels had been established, we used the local Department of Health regulation level
of .7 4- .5 s which applies te residential units.

It will come as no surprise that all of the schools I surveyed were old and all had
extremely elevated lead levels. I found peeling paint in all of the District 9 schools,
one of the poorest in the Bronx. I observed dust covering dress-up clothes and play
food in several kindergarten "house corners". In P.S. 55, the kindergartens had lev-
els of 3.7, 4.2, and 5.0 and the hallways next to the bathrooms had readings of 9's
and 10's, the highest reading on this machine. In a first grade classroom in P.S.
11, every surface had peeling paint and all the readings were 10's. P.S. 35 kinder-
garten room 102 had peeling paint near the radiator and the teacher's desk with
readings of 10. In my own chilfiren's school, P.S. 83, the level of peeling paint over
the cafeteria tables was 5.3.

In 1987, our group prepared a position paper on safe school repair procedures
which called for the evacuation of children from all work areas, the cessation of food
preparation in all work areas, and full clean-up before re-occupancy. We rec-
ommended systematic inspection of all schools with the Department of Health and
offered parent.al assistance. We further recommended that a priority list be devel-
oped with the worst offenders to be repaired over the summer. We never requested
the removal of the leaded paint nor full encapsulation. All our suggestions were rea-
sonable and keep costs in mind. Our answer was basically that custodians would
paint the kindergarten rooms and some specific schools were repaired. No sy gem-
atic inspection or abatement was ever initiated, maintenance continued to 13e ig-
nored, and now, 6 years later, we're in worse shape than we were then.

As in 1987, but now with greater urgency the community looks to Congress to
pass legislation Us guarantee environmental safety in schools. We believe that a log-
ical formula would be to divide the universe into a two parts: (1) immediate hazard
reduction and (2) long term source reduction. Like AIMRA, the existence of lead
should be presumed on every non-intact surface. One of the lessons from the sam-
ples I Wok in 1987 is that the consistent findings of lead make the use of a lead
presumption a very intelligent cost effective approach to the school remediation. Use
of a presumption eliminates the cost of testing and basically calls for routine main-
tenance which is so often non-existent in our schools.

The second part of the legislation should mandate source reduction beginning
with the encapsulation of we's in areas where the youngest child"en are located
and where food is prepared. Window replacement and window sill ...eplacement or
encapsulation should also commence in the same priority prder.

Both stages of the legislation, creating intact leaded surfaces and creating lead
safe surfaces must include safety procedures. I have seen cases where classroom
windows were replaced and the children were asked to clean up the dust afterwards.
In these cases, the school principals knew that this was dangerous but didn't want
to protest for fear of losing the windows.

It is medically proven that smaller particles of lead are more easily absorbed by
the body than larger chips. Leaded dust poses the greatest danger to children. No
school maintenance of any kind that involves breaking walls should be done with
children at the site and no children should be allowed to re-occupy the site until
a full clean-up has been completed.

Finncing needs for lead reduction is critical. Children are going to schools that
are literally falling down around them. They are being exposed to lead, to large
amounts of dust, to asbestos, and to the psychological message that nobody really
cares about them. All of these factors endanger our children.

Our communities are calling for immediate legislation, and where money can be
recouped, we call for the prosecution of those who have squandered the public school
funds and we call for the necessary additional funds to save our children from the
debilitating consequences of lead exposure in their public schools.

On behalf of the children, I thank you.

Mr. WAXMAN. I want to thank all of you for your presence here
and Ms. Linden, I want to thank you for coming because I know
you are dealing with many responsibilities related to the opening
of the New York City schools and have many demands on your
time. I am glad you appreciate how important it is to confront the
issue of lead hazards in the school.

I would like to begin with a question of how regarding the seri-
ousness of the threat of lead hazards in schools, particularly in the
pre-K, kindergarten and elementary grades. Dr. Reigart and the
last panel indicated that lead is a more serious and immediate risk
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to children than asbestos, and I want to ask this panel its views
on this.

Dr. Rosen, could you compare the risks of lead with the risks of
asbestos?

Mr. ROSEN. There is no question in my mind through all of my
training and experience similar to Dr. Reigart's that the danger
from lead is serious, severe, and immediate and has the sub-
stantive potential for robbing children forever of the basic skills for
which they are intended to go to school for those skills to be gradu-
ally enhanced.

My understanding of the asbestos issue is that it requires some-
what long-term exposure and relatively high dose exposure for the
dire ultimate effects of asbestos to ensue, so in terms of young chil-
dren, there is no question in my mind that lead should be at the
very top of the agenda in terms of providing environmentally safe
schools and ensuring the health of children.

Mr. WAXMAN. Ms. Linden, what is your opinion about the risk of
lead exposure? Do you agree with Dr. Reigart of the American
Academy of Pediatrics and Dr. Rosen that lead is a more serious
risk than asbestos?

Ms. LINDEN. I don't want to hold myself out as either a medical
or scientific expert. Those aren't my credentials, but what I have
learned from those people from the Department of Health, Depart-
ment of Environmental Protection and of coulee other independent
experts around is that in the sense of measuring a couple different
ways the amount of the source material, in this case lead paint ver-
sus the amount of asbestos, and the ways in which children can be
exposed to it, first of all, we have already done $500 million of
abatement of asbestos. That doesn't mean it was all removed.

A lot was encapsulated, but we have moved towards eliminating
that. Towards it. I am not saying we are there yet, towards elimi-
nating that hazard and we haven't done, as you have said, any-
thing on lead paint.

So I think in terms of just quantities, the risk is greater. Also
the ways in which children can get exposed in terms of the hand-
to-mouth activity. They are lower to the ground so they can pick
up dust or paint chips or they can take it off radiators or reach
windowsills, versus asbestos which is generally a risk if it is air-
borne fibers, which isseems somewhat less likely combined with
long-term exposure than the issue of lead paint dust which just
stays there unless it is cleaned up.

Mr. WAXMAN. Well, you do see that lead is a serious health prob-
lem?

Ms. LINDEN. Yes.
Mr. WAXMAN. And I have a copy of your letter to the New York

Times, August 1, 1992, where you seem to indicate that leaded fuel
emissions and other pollutants were a bigger problem for lead than
paint. I assume now you realize that lead paint is more a serious
problem.

Dr. Rosen, Ms. Linden said there were about 1,300 children af-
fected by lead in New York City. Do you agree with this estimate?
How many children are likely to be injured by lead in New York
City?
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Mr. ROSEN. The current CDC guidelines defined childhood lead
poisoning as a blood lead value equal to or greater than 10
micrograms per deciliter. There are 600,000approximately
600,000 children in New York City who fall between the ages of 1
to 6.

Based upon national statistics from the U.S. report to Congress
in 1988, it is currently estimated that 17 to 20 percent of those
children are at great risk for developing blood lead values above 10
which indicates approximately 100,000 to 120,000 children in New
York City who are vulnerable to lead poisoning.

So that I think until New York City fully, finally implements the
CDC guidelines of 1991, thewithout playing numbers games, the
exact numbers are unknown, but I would suggest that Ms. Linden's
figures are a gross underestimate of the problem in New York City.

Mr. WAXMAN. How do you explain the discrepancy, because New
York does the higher figure when they are assessing lead poison-
ing?

Mr. ROSEN. Well, to my knowledge, the figures that Ms. Linden
quoted dated back prior to the switching of lead screening directly
to blood lead values when erythrocyte protoporphyrin values were
in essence thrown out the window by the CDC because they are an
insensitive indices of lead toxicity.

Mr. WAXMAN. She says around 1,300 children and you say what
number?

Mr. ROSEN. The 1,300 figure goes back to prior to 1991. At the
present time, pending further definitive information and pending
the computer setup which was mandated by Governor Cuomo in
his State legislation that was passed on April 1 this past year, the
current estimate of at risk children is over 100,000.

According to Dr. Andy Goodman of the New York Department of
Health at various mayor's committee meetings, the estimate ofnew
cases of childhood lead poisoning above 20 micrograms per deciliter
is 10,000 to 15,000 children per year.

MS. LINDEN. Can I comment?
Mr. WAXMAN. How many would be above 10 micrograms?
Mr. ROSEN. Theagain, based upon 600,000 children and 1 out

of 5 children nationally being at great risk, there are roughly
100,000 children at considerable risk in New York City for develop-
ing childhood lead poisoning.

Ms. LINDEN, May I make a short comment?
Mr. WAXMAN. Ms. Linden.
Ms. LINDEN. The number I quoted was from the Department of

Health. In fact it was from Dr. Goodman, but that is a number that
refers to reported cases of lead poisoning.

I think the question you are asking and obviously what is of con-
cern here is how many children are at risk and all children are at
risk if they are in a lead paint environment. So that number had
to do with reported cases. There could be more child.en out there
obviously suffering from--

Mr. WAXMAN. There could be children that are suffering from
lead poisoning that are not being reported, not just at risk. And I
assume your figurea are children who have been harmed by lead,
Dr. Rosen, or are you talking about children who are simply at risk
of lead poisoning?
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Mr. RosEN. The roughly 100,000 children are, I would say, are
at risk, but the number of roughly 1,000 dates back to prior to 1991
when there was a major shift in the CDC guidelines.

Mr. WAXMAN. Ms. Linden, the subcommittee released a report
today that estimated that about one out of every six classrooms
have lead hazards. The subcommittee report was based on data
from the 1991-1992 school year. [See p. 10.]

Your testimony today is based on more recent data, data from
the 1992, 1993 school year. It shows that the problem is even worse
than the subcommittee estimated. You said that in the spring of
1993 one out of four classrooms in New York City had lead haz-
ards, not one out of six as estimated by the subcommittee. Then
that was one out of' six that we had according to the standards in
the chancellor's task force; is that right?

Ms. LINDEN. We are using the same rating scale, Scorecard rat-
ings haven't changed and what that shows is from one school year

to the next, the increased deterioration or damage of the paint sur-
faces in all our schools and it is continuing to worsen because we
don't have the moneys to ameliorate that situation, you know, fix

the sources of' the damage as well as the damaged surfaces or stop

the deterioration.
Mr. WAXMAN. The subcommittee estimated that there are 6,000

to 7,000 rooms with lead hazards. Your testimony is that there are
13,000 rooms. Is that correct?

Ms. LINDEN. That are in buildings built before 1980, yes.
Mr. WAXMAN. Dr. Rosen, what do these figures say to you about

the magnitude of the lead hazard in New York City?
Mr. FtosEN. Well, to repeat what I said earlier and I think col-

leagues on my left and right agree, that the lead hazard in New
York City, perhaps being the focus of these hearings, is remark-
able, is dangerous, and one could consider it to be a health crisis
with young children in New York City if all of us in this room
agree that the most critical resource for the future of this country
is the health of our children, and I don't think that any shortcuts
in remediation, in lead paint repairs, and asbestos repairs are ac-
ceptable when it comes to child health.

And I would also add that it is absolutely critical for individuals
with public health and child health experience to have input into
the Board of Education in New York City. To date, excluding my-

self, there are other experts who could have provided considerable
advice and expertise who have also been excluded by the Board of
Education in a very iron-fisted manner.

Mr. WAXMAN. Let me talk about this chancellor's task force. Ms.
Linden, that task force on lead was founded last September in re-

sponse to the lead problems described by Ms. Johann, and you were

a member. Its report was completed and sent to your division in

June of this year, if not before.
This report indicates that there are thousands of lead hazards in

New York City schools. It also contains several recommendations
for responding to lead hazards. Did you make the report public
when you received it?

Ms. LINDEN. The report was not final. The copy you have, I re-
ceived a copy from your offices. As it says, draft, is dated June 16th
because that was the date of that particular draft and, as you can
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see from inside, all the members of the task force needed to givefinal sign-off and the last sign-off on that version was given on Au-gust 2nd, and at that point, we were awaiting the arrival of a newchancellor and it hasn't been made public because the chancellorand the board have to review it and adopt it as policy. It is a setof recommendations to the chancellor.
Mr. WAXMAN. Do you act on its recommendations? For instance,did you initiate a systematic program to assess and abate the haz-ards in the classrooms identified as having lead problems?Ms. LINDEN. As I have already stated before, there is no fundingto develop and implement all the recommendations of this reportin terms of lead paint abatement. We can already assess, based onScorecard, and the report uses the Scorecard rating system to eb-tablish a risk assessment procedure, and that is as far as we canget.
There are measures we have taken with the custodians in termsof cleaning, and this reference to in place management, but giventhe condition of so many of our classrooms in terms of the paintconditions, there is no question that a remediation program isneeded and we don't have the moneys to do that.
Mr. WAXMAN. So even though you got this report before JuneMs. LINDEN. It hasn't been adopted as policy yet.Mr. WAXMAN. But you got it and you knew the information inthat report. You were waiting for it to become final, but you didn'tdo anything with respect to that report even though kids were com-ing back to school in the fall. You took no action and you didn't tellthe public or the parents about this report.
MS. LINDEN. That is not true. They were aware of the creationof the task force and what its role was in developing guidelines inthe absence of any Federal, State or local law, and, again, I haveexplained the size of the problem and there aren't the funds. Weare severely funded both on maintenance and
Mr. WAXMAN. One in four classrooms had a lead problem. Werethey
Ms. LINDEN. They know themselves. That is why Ms. Johann ishere. They are very aware. That doesn't mean it is their problemto solve. I am just saying they are aware it is lead paint. That iswhat they are pushing for.
I commend them for their activities in this area. I hope that weall work together so we can have funding to have a lead abatementprogram.
Mr. WAXMAN. Let me ask Ms. Johann to respond to that.MS. JOHANN. We are a small group of parents from one schooland we have in the last number of months obviously, you know,contacted and been contacted by a number of parents outside of ourschool, and the thing that I see here very seriously is that, in fact,there is a lot of information that has not been gotten out to par-ents.
In fact, it is blocked. It has consistently been blocked. It is truethere was a parent on the chancellor's task force but that wassomebody who did not know anything about lead poisoning. Imean, it wasn't Megan Char lop. It wasn't myself. It wasn't anybodywho had been through the process of having a lead-poisoned childor a child in a lead poisoning catastrophe situation.
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I would think that it would be very important that if school sys-
tems such as New York set up protocols, then there has to be some-
thing on the Federal level that is a competent agency to which we
as parents can refer, because every system throughout this country
is going to be very different.

Mr. WAXIVIAN. But on this report, Ms. Char lop, if you want to say
something about it, you knew there was a problem with lead.

MS. JOHANN. Oh, yes.
Mr. WAXMAN. You started worrying about this problem. Did ei-

ther of you have a sense of the magnitude of this problem
Ms. JOHANN. Never.
Mr. WAXMAN [continuing]. That report documents by the Board

of Education itself?
Ms. JOHANN. And I think that in a lot of the poorer neighbor-

hoods you have the much more deteriorating schools. So they are
getting a second hit. They are getting a hit at home. By a hit, a
lifetime burden is being added. More lead poisoning, more acLumu-
lation in their blood and parents in those areas, I can tell you, are
just waking up.

They don't know, I am telling you, out there in Brooklyn and the
Bronx, they are just waking up, and I am glad that they are just
waking up, because it is a very, very serious problem.

Mr. WAXMAN. Parents are now being informed.
Ms. JOHANN. Yes, but not on anot from the school level. They

are not being told from a school level at this point.
Mr. WALMAN. Now, work was being done on asbestos during this

period of time. Wouldn't it have been cheaper to do work on asbes-
tos and lead at the same time when you knew there was a real
problem with lead and asbestos, and in fact, more of a problem

with lead?
Ms. LINDEN. As I have already stated, the Operation Clean

House where there is asbestos work going on, to the extent there
is any lead paint left on the plaster, it is the plaster that contains
asbestos, not the paint. If it does contain asbestos at all, that will

be covered through the asbestos abatement procedures and the
cleanuppost-abatement cleanup procedures, but not all damaged
plaster contains asbestos and there are many, many surfacesin
fact, less than 25 percent of the plaster in the schools so far
through Operation Clean House has been shown to contain asbes-

tos.
We are talking about a much more significant number of surfaces

that contain leaded paint.
Mr. WAXMAN. Maybe one of the other panelists wants to com-

ment on the question of integrating the abatement of asbestos and
lead. Would that have made sense? Would it have been cheaper?
Do any of you have any knowledge about that?

Ms. CHARLOP. Well, it always makes sense to do the two things
at once because in fact you have to maintain safety protocols in
both procedures. So you have to do the work or the place is empty.
You can't work and occupy places.

I can't really work in the afternoon and then clean it up in the
morning for the next kids to come in. You have to vacate the prem-
ises.
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So when you go to the extent of vacating the premise and puttingthe safety protocols in place, you might as well hit the thing atonce instead of doing it in two stages. It doesn't make sense to lookat the building in component parts.It makes sensein building management and school manage-ment it makes sense to look with the full system, deal with the fullbuilding, get in and get out.
Mr. WAXMAN. Yes, Ms. Johann.
Ms. JoHANN. And another point here is that we have asked tosee the protocols that they are using for cleanup of lead. We haveasked and we have asked and we have asked and the answer wealways get is we will get back to you on that.When we ask whether there is going to be testing after theyabate for the asbestos, they are going to test for asbestos, but theyare not going to test for lead, so they will clean up for lead, butthey won't test for lead in that same space which is supposedly con-tained.
So I really have a difficulty about that. In other words, again, weare getting a questionable response.
Ms. CHARLOP. It gets to the place, for example, in our school,where parents are aware of the lead problem. You are almost hop-ing that your kids have been exposed to asbestos just to get theschool remediated. It is too ironic to believe.
Mr. WAXMAN. Well, let me ask you where we are going fromhere. A lead task force made some simple recommendations and Iwant to go through them one at a time, and I want to know if andwhen these are going to be implemented.
You say thatfirst recommendation is on page 3 of the task forcereport. It says, and I quote, "The task force recommends thatScorecard ratings for walls and ceilings be reviewed separately andif in a room either the wall or the ceiling should have a Scorecardrating of 2 or higher, that room should be inspected and a full as-sessment of paint and dust conditions made. Based on the assess-ment, a hazard reduction plan would be developed and imple-mented."
Will you be implementing this recommendation, Ms. Linden?Ms. LINDEN. Again, as soon as the boardI do believe it is a verygood report and set of recommendations based on as much informa-tion we could gather to develop a rational but effective testing andremediation program.
As soon as the board adopts it as policy, I am sure they will bemaking a request to theyou know, to various potential fundingsources to implement the program. Their adoption of this report aspolicy, the chancellor's and the board's, will have to come with afunding price tag attached to it.
Mr. WAXMAN. Will you be making a personal recommendation tothem?
Ms. LINDEN. Well, I certainly am recommending to the chancellorto adopt this report, which means he will, if he adopts it, will turnit around and recommend it to the board. But in all cases it comeswith a price tag, and I am sure you can appreciate the difficult de-cisions that the Board of Education, who has taken over $1. billioncut in the last 3 years, has to make between textbooks and bricksand mortar and it is not an easy decision.
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Obviously any health risk to be a child doesn't have a price tag
on it. It is not acceptable, but, again, I emphasize the need to
prioritize the varying levels of risk as well as the need for funding.
In New York City, the volume is big.

Mr. WAXMAN. If you are going to prioritize, how will that take
place? Now you have done that report and it says that one out of
four classrooms is a lead hazard. So you have got to do something.
You have got to prioritize.

Ms. LINDEN. There is definitions of hazard level 1, hazard level
2.

Mr. WAXMAN. People have been complaining about the problem
in a task force, the task force came in with a recommendation. It
laid out the hazards, and

Ms. LINDEN. Right, and it is those hazards that are priorities. So
hazard level 3 would be done before hazard level 1. It can't be a
simultaneous

Mr. WAXMAN. The report says any area which requires abate-
ment which cannot be immediately abated should be sealed off
from building occupants. Will you be implementing this rec-
ommendation?

Ms. LINDEN. Yes. Again, I refer to the priorities of types of grade
levels and buildings that are on page 5, if you have the full report
there, so it is sort of a matrix, you have to have hazard levels 1,
2, and 3 versus the different kinds of spaces.

So the focus is on, for priority ls, the pre-kindergarten, kinder-
garten space or life centers, our day care centers in high schools,
certain special education spaces, other special education spaces,
and of course any room where the Department of Health has re-
ported to us that a student has a high lead blood level, and it is
the crosswalk of these different kinds of spaces, given the age level
of the kids.

So a high school classroom would not take priority over an ele-
mentary school. The elementary school would take priority over the
high school. With limited resources, I can't do both.

Mr. WAXMAN. You say they should take the action immediately.
What is your time frame for the recommendation for taking action
immediately?

Ms. LINDEN. I can't tell you how quickly our board will adopt this
and what funding will be given to it, but as soon as we can do it,
I am sure it will be done.

Mr. WAXMAN. May not be immediate?
Ms. LINDEN. If the resources aren't there.
Mr. WAWAN. The third recommendation says, "If work will be

done that could disturb intact lead paints, specific protocols should
be followed to prevent the creation of lead hazards.'

I believe it was failure to follow this type of recommendation that
led to the problems in PS 3 that Ms. Johann testified about. I as-
sume you will be implementing this protocol.

Ms. LINDEN. Yes. That is more specifically a reference to the kind
of capital construction work that the school construction authority
carries out for us, in particular, window replacements is the kind
of work where lead paint can be disturbed around windows while
they are being removed, as well as installed.
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Also, projects such as drilling into walls for new intercom or pub-
lic address systems and so on and so forth, and so instead of view-
ing those just as a new system installation, it also has to be viewed
as a lead paint abatement project.

Mr. WAXMAN. The recommendation on page 5 says, "All radiators
in prekindergarten and kindergarten rooms should be inspected for
damaged paint conditions and a new cover provided as needed."
What about this recommendation?

Ms. LINDEN. Yes. We have implemented that already in a few
schools and we are doing that, we are using our own shop people
to make those radiator covers. We have found radiator covers al-
ready with peeling paint that aren't lead paint, but we have a pro-
gram in place to begin replacing all radiator covers.

Mr. WAXMAN. How many kindergartens and pre-K's have already
been taken care of with regard to this?

Ms. LINDEN. I don't know the precise number. It has been dealt
with with schools that were undergoing some kind of abatement
programs in those rooms or other kinds of construction work.

Mr. WAXMAN. We would like for to you give us that figure for the
record.

Ms. LINDEN. I will come back to it.
Mr. WAXMAN. Mr. Towns, I want to recognize you at this time.
Mr. TOWNS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Let me begin by saying I applaud you for your efforts to combat

lead poisoning. I hope that the testimony that we will hear and
have heard, will encourage people all over this Nation to begin to
do something about this very serious problem. I cannot emphasize
that enough.

This subcommittee and the General Accounting Office have un-
covered particularly troubling actions by New York City's Board of
Education. As a parent whose children attended the city's schools,
I am aware of how painful and frustrating this situation must be
for parents of current school children.

I am relieved that they have found an audience before this sub-
committee. However, in the current political cliMate in New York
City, I am concerned that these revelations will be misused to
smear the mayor of the City of New York. He has already had to
step forward and intervene over the asbestos problem in our
schools, and has taken criticism for actions by a school board he
does not control.

The public schools in New York City are run by the Board of
Education, an independent agency outside the jurisdiction of the
mayor of the City of New York. In the heat of a political race, these
distinctions are sometimes overlooked and sometimes abused. I
wanted the school board's independence to be on the record, Mr.
Chairman.

I think it is important because this is a very important topic that
we are discussing.

I would like to begin by addressing this question to you, Ms. Lin-
den. Can you assure this subcommittee and the parents of New
York City school children, that no one will face an increased lead
threat because of asbestos removal, that you will test every asbes-
tos school for lead dust and paint problems?
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MS. LINDEN. I have already stated earlier in my testimony that
as part of the protocol for Operation Clean House, the asbestos re-
inspection program going on right now, that in the abatement
areas, but only in the abatement areas, the abatement procedures
and the cleanup does cover lead paint, and that is written into the
protocols. I will be happy to provide you with a copy of that.

Mr. TOWNS. Thank you.
Dr. Rosen, in light of these concerns, what do you feel is nec-

essary to address the lead threat in schools and day care facilities?
Mr. ROSEN. I think first of all, to begin with, which I think is

really the taking off point hopefully of the leadership of this com-
mittee ask that national legislation is desperately needed to pro-
vide very strict protocols that can be followed and should be fol-
lowed and must be followed by all jurisdictions throughout the
United States, so that across the board there are strict protocols
which are accepted by CDC, accepted by HUD, that can address in
a very definitive and safe manner the permanent removal and per-
manent safety of lead paint violations in the New York City public
school system.

I think this has to be initiated in my own view from a Federal
standpoint, and that parents, as they have been empowered in New
York City in the recent past, must hold local jurisdictions account-
able for seeing to it that Federal legislation is indeed implemented.

Mr. TOWNS. But you realiy feel that the way to attack it is to do
it at the Federal level?

Mr. ROSEN. I don't think there is any way to escape that initia-
tive. It has to come from the top and this is the top.

Mr. TOWNS. Thank you.
Ms. Johann, 10 me raise this question with you. Your testimony

includes some horrific experiences.
Ms. JOHANN. It does. It is.
Mr. TOWNS. I would like to ask you several questions about it.

I invite the other panelists, to comment if you feel you want to do
so. Clearly there was no clear path for parents to voice their con-
cerns and to shut down dangerous construction work.

Would you advocate a hotline for these concerns with a strong
protocol for immediate inspection and protective action?

Ms. JOHANN. Absolutely on maybe an EPA level. One idea that
we batted around in our organization was the idea that maybe, like
the squads that go in when there is a disaster, an air disaster, that
maybe there be an EPA squad that could go out to schools when
there is an environmental disaster.

It could be asbestos or lead or another toxin, a health crisis in
the school of some sort, a real hotline that parents could use would
be an extreme help, no doubt about it.

Mr. TOWNS. Ms. Linden, what would your reaction be to that?
Ms. LINDEN. I agree and obviously am very familiar with Ms.

Johann's and PS 3's experiences last year. I don't know whether
the concept is right. Whether it needs to be at the Federal level or
not, I don't know.

Both the School Construction Authority and the Board of Edu-
cation have inspector general offices and maybe in those offices hot
lines could be set up so that it isyou know, those are independent
offices of those agencies that they work with.

8 7
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Mr. TOWNS. Yes.
Ms. JOHANN. My feeling is this is going on around the country

and some places don't have access, the kind ofaccesswe also had
access, don't forget, to some very well-known lead experts that
might not be out there in other places, and the technical expertise,
we are not going to get from an inspector general's office.

When we call the asbestos hotline in New York right now, we get
recorded messages to, you know, what the dangers are and what
school is closed and what school is open and that is about it. So
I think it has to bewe need a place you can call.

Mr. TOWNS. It has to go further than that.
Ms. JOHANN. Much further with real protocols, and if the New

York City school system, and I applaud it for trying to set up some
protocols about lead paint, set these up, there has to be sort of a
Federal protocol so that the local school system will model it.

It needs to have something that they can look to and say, this
is what our model is and how does that stand up to the Federal
model. And if there is a variation, it has to be a very specific vari-
ation because of unusual circumstances in every school.

New York City is multi-leveled structures, 50 percent of them
over 50 years old, and it is a very difficult sort of situation where
some of them have been recently renovated. Some of them have not
been renovated at all. Some of them are falling down, but out in
Albuquerque, N.Mex. it might be a single leveled, very different
kind of school but it might have equally difficult problems. It might
be old or lots of lead paint or lots of asbestos, but an EPA violation
or federally mandated program, a hotline I think would be a ter-
rific idea.

Mr. TOWNS. Ms. Char lop you want to add something to that?
Ms. CHARLOP. I want to add to that without the Federal mandate

though, the hotline doesn't really have the punch. The reason we
got into this fiasco in New York City, why we spent $500 million
on asbestos is we have Federal legislation, we have AHERA legisla-
tion.

The mandatethese are self-imposed recommendations but we
as parents can't turn to something and say, look, this is what our
kids are entitled to. We can go on a moral ground, we can go on
a logical ground, but we don't have the tweak in there to take the
bite and that is missing.

So a hotline without thatI mean, because be it Albuquerque or
be it the Bronx, a safety standard is a safety standard. How you
arrive there may be different, but the bottom line in terms of what
a classroom should look like for a child, be it a 5-year old, be it a
6-year old, 7-year old, 15-year old, you know, it is a standard set.

Mr. TOWNS. And you feel very strongly that for us to get through
the red tape and all delays and everything, that we really need to
do something at the Federal level as well?

Ms. JoHANN. Another thought was that maybe the lead inves-
tigations or whatever could be tied to the AHERA mapping that we
already have in a lot of schools. New York is going to have to come
into compliance with AHERA and they are going to have to go back
and inspect. Every 6 months schools are supposed to inspect.

If we could set up some sort of prioritization. These classrooms
have to be looked at this year, the next classrooms have to be--
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I don't know. I can't get into details, but if it was tied into an
AHERA map, presuming that it was lead and then presuming that
it is not.

Mr. Tow Ns. Yes.
Ms. LINDEN. I wft- with Susan. The only issue is, it is more an

expansion of Al-MRA. In other words, there is the 6-month
resurveys required to monitor where there is known asbestos con-
taining material. It is a visual survey. To the extent we have deter-
mined once and for all that plaster doesn't contain asbestos, that
material won't otherwise be looked at again.

And so what she is saying would be really to just add those non-
asbestos containing walls and ceilings anyway to the resurvey to
monitor the changing paint conditions, and while I can tell you our
Scorecard system will continue to monitor, I don't think in terms
of assurances for the parents andalthough I stand by the Score-
card systemassurances for the parents and what is needed to en-
sure that the monitoring is done right and that there are certified
workers doing that like there is for the AHERA program, I do
think the idea is a very good one.

Mr. TOWNS. On that note, then, let me ask you a question, Ms.
Linden. The report indicates that there are 12 schools as having
the greatest threat.

Ms. LINDEN. Those were called the 12I didn't look back at the
old Scorecard report. There is a Scorecard each yearwe put out
an annual reportand those are not the 12, quote, unquote, most
hazardous schools. Those are the schools in the worst conditions.
It may be that one of the worst conditions they are in has to do
with their paint surface conditions.

So I think that was not a title that we assigned to those schools,
that they were the most hazardous, just that they were in the
worst condition in terms of cleanliness and physical visual condi-
tion that the students and staff see in the classrooms.

That is not to say those buildings don't contain lead paint and
that the lead paint condition isn't part of the problem there, but
that wasn't an assessment based on paint conditions. That was
what is called the overall Scorecard rating. It was based on that
particular rating, not the paint ratings.

Mr. TOWNS. Not the paint ratings?
Ms. LINDEN. No. The paint rating is part of the overall appear-

ance rating but there are other things that are taken into account.
Most of those schools, I don't think all 12 of them but the majority
of them, are undergoing construction, such as Morris High School.
One of them on that list, I believe, is PS 4 in the Bronx which
through Operation Clean House was determined thatand they
did have severe plaster damage as well as paint damage through-
out the building. That wz.s one of trae buildings found to contain as-
bestos in the plaster and it is undergoing a full abatement now.

Mr. TOWNS. Well, I am very concerned abont this list. I need to
share with you that two of the schools are in the district that I rep-
resent, so I am very concerned about it. So 1 would like to know
that the school facility and the school board are definitely on top
of making the correction.

Ms. LINDEN. Yes. Scorecard is usedas I said, and I think it was
quoted in the copy distributed by the subcommitteeI don't have
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it in front of me, but that thoseit named which schools were un-
dergoing modernization, meaning these conditions would be taken
care of.

We use Scorecard to prioritize our limited maintenance funds
and so the Scorecard ratings, especially the schools with the worst
ratings, are given high priority in our maintenance program.

Mr. TOWNS. This was hit upon earlier, but I am concerned be-
cause parents do not understand what is going on, and how do we
find a way to begin to communicate better with them? Because you
explained it to me, but of course when I read it, I got a different
viewpoint altogether, and of course I am certain that the average
parent out there would have some questions. So how do we better
communicate with them?

Ms. LINDEN. I think communication with parents is one of the
greatest problems that we have, meaning we are not doing it as
well as we could be.

I think that, for instance, we talked before about this, number
of reported lead poisoning cases. Parents don't know, as Susan said
before, and unless they get better educated and informed, they still
won't know, and they may learn the hard way what some of these
health risks are to their children. And to the extent that we as a
large school district and school community can help educate the
parents through different means, not just written materials, but
through the formal channels that parentsyou know, reaching out
directly to the individual school parent and associations and
through the groups that are set up that are parental involvement
groups to advise the Chancellor or work with the central board, so
lot just the individual school level but also the central board, I
think that that is very important and it is both through oral ex-
change as well as written material.

There is a group called the Parents Environmental Steering
Committee which has proposed to the Board of Education, as well
as City Hall, a concept called an environmental charter, sort of an
environmental bill of rights for children, and I know Chancellor
Gortenez, as well as myself, think it is a terrific idea.

As part of that, they have proposed some kind of environmental
performance evaluation committee, and while I am not sure we
agree fully with the detailed suggestions of the makeup of that
committee, the idea that there should be some kind of group of
indepenient medical and scientific experts with parents where
standards and criteria are established, criteria for assessing risks,
such as what we have done in the lead task force report, that that
group works with us, so that through that, hand in hand with par-
ents as well as experts that are acceptable to both the board and
the parents, I think that can be done, and to the extent there is,
therefore, such a group focused on environmental issues in the
school.

Lead is a very critical issue, lead poisoning for children, but it
is not the oniy environmental issue in our schools and we have is-
sues with indoor air quality, for instance. We have issues with
which is an issue for the city on the Clean Air Act, the fact that
vie still have 350 coal-fired plants that has caused the pollutants
that are put into the air, cause lung disease and emphysema, and
so to have a group that focuses on all environmental issues and can
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work with us to help us figure out how to better communicate with
parents, you have to start with a group and have that group net-
work with a larger group and so on and so forth.

But with the board trying to help distribute information to all
parents, I think that can be done. But it is an important issue but
it is not being done to all parents all at once right now and obvi-
ously we have to work with the city to do that, too.

Mr. TOWNS. Is it being discussed seriously?
Ms. LINDEN. Oh, yes. I mean, there are parental involvement

groups. I don't think they are all happy with all the work that is
being done or the amount of communication between parents and
the board, but it is certainly being discussed.

As I said, this is a formal proposal from a group of parents which
includes parents who have had direct experience with PS 3, Man-
hattan, the lead paint issues, PS 1, the asbestos issue which led
to Operation Clean House, and they have the experience ofof
where it doesn't work, and it is through their own experiences that
they can help better inform other parents, as well as the board,
how better to communicate and how better to do some of what
needs to be done. So, yes.

Ms. JOHANN. I would just like to address it in saying that last
year one of the most difficult things for us was not being able to
have access to the experts for all of the parents. I mean, when we
had these meetings, and sitting in the meeting was Dr. Rosen and
Dr. Annemarie Crocetti, and parents were not allowed to ask them
questions, nor were Dr. Rosen or Dr. Crocetti allowed to ask any
questions of the district office people or the peo. -le from the Board
of Education.

It made for a wall of distrust. That has to be broken down now
and we need access to the top people, and if maybe there is ayou
know, some sort of a federally mandated board or a group that
but it justit fell apart.

What can I tell you? It really fell apart. We couldn't seem to get
the information out because we were denied the access for the ma-
jority of the parents. That is what happened last year.

Mr. TOWNS. Mr. Chairman, I know I have gone way over but I
do have one more question. Yes?

Ms. CHARLOP. I just want to say that the state of affairs cur-
rently is complete confusion in terms of communication. There was
a meeting with the superintendents, 32 superintendents with the
Chancellor, and what I understand to have happened is complete
confusion.

At this mon. ent, communication is at an all time low. Parents
don't know what the heck is going on with their schools. Principals
don't know which of their rooms is safe. Superintendents don't
know which schools to open up. Talking about confusion and lack
of communication, there seems to be a total breakdown at this mo-
ment. People are calling me all day long: How do I know? Did it
get reinspected? What is going on? Is there a lead problem? Should
I send my kid to school?

As you know, it is the middle of the week. We don't even know
for sure if school is going to open on Monday because the commu-
nication is so bad. The asbestos and the lead in terms of parent
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confusion have sort of piggybacked with each other because parents
are wondering now is this school safe for me to send my kid.

There is a pressure. We have been 2 weeks late on school. So
people would love to send their kids to school. We do like to send
our kids to school. As you know, we are big on education in New
York and we don't know which is the wisest course. Is the wisest
course to throw our kids back in or is it to hold them back home
because it is not safe?

The communication is very poor right now. There is a lot of con-
fusion and I think with that comes a lot of hysteria. It just happens
as a matter of course because people are frustrated, extremely frus-
trated with the lack of information that is going on.

Mr. WAXMAN. Would you yield to me?
Mr. TOWNS. I'd be delighted to yield to the chairman.
Mr. WAXMAN. Let me ask you this question. Ms. Linden has indi-

cated they know there is a problem. One out of four classrooms is
a lead hazard. They know that children can be poisoned from lead
and it could have serious consequences. But they don't have the
money to take care of these problems.

Do you think parents ought to be informed that their kids are
going to a class where there is a lead hazard to which the children
may be exposed and that the school district knows about, but there
is not anything going to be done about it in the near future? Is that
useful information? Do you think parents ought to be told that or
should parents just be kept in the dark about the problem com-
pletely? Which choice would you make?

Ms. CHARLOP. Do you want to know if you are dying or if you
are not? Yes, parents need to know. They have the right to 'know
and they should know. We all need to know what environment we
are sending our kids into. We can see what it is.

Mr. WAXMAN. Could you speak into the microphone?
MS. CHARLOP. Yes. I mean, by common observation parents are

knowing the deplorable conditions their kids are going into. Just in
parentheses here, we know the psychological message that it sends
our kids and teachers when the kids go into schools that are com-
pletely falling apart. It is really a "we really don't care about you"
message.

But out of parentheses, what might be missing in the informa-
tional step is that not only does it look bad, not only is it a bad
message psychologically but it is also a health factor. I would say
that might be missing. Should parents know that information?
Definitely. Is it going to create more confusion? Yes, it will. We
parents are in a quandary as to what to do, what is the right thing
for their children.

Mr. WAXMAN. I fully agree with you. The message I hear from
Ms. Linden, I understand this message, you feel like you are over-
whelmed in New York. You have got so many things to do. It all
costs money. You don't have the money. But it seems to me that
withholding the information from the parents is wrong because the
parents ought to know, one, because it is their kids that are going
into these classrooms. Second, because there are some things that
can be done to minimize the damage, rather than to simply say,
well, we can't deal with the problem in its entirety, we will just not
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let anybody know there is a problem and continue to ignore it, and
pretend it doesn't exist.

Mr. ROSEN. Could I add on just one afterthought of that? So far
the discussion this morning has been focused on the costs of reme-
diating the schools. That is one side of an equation. The other side
of the equation is the loss of IQ points, special ed costs, loss of life-
time earnings, grade retention, tutoring, ultimately failure in the
workplace, failure to graduate from high school. These are societal
costs which, according to at least two cost benefit analyses by EPA,
one by CDC, clearly have to be considered in the equation, and in
those cost benefit analyses that have been carried out, the benefits
of preventing lead poisoning have far outweigheel any of the con-
struction costs invested in preventing lead poisoning.

Mr. Tow Ns. Let me just ask Ms. Johann another question. You
have mentioned elsewhere that you are concerned about the state-
ment on lead poisoning put forth by the Centers for Disease Con-
trol. You have suggesteci mandating that the statement include
school aged children and the school environment. Could you elabo-
rate on why you feel this is necessary?

Ms. JOHANN. Well, I think it is a misinterpretation of the CDC
guidelines that leads to many, many health departments around
the country to focus only on children under 6 years old. Obviously,
we can be lead poisoned at many ages, and I am sure that Dr.
Rosen would know, you know, what those problems are, but it
seems to me that maybe that guideline needs to be officially sort
of corrected so that they can't keep making this mistake.

My child is age 9. He was in a situation where the lead dust was
extreme and he needed, as all of the 500-some-odd children at PS
3 were, to be monitored on a regular basis after that. Only 60 chil-
dren, you know, were at all tested and there was no monitoring.
After that first test, if they didn't test high and they still went back
into that environment, they were not tested again. In other words,
they were screened but not monitored. It wasn't ongoing, even
though the children were back in the same source of the lead dust.

So that was my point on that. It needs to be sort of officially
opened up a little bit, maybe in the CDC guidelines so that it can't
be misinterpreted anymore. It is sort of a disingenuous way that
the DOH and whatever get around having to do too much more.
Does that make sense?

Mr. TOWNS. Yes. Thank you very much. Mr. Chairman, I would
like to ask one more question, but I know my time has just really
expired and you have been so generous.

Mr. WAXMAN. No limit to my generosity.
Mr. TOWNS. Ms. Linden, you know, I understand the importance

of having additional resources and that they need to be able to deal
with the entire problem, but I am troubled by several issues that
don't need additional resources. One, the school board needs to
have standard procedures to evaluate potential lead problems be-
fore construction work is done. It doesn't cost any money to do that.
Second, there should be established procedures and protocols to
protect workers and children and teachers during work. I am horri-
fied at the dust levels that Ms. Johann has testified to; that dust
could easily be carried home by anyone at the school, poisoning
other family members, including the very youngest child,ren that
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they have in the household that are most at risk and others. What
is your response to that? These protocols that really don't cost any-
thing, that for some reason we just don't seem to move to correct
those kind of things and we just keep talking about the millions
and billions that we need.

Ms. LINDEN. The conditions you describe, some of which do cost
money. I mean, even if we eliminate through the custodial services,
our custodians and their crews in the buildings, what is visible
dust through constant mopping, wiping down walls, it doesn't
eliminate the condition of the paint, the damaged paint or deterio-
rated paint that is actually on the walls, and they will constantly,
therefore, where paint is flaking, chipping or peeling, constantly
send more dust. A.nd there are many conditions in our schools in
which even with constant cleaning, a very interim measure and not
necessarily in certain conditions a successful measure, can keep up
with it. There is remediation needed on the wall surfaces and the
ceilings and that does cost money. That is not something the
custodians can do.

Mr. TOWNS. My question, though, is in terms of procedures, that
doesn't cost a lot of money, having some set

Ms. LINDEN. Abatement?
Mr. TOWNS. No. Procedures in terms of how this work can be

done. That doesn't seem to exist.
Ms. LINDEN. The procedures are established in the task force re-

port. It is implementing them, meaning using any of thewhere
the combination of the priorityhigh priority spaces and the haz-
ard levels crossinterface that abatement is needed.

Mr. TOWNS. Let me ask you this: How much would that cost? Be-
cause I am having some difficulty following you.

Ms. LINDEN. Well, there is deterioration now, and as you can see
from the 1992 versus the 1993 Scorecard ratings, the deterioration
continues, and all lead paint surfaces, assuming over time they will
be damaged or deteriorate, the total cost to the school system
would be $3.5 billion.

Mr. TOWNS. Ms. Johann, do you have any comments on that?
Ms. JOHANN. Well, I don't have the kinds of figures in my head,

unfortunately. My question is really about this very issue, has to
do with the fact that they are knocking into walls right now and
they are abating asbestos, but at the same time, there is no mora-
toriurn on that work going on in the schools during the time the
school is in session.

Now, they have said they are not going to work from 9 o'clock
in the morning until 3 o'clock in the afternoon, but there are lots
of after school programs, and they say they are going to work at
night and they are going to work over weekends. Lead dust takes
24 hours to settle; asbestos, 90 hours they say because it is a very
light fiber. And my worry is that while they are knocking into
these walls, how are we knowing that the school is safe the next
morning? They are not going to be testing.

I have said before I would trust that if Amy Linden was in the
building and if Sandy Frucia from the School Construction Author-
ity were in the building. They would be sure it was done, but right.
But there are a lot of construction people who are not as particular
and as precise as these people would be and so I have a ,real con-
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cern that there are going to be lead poisoned children because they
are abating asbestos and there is no moratorium on that building.
And that is my concern.

Mr. WAXMAN. Will you yield to me? I want to just follow up that
point. Ms. Linden, you said that while they are doing the asbestos
correction, they are following the protocols on lead in order to keep
the problem from getting worse.

Ms. LINDEN. Right, in just the abatement area. But an abate-
ment area might not be a whole room, so the damagedlet's say
you have four walls in a classroom and only one wall has damaged
plaster. That damaged plaster, under Operation Clean House, is
now tested positive for asbestos. Then it will be abate I and it is
on that wall in a contained area where the abatement work and
the abatement procedures and the cleanup will be done for both as-
bestos and the lead paint. The concern I think that is really
here

Mr. WAXMAN. Let me ask you, about something specific. In your
report, there is what is called. Action Level 3, and it says clearance
testing will be performed prior to a containment barrier removal.
What that means is there is going to be a test to see if there is
lead residue and that test is going to be conducted and evidently
determined not to be a problem prior to containment barrier re-
moval, which would mean letting the kids back in the classroom.
Are you following that particular action level protocol?

Ms. LINDEN. You have to understand that that is where an entire
area is undergoing a lead paint abatement and in this case this
isn't a lead paint abatement program. This is an asbestos abate-
ment. So if one wall is abated but there was dust on the other side
of the room, that doesn't necessarily mean that dustand that
dust was there before they startedthat it is caused by the asbes-
tos abatement. They are wet wiping as part of the cleanup, not just
the work area but the rest of the room, but you can't test for a
whole room when the entire room isn't abated.

Mr. WAXMAN. Let's just talk about whetherwhere they are
doing work on asbestos on a wall. Is that any different than doing
lead abatement on that wall? It seems to me

Ms. LINDEN. Under lead abatement protocols, the entire area
would be cleaned; the entire room would be cleaned.

Mr. WAXMAN. You said you are not making the problem worse
for lead by virtue of what you are doing for asbestos, is that

Ms. LINDEN. Right. That doesn't mean the problem isn't there to
begin with.

Mr. WAXMAN. I know, but you are not making it worse. If you
are chopping up a wall to deal with the asbestos problem, you have
got to make sure from that wall that there is not lead

MS. LINDEN. That is right.
Mr. WAXMAN [continuing]. Still there in terms of dust or chips?
Ms. LINDEN. Right. And in that contained work area, inside the

enclosures for that work area's area, that is what will get cleaned
up, but it doesn't speak to the rest of the room, and that is what
is part of the issue that they rightfully have.

WAXMAN. Dr. Rosen, did you want to
Mr. ROSEN. Well, I have looked at the abatement protocol and it

does not follow CDC guidelines for the repair of leaded paint in
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that there has to be, after leaded paint is scraped and painted,there has to be a permanent wall board barrier put up, such as
sheetrock, Structure-Lite. There are many other materials outthere, so that this forms a permanent, durable barrier for all chil-
dren in a rough and ready school. If this is not done, the first childthat hits a tricycle, a pen or a pencil in a fast paint and scrape jobis going to dislodge leaded paint.

So that the actual recommendations do not follow current HUDand CDC guidelines, nor are they definitive, sufficiently definitive
to protect child health in the long term. It is a very, very short-
term measure.

MS. LINDEN. Could I say something?
Mr. TOWNS. Yes.
Ms. LINDEN. Dr. Rosen is referring to encapsulation, and in thecase of asbestos abatement going on now, encapsulation isn't theonly form of abatement of a hazard. Removal is another form, and

in the case of the abatement going on, the plaster with asbestos
that is damaged is being removed. So any lead paint that is sitting
on that plaster is also being removed. So it is no longer there. En-
capsulation thereby would be redundant in this case.

Mr. WAXMAN. Mr. Towns.
Mr. TOWNS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I just want to make myself clear. What I am saying to you, in

terms of my earlier question, is it too expensive to warn teachers
and workers and parents and children before construction begins?

MS. LINDEN. No. There areof course not. There are
preconstruction meetings to every job that the School Construction
Authority carries out, and that is established procedure with the
Teachers Union and with the school. So that can be definitely part
of that preconstruction meeting, as well asand at those meetings,
the work plan is established, what worker protectionwhat is thework, what are the concerns about the work, and what procedures
need to be followed, and, so, no. I am sorry. I thought your question
before had to do with the actual work to clean up any lead paintthat was damaged.

MS. JOHANN. That information often does not get out to the par-
ents, unfortunately. It may get to the head of PTA but it doesn't
always filter down to the child whose classroom it is. And I cantalk about that from a personal point of view. They have been
much better, I have to say and I have to say it really loudly. They
have been much better at PS 3 last year with some work that was
done on the roof at our building, which was a lead job, and they
really did a very, very good job. Unfortunately, right after that they
hired another contractor who destroyed the job of the first contrac-
tor, and the playground was completely contaminated again withlead so

Mr. WAXMAN. You know, I find it hard to accept your answer,
Ms. Linden, that you are informing the parents, because until weheld this hearing today, none of this had been made public to any-
body as far as we know. You were waiting for some sign off or
other, but parents weren't informed that there was a lead problem
associated with the asbestos removal and I don't think they are
really informed of the magnitude that your report indicates, which
we released, not you. I don't think they have been informed by you.
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They have been informed by us, and you are saying to us, you
think parents ought to be informed. Well, I find that a little dis-
ingenuous.

Ms. LINDEN. I don't believe I stated before that we were inform-
ing parents of the lead hazards. I said I agree they needed to be
informed.

Mr. WAniAN. Who is to inform them, if not you?
Ms. LINDEN. The Board of Education hasn't established what the

policies or the risk assessment levels are. We haven't denied that
there is lead paint in the schools.

Mr. WAXMAN. You haven't denied it, but for parents to know this
informationI mean, you are keeping it secret from the parents if
you are waiting for somebody else to tell them because you are the
ones who have the information.

Ms. JOHANN. It is an expediency problem. It was the shock of my
life, I have to tell yeu. I am talking the shock a my adult life to
find out that my child had been exposed to a major lead hazard
and then not to be given the information except by people that we
went to and to be constantly seeing that the people I had entrusted
my child to for 8 andsometimes 8 hours a day, because he goes
to after school sometimes, that they would constantly balance be-
tween expediency and truth and they would choose expediency, and
I can't tell you hew upsetting and frustrating it is. It is like being
told that there are sharks in the water but it is OK to send your
child in. It is not OK. If one child gets bitten, it is too much.

Mr. WAMAAN. I absolutely agree with you. And what Ms. Linden
just said is parents should be informed, but then who should in-
form them if not you? And then your answer to that is, well, we
haven't figured out yet the protocol on how we inform the parents.

Ms. LINDEN. No, that is not what I said. I said I agreed and that
I already commented earlier that communication with the parents
wasn't anywhere as good as it could be and that I agreed.

Mr. WAXMAN. That doesn't cost money.
Ms. LINDEN. And I agreed when Congressman Towns said before,

does it cost money. I agreed that it didn't and that it should be
done.

Mr. WAXMAN. What is going to happen next? Are you going to
change? Are you going to inform the parents in New York City
about each school and the potential lead hazard in each school?

Ms. LINDEN. The Board of Education itself will deliberate on
these matters, I am sure quickly, and decide how best to go about
informing all parentu of lead poisoning issues and what the condi-
tions are of the schools.

Ms. JOHANN. If all the parents are empowered, then they can do
something. They can ask you, they can aik their State people, they
can say, we need help, but if they have no information, they are
disabled. They are made impotent and there is enough in this sys-
tem already. There is enough impotency, and it is much worse, let
me tell you, when you are talking about places, you know, that are
impoverished already, where the educational level is not what it
should be, because maybe they are lead poisoned.

Mr. WAXMAN. If I could just continue on this, we have got to look
at what Federal legislation would be appropriate. Should we have
a Federal law that requires that there be an inspection in schools
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and day care centers and that parents be informed of the results
of those inspections?

M. ROSEN. Absolutely, and with very stringent protocols for lead
hazard, inspections and repairs, yes. It is all a package.

Mr. WAXMAN. It is all a package, but first question. Shouldand
I think it can be answered fairly simplyshould we require as a
matter of Federal law that schools and some day care centers be
inspected and that parents be informed? That is the first thing.

Ms. LINDEN. And I think we all agreed.
Ms. JOHANN. Yes.
Mr. WAXMAN. Dr. Rosen, Ms. Johann.
MS. JOHANN. Absolutely.
Ms. LINDEN. And I think we all agreed. I recommended before

that the whole lead paint program could be established around the
same construct as AHERA. AHERA does require parent notifica-
tion to the parent representative at the school.

Mr. WAXMAN. So you would all support legislation along those
lines that would require testing and parents to be informed?

Ms. JOHANN. Absolutely.
Mr. TOWNS. Well, on that note, Mr. Chairman, I want to help

right away. Ms. Linden, if you would give me the list in terms of
those schools in my district, I would like to get that information,
and I could be helpful at least in some communication with those
582,000 people who reside in the 10th Congressional District in
Brooklyn. You give me that list, I will at least get it to them. I
want to be helpful. I think that is one way to startwith commu-
nication, until we can get some legislation on this end. Dr. Rosen.

Mr. ROSEN. There is one other modification or one other concept
that I would like to present here, and that is that Ms. Linden and
the other representatives of the School Construction Authority and
the Board of Education are largely tbcused on construction and
technical details. They are not public health trained individuals,
and the top of the agenda here is the public health of children in
the schools, and I think perhaps in concert with whatever legisla-
tion you may be mulling about, there has to be a medical public
health component to this that can provide a framework for safety
in the schools and how to safely abate schools so that children are
always at the top of the list.

Ms. LINDEN. The School Construction Authority does use, and
has a whole industrial hygiene unit which does deal with those is-
sues, and they are the ones who oversee the abatement projects or
other work that the School Construction Authority does.

Mr. ROSEN. Industrial hygienists are not M.D.'s in the area of ex-
pertise of environmental health in children.

Ms. CHARLOP. Could I just add one thing?
Mr. TOWNS. I have used more than my time and Mr. Chairman,

you have been so generous, however, I would like very much for
her to comment and then I could just yield back to you.

Ms. CHARLOP. I just wanted to say that that information disclo-
sure for the schools is not exactly analogous to the information dis-
closure to private property. I know you have that, that we have al-
ready passed, and I know you have that fresh on your mind. In
fact, where you have a transfer of property, you have different eco-
nomics. Where you have children's lives and a public institution,
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you don'tthe disclosure in and of itself doesn't yield the kind of
result that is analogous when you have private property transfer-
ring, and I just wanted to say that. Just a disclosure without these
other components of the safety standards and et cetera isn't really
going to give us the kind of tool that we need to safeguard our chil-
dren in these institutions.

Mr. TOWNS. I yield back, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WAxmAN. I thank you for that point. This hearing obviously

was focused somewhat on New York City, but the problem is not
unique to New York City. It seems to me that at the minimum, the
Federal Government ought to require that there be this inspection
and that parents be informed of the results of the inspection.

By the way, you don't need Fedeml law to do that in New
York. I assume that you are going to recommend to the board that
that would be a wise policy?

Ms. LINDEN. Yes.
Mr. WAXMAN. But I think we do need that Federal law, but that

is not enough. It seems to me the first job of a school is not to harm
the kids and not to put them in a situation where they are going
to be in danger. The irony is especially overwhelming in schools:
while we are trying to increase their knowledge and intellectual ca-
pabilities to cope with all sorts of problems and information, expos-
ing them to lead diminishes permanently their intellectual capac-
ity. It seems to me the first job is not to do that kind of harm to
students.

So I would hope that we can tell schools everything that they
must do. I would hope in every community in this country, once a
problem is known that parents in the communities will demand
that all the appropriate protocols be followed to remedy the situa-
tion and protect the children.

I thank you all for being here, coming from New York to talk to
us about what is happening in New York City, and I think we have
learned a lot at this hearing that will be hdpful for us and I hope
for New York, too. That concludes our hearing today. We stand ad-
journed.

[Whereupon, at 12:05 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.]
[The following statement was submitted:]

STATEMENT OF NATIONAL SCHOOL BoARns ASSOCIATION

The National School Boards Association speaks on behalf of public education na-
tionwide and represents 97,000 school board members who endeavor daily to provide
an excellent public education to every child in the country. School board members
are the elected and appointed officials responsible for making the hundreds of dif-
ficult choices that balance educational programs against the fiscal realities which
they and local voters face. As you know, these choices have become more difficult
in the last several years.

School beard members run for office to benefit the education of school children.
The safety of their own children and the children in their community is a very real
concern for these unpaid civic leaders. They do not want anything to harm the
health of the children they work so hard to serve. The National School Boards Asso-
ciation supporta those school board members and endorses the mission of the cur-
rent lead bill in the Senate, S. 729, and previous House bills.

One of the school districts' most difficult tasks is to balance the many competing
needs of children. These competing needs include the innovations required to edu-
cate children for the 21st centuu, adequate salaries to attract and keep good teach-
ers, and special services for children, such as food and health services, which are
precursors to student learning. All of us share the goal of making each school into
the perfect educational settingwith all the books, computers, and teachers needed;
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with aesthetically pleasing buildings, in excellent repair, and devoid of every poten-
tial environmental threat. But this ideal is not the Ertate of America's public edu-
cation. Instead, each school district must create a system to assign priorities with
insufficient and finite funds. consequently school board members must be precise in
distinguishing among imminent dangersguns, hunger, abuseand potential risks.
Priorities are different for each school district.

NSBA's effort last year during the House consideration of a bill to mandate lead
testing in schools resulted in an enormous step toward appropriately addressing the
problem of childhood lead poisoning. We applaud the balance struck then with the
two-tier lead testing requirement: the stringent testing in classrooms used by kin-
dergartners and younger children and the less stringent testing in classrooms used
by older children.

We also applaud the use of the State, instead of the local school board, to conduct
the actual testing. There are competent professionals in every State who are famil-
iar with environmental risk assessment and management. School board members
and school personnel should not become engineers, environmental scientists, indus-
trial hygienists, and risk managers. This is an important lesson learned from the
asbestos experience. School board members should not be diverted from managing
the educational business of schools.

However, we think there are remaining limitations. NSBA makes the following
recommendations: (1) priorities should be set for testing and abatement based on
risk; (2) the State should conduct all lead abatement; (3) necessary Federal funding
must be available for testing and abatement; (4) steps should be taken to ensure
that lead testing and abatement does not affect the State's maintenance of edu-
cation funding; and (5) school districts should not be liable, for the testing and
abatement it does not control.

In our common effort to ensure that our children are safe from lead poisoning,
we must assess those areas where abatement is necessarT and will 'oat effectively
reduce childhood exposure. In many cases, schools are unlikely to be the highest pri-
ority. During children's school age years, they spend less than 10 percent of their
time in school.

This point w-is underscored in a letter written (attached) to the National School
Boards Association from the doctor who authored the CDC statement, Preventing
Lead Poisoning in Young Children. Dr. Sue Binder, Chief of the Lead Poisoning Pre-
vention Branch, wrote, "As you know, we at the Centers for Disease Control (CDC)
emphasize that we must set priorities for identifying and abating those lead hazards
that are likely to result in lead exposure in children. We are more concerned about
day care centers than schools. . . The letter continues, "The CDC statement . . . em-
phasizes identification and case management of children less than 72 months old
[6 years]; particularly those less than 36 months old [3 years] because of the fact
that these young children are most likely to have high blood lead levels. For these
children, schools are not likely to be a major source of exposure. .. ."

Experts in the field clearly do not make the case that schools should be a priority
for lead testing or abatement. For example, in neither of the two major publications
on this subject are schools even mentioned as an area of concern or necessary activ-
ity; the publications are the Center for Disease Control's, Preventing Lead Poisoning
in Young Children and the Environmental Defense Fund's Report and Proposal for
Legislative Action titled, Legacy of Lead America's Continuing Epidemic of Child-
hood Lead Poisoning.

If the committee determines that schools are a high priority, NSBA has several
recommendations. Some of the most significant follow.

Although abatementremoval, encapsulation, or managementwas not required
in previous lead bills, nevertheless the notification process will create intense pres-
sure to perform abatement. It is disingenuous to suggest that parents can be told
that there is lead in their child's school without demanding its abatement.

Lead abatement is extremely costly and requires an understanding of both the en-
vironmental hazard and the available abatement procedures. The trained profes-
sional in the State environziental department would be most effective in handling
the abatement process with a strong role for the school board. With the State's ex-
pert scientific advice, the State environment department and the school board could
develop a plan to ensure that the timing is appropriate for the school calendar, com-
munication with the parents is complete, and accurate and timely information is
available for the media and other interested parties.

Congress must make adequate funds available to those State environment depart-
ments to conduct all needed lead testing and abatement. The proposed authorization
for lead testing has been reduced from a total ef $150 million to $90 million during
the last year. The original House bill, H.R. 2840, contained a $30 million annual
authorization for each of 6 years. A later House version, H.R. 6730, reduced the
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same authorization to 4 years. And now, S. 729 reduces the $30 milLon per year
authorization to 3 years.

Conversely, the coat estimates for lead testing and abatement have not been re-
duced. The Congressional Budget Office cost estimate for the inspection of lead in
the paint and soil in school buildings and : .unds is $1,000 to test paint and $3,600
to test soil. Since there are more than 70,111 schools with elementary age children,
the total cost is more than $320 million.

In its 1990 report to Congress, the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Devel-
opment discussed the abatement of lead-based paint. Their estimate to remove lead
paint from small public housing apartments with intact lead paint and high levels
of dust ranged from $8,900 to $11,900. This figure does not reflect the cost of abat-
ing in exterior soils.

e city of Chicago has been proactive in lead paint removal. Chicago was one
of the first school districts in the Nation to embark on removal and encapsulation.
Naturally there is a wide variation in cost depending upon the work required, but
in a single school in Chicago, in which abatement is only two-thirds completed, the
cost at that point was $400,000. Even if 10 percent of the 70,000 schools covered
needed that level of abatement, the cost to taxpayers would be $3 billion. And that
assumes that the other 90 percent of schools needed little or no abatement.

NSBA recommends that there be a separate authorization for day care facilities,
so that schools and day care facilities are not pitted against each other for funding.
Then the State can use the school funding to set priorities among the schools.

Any lead bill should provide full funding for lead testing. Further, a tripartite
funding system--where the Federal Government, the State government, and the
local school district all commit themselves to a financial partnership to abate the
lead paintshould be established. Otherwise, lead abatement could become a higher
priority in the school district than the education of children. Lead testing and abate-
ment would receive all the funding they require, while education programs must
make due with what remains.

It is very important to have the States conduct all of the lead testing and all of
the abatement that is deemed necessary. Nevertheless, superintendents and school
board members have voiced concern that the funding would go to the State, but the
actual burden of the mandate would be passed on to the school district. There is
also a fear that funding not provided to the States by the Federal Gevernment for
the testing and abatement would come from the depleted coffers of the States' fund-
ing for educadon.

The National School Boards Association proposes a Federal grant to States for
lead testing and abatement. A condition for receiving the grant would be a mainte-
nance of effort in funding for education, thereby ensuring that the current education
funding priority would not be lowered. This concept innrors the Senate bill's own
maintenance of State efforts on lead inspections as a requirement for Federal funds.

If schools do not conduct the testing, they should not be responsible for the civil
penalties that flow from a violation. A violation in previous lead bills would subject
a school to Federal civil penalties of up to $5,000 per violation. The language of the
bill suggests there may be a new violation each day that each school does not com-
ply with every requirement of the section. Such language could have disastrous re-
sults. For example, if there is no infrastructure in place to handle lead inspections
immediately after a renovation, that is a violation. If a hurricane or other natural
disaster strikes, and it's not possible to test for lead in the buildings that are used
as schools, that is a $5,000 per day violation. A violation could be the failure to give
to a new child at the school the lead-testing report. A violation could be the failure
to notice that such a report had been taken from the bulletin board in the teacher's
lounge and not replaced for a month; thereby creating a potential $150,000 in school
district liability.

Is this how schools should spend taxpayer resources for education? NSBA sug-
gests a showing of bad faith be required for this violation to be imposed and that
the daily penalty be reduced substantially.

Most important, the penalty should be against the State, not the school district.
The school district cannot be held liable for failing to conduct an inspection it is not
responsible for conducting.

The National School Boards Association urges the Energy and Commerce Commit-
tee to address these concerns:

A. Priorities should be set for testing and abatement sites based on risk, espe-
cially since children spend less than 10 percent of their school age years in school.

B. Lead testing and abatement in the schools should be conducted by the State
environmental agency.
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C. Sufficient Federal funds for testing and abatement in all schools must be in-
cluded in the bill, and separate funding should be provided for schools and day care
facilities.

I). States should be required to maintain their current educational funding levels
as a condition for receiving a Federal grant for testing and abatement.

E. School districts should not be held liable for civil penalties if they do not have
the responsibility for conducting the testing.

The National School Boards Association looks forward to working with Represent-
ative Waxman and the Subcommittee on Health and the Environment in developing
lead legislation.
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